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The earlier segments of the excellent, anonymous research
document called FIRE FROM THE SKY was presented
starttng in the 113195issue byCONTACTonp.28 and continued
in the next two consecutive issues. We resume here with this
most comprehensive outlay on the behind-the-scenes technical
ping-pong game going on between those attempting to control
this planet and its people, and those working just as diligently
to keep this beautiful little orb in one healthy piece. Can you
imagine how astonishing the evening news programs would be
if only THEY started telling the truth, such as this?!
Dr. Edwin M. Young, Editor-In-Chief
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executed in Arkansas. You readers became very close to Richard’s wife, Mary,
as efforts were made to bring forth truth and stop the carnage of citizens who
disclose the criminal acts of Government and Politicians. This, however, is not
the topic in point.
Remember, please, that back in those days Richard, and then we, ran a series
of articles on FIRE FROM THE SKY which consisted of at least part one and
two of the work of ONE WHO KNOWS.
With patience and without pushing rivers we receive and we have now
(Please see Fire From Tire Sky, p. 15 )
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ones, and neither can any one or two do the work of a
thousand. One may be able to manage, somehow, the
work of ten if the ten be ill-fitted for their tasks.
Around here, however, the TEN WHO SERVE IN
HONOR CANNOT BE REPLACED-BY
ANY TEN.
What is really obvious is that some are replaced by
NONE, just others filling in a bit longer-and
the job
is improved a hundred-fold.
So what have we now, at the farm? We have people
doubling up their working hours and roofing a house,
painting a house and repairing a home. The weeds are
being cleared, mostly by the ones who “watch” the
property-after
“work” hours. Cows have been brought
by neighbors to eat down the fields to ready for disking
when the rains come. Other neighbors have offered to
come plow for the cost of equipment operations and
help get weeds under control to save their own fields.
There are ones of you out there searching for tractors
and offering us yours in exchange for moving the
equipment-but
large operating equipment has to be
purchased and there are NOT funds, so we shall wait
and the neighbors have offered to fill-in if rains come
early. It is the only way to get the weeds under control.
Yellow starthistle has moved into this area of California and is running rampant through all the vegetation-it
destroys farms and MUST be attended-and
yes, it has started in THE FARM. This plant will
smother out all other vegetation, including crops; it
will kill livestock because it bears such thistles as to
clump and be non-removable from the digestive tract.
We welcome the small tractors you have offered, for
they are perfect for the control of such as the thistles.
Most work can be done with lightweight clearing,
swathing or mowing equipment and then controlled
bumscanbepermitted. THISFARMISARESEARCHAND
STUDY FARM-NOT JUST A PLACE TO PUT UP TRAVELERS AND SHARE-CROPPERS WHO DON’T.
The Spelta grain-handling equipment has been
upgraded in size, not new equipment. Big equipmeut
has been acquired and some parts of the Jojoba processing equipment has been “borrowed” and integrated and
the friends here have worked day and night to fit the
puzzle pieces together and make them shake, rattle and
roll where they are supposed to and stop shaking,
rattling and rolling where they are not supposed to. In
doing this, however, these same people could get parts
and BUILD equipment if necessary-and
it WILL be
necessary in the not very distant future.
George Washington once advised: “Associate yourself with men of good quality if you esteem your own
reputation for ‘tis better to be alone than in bad company.” Fine if you know men ONLY bearing good
qualities. I find that if the Master Teacher had used
that as a sole requirement-he
would have had NO
ONE. What is a “bad” or “good” quality? Give me a
person of honesty, integrity, and God REVERING, and
I have my man of “quality”. And, OUR mission is not
to “have company” BUT TO GET A JOB DONE AND
THAT REQUIRES “QUALITY”.
We have not the
privilege of sorting prior to ones sorting of themselves,
for ours is NOT TO JUDGE-EXCEPT
IN ACTIONS.
WHEN ACTIONS SHOW THAT INTENTS ARE NOT
OF QUALITY-THEN
ACTIONS MUST BE TAKEN
TO STOP THE LOSS-NO MATTER HOW PAINFUL
IT MIGHT BE TO SOME. FOR, THERE ARE OTHERS WITH INVESTMENTS OF TIME, MONEY AND
EXPECTATIONS WHICH MUST FIRST BE CONSIDERED IN ALL INSTANCES FOR THEY HAVE PROVIDED THE WAY THUS FAR! Funding has to come
from SOMEWHERE and that means, from SOMEONES.
When these giving people see their hard work and
funds being used unwisely-they
OBJECT, readers, as
well they should and must.

OnActions,
Pwlses
AndColloidal
Antibiotics
1 l/7/95 #l

ACTION

HATONN

VS.

BEING

“Act” means one thing, “action” means quite another. Action represents the mobility of “to act” or
“acting”. Act is only a POTENTIAL position on anything. You can study the potential of “act”ing for a very
long time and DO NOTHING. However, once acting or
in action-the
decision is made and the result will be
known, sooner or later. The result is WHAT YOU
FEAR! When you have learned enough facts about
what you self-examine as to “action”, you can predict
the probabilities of outcome.
Again I have to use Dharma as my pen example.
Things are heavy and hard from day to day as ones come
and go, share or bring destruction or, at the least, false
hopes. When these people move on they leave poison
pen letters, accusations and hurt because she is always
ultimately blamed for that which I write or do. E.J. is
then left to pick up the pieces and try to make a thing,
now gone “behind” -work again, find funds, and even
provide such as equipment for the myriads of activities-still,
while fighting court cases and trying to keep
a roof over the heads and computers operable. Don’t
misunderstand what I say here because there is Al to fix
the computers, Charles to help with all the labors of the
machinery and farm management, and both work for
nothing so outgo is little more than a phone call.
However, all have to survive and pay their way in this
world so everybody who serves here has to have SOMETHING to pay rent and food bills, so it is a hard journey
day to day. But I come back to Dharma because she is
my example to fit my discussion this morning.
She dreads to come to the keyboard some mornings,
like this one, because she never knows the subject and,
as with yesterday’s writing, often the blasts and destruction waves head back against her almost instantly.
Now, I want to write about colloids and sealing your
body against invaders using that colloid called silver. I
want to speak of GOLD COLLOID and why you need it
along with SILICA. But how do we move beyond the
daily grind of burden to turn to such healing and loving
topics”? Well, a good reminder is going right back to
actions-actions
can represent the visible expression
of LOVE or the visible expression of HATE. Sometimes foolish or “lucky” actions represent only the
visible signs of thoughtlessness,
or in the reverse,
thoughtfulness.
I want to thank you for your recent visible show of
thoughtfulness for it is fact that for every one nasty
thrust of someone’s pen, the letters and loving cards
flow in to the extent we are touched and overwhelmed
by the appreciation-AND
THAT, DEAR ONES, IS
WHAT KEEPS THE FINGERS MOVING AND THE
ALLOWANCE OF COMMUNICATION TO FLOW.
Remember something,
please: everyone comes to
Dharma for input-including
E.J.-BECAUSE
SHE
REPRESENTS A ROUTING TO ME. Then, if things
go wrong, it can be blamed on Doris’ input. This is not
fair but it happens over and over again. If I reprimand
or have discord and/or stop allowing secret and illintended things to continue-SHE
is blamed for her

mean spirit and EVIL changes. It is hard to accept this
when you really have DONE nothing save write and
work your fanny off trying to perform the tasks and
responsibilities poured upon you UNWANTED. It is
fine, chelas, for OUR PEOPLE KNOW US, TRUST US
AND REALIZE OUR MISSION. THOSE WHO ACT
OTHERWISE OBVIOUSLY ARE NOT OF US AND
MUST GO THEIR WAY AS THEY CAME-SEEKING, SEARCHING BUT REFUSING TO “FIND”. We
don’t pretend to be ANYTHING save separate individuals making an effort toward goodness and to do
business with integrity and hold our own individual
responsibility for our intents AND our actions: NO
MORE AND, CERTAINLY, NO LESS!

WE

LETTERS,
GET LETTERS

Not only do we get letters but 99.9% of them are
supportive, sharing, loving and suggestive of possible
“try this” activities.
One letter regarding “hiring”
people is to find out backgrounds, check on qualifications and thereby avoid attachments to those who would
only come, use and move on without so much as sweeping the floor. By the way, as I observe people leaving
a habitat, I always check the intent of moving parties to
see if they leave a partially used toilet paper roll. If
there are none for the next emergency user-1 KNOW
the intent of the leaving parties is to dump hate in
action rather than love in sharing-even
when the
toilet paper has been PROVIDED by the ones left to
repair, clean, organize and pick up the pieces. A
dubious sign? NO-ONE OF THE MOST OBVIOUS!
Readers, we have not had a privilege of investigating anything, for our people had no idea that there
would be such problems involved, for there was no
intent in consciousness that there would be jobs as are
now presented. You must understand that people insist
upon coming here and do so “ANYWAY”, in spite of
being warned there is nothing here and comers will
have to attend their own needs unless there is an
opening which is already a funded position.
However, what we have found happening is as with
the old Arabian camel tale of the camel outside the tent
in the desert and it becomes quite cold. First the camel
says to his master that he would just like to put his nose
in the tent for warmth, then his ears, then his head, then
his neck, his chest, his front legs, his back legs, his
tail-and then finally totally displaces the camel-master. Then the camel demands his meals inside, his bath
inside, his water inside and his master to serve him.
How is this like people who come and who “get”? They
finally believe it is fine to rip-off the others as long as
they don’t get caught. When they are then caught with
themselves in the tent while all others do the work and
bear the burdens while they take more and more and
demand even more, they become angry and abusive andtake all the toilet paper from the bathroom rollers!
But what really happens from the myriad lessons?
You get WISER; however, you also get so “careful” that
you pass up good opportunities built on the prior reputation of another wishing to come and serve, share and
work. You cannot always TELL about anyone, dear

CONTACT

The paper now known as CONTACT is interesting
in its own right. Most of you who have been with us
since upstart, heard the call through our communica-
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tions and KNEW. That was and IS the purpose of the
journals and the paper. We did not come along to
compete with the Losdngeles
Times or The Washington
Post-our
papers were and are for communications
with our team. If they can now be utilized for sharing
information among the Elite, the enemies, the politicians, and the surveillance teams-GOOD.
However,
it is not, nor was it ever, to inform the enemy-it
was
to communicate with you who want to know truth and
are anticipating the “messengers” so you can finish
your jobs and move back HOME. It is for the purpose
of letting YOU know what of the natural items of the
alchemist’s hands is available for your passage through
the assaults of intended mass plagues and diseases,
what you can eat to sustain you most efficiently, and
how to attend yourselves through the disasters, natural
and man-made, which ARE ALREADY SHOWING
THEMSELVES. People, YOU ARE AT THE ENDING
OF THIS CYCLE!
It doesn’t matter, really, what
comes next-YOU
ARE IN THE ENDING TIME OF
THIS CYCLE AND THERE IS BY FAR MORE EVIL
PORTENTOUS INTENT THAN GODLINESS IN ACTION EVERY DIRECTION IN WHICH YOU LOOK. Let us
pamblize and paraphrase: THE YELLOW STARTHISTLE
HAS TAKEN OVER YOUR VIABLE WORLD.

and intestines while speeding up intestinal peristalsis.
An antihistamine might well be in order rather than flu
medication. Why? Because certain frequencies evoke
histamine release and will present as an allergic reaction. Get quiet and in silence as much as canbe found
and LISTEN to the sounds, check the pulse cycles and
adjust your own “light” system to coincide rather than
“fight” the barrage.
You will mostly feel a bit of
wooziness as in motion sickness. You are fine if you
simply do not release YOUR CONTROL to IT. Dharma,
for instance, wants to “quit and run” but we have to
remind all of you that there is NO WHERE TO RUN
AND NO PLACE TO HIDE as the Elitesmen turn up the
lamp-wick and thermostat. Their “intent” is to hit you
gradually enough as to not be noticed and slowly bring
you all into compliance. Be gentle with one another,
for the major symptoms will be irritability and short
tempers, humming in the head, shrill but low frequency
noises, and despondency with depression. The time is
surely at hand to use your intelligence and wisdom in
all things. The grid will not be left on for long periods
YET because the Elite have no way of protecting themselves from blanket pulsing. YOU have the advantage
of being able to counter the pulses far better than the
adversary, although the pulse frequency range is in the
dark sequence at which most dark energies function.
PULSE
GRID
SYSTEM
Do NOT join them-counter-balance
them.
The longer effects will be to allow the cellular
Your friendly Munchkins and Grinch have turned structure of human and some animal life to reduce
on the pulse system this morning in various locations so stamina and be more receptive to invaders of the microI ask that all of you respond carefully to the impact on biological variety. A body under STRESS is vulnerable
your own systems. You who have to work at computers to any kind of “attack”.
The New World Order is closing in and you WILL
are going to have interesting waves of reaction which
will present much as “instant” flu symptoms without BE compromised. You in the United States of America
fever or visible signs of disease. The smooth muscles are not longer sovereign in any way and you can know
will, however, react as will the linings of the stomach that from the recent death of Rabin of Israel. Did your
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
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President go as a representative of the United States of
America to honor that man at that funeral? NO, he
went and assumed the costume, head covering and
tradition of the country wherein he gave visible evidence of his allegiance to that ORDER which is not the
ORDER OF THE NEW WORLD ORDER IN DIRECT
CONNECTION. Other representatives of other nations
gave honor and respect but DID NOT dress in costume
to SHOW THE WORLD that you are but a satellite of
Israel in the United States. The “factions” are beginning to actually show their “colors” and allegiances.
The United States of America SHOULD BE in mourning this day-not for Rabin but, rather, for the death of
your Sovereign Nation. You are making the final
decisions about living long and prospering-OR
not
living long at all and surely NOT PROSPERING.
OVERLOAD
I am asked for input and suggestions and yes, I have
a few to offer. I suggest that all of you begin to take a
good quality silica, preferably in colloid. To that make
sure you get some gold colloid to take at the same time
for the “merging” value of the combination but without
nullifying one against the other as can happen in the
presence of drias. YOU NEED THE PARTICULATE
IN NATURAL FORM. These are the things of which
the most efficient computer brains function-silicon
chips and gold connectors. If you keep yours in highlevel efficiency the only thing you will reap from the
trial runs of pulse systems is better retention, more data
input, and sharper functioning of the brain/mind.
IN THE COLLOIDS, DO NOT BE DECEIVED!
YOU MUST HAVE PARTICULATE AS FREQUENCIES CANNOT BE HELD AT A HIGH LEVEL WITHOUT THE PRESENCE OF THE PARTICLES. We have
had to move aside from some producers who contend
that “frequency is everything”. NO IT IS NOT! You
need, digested or alchemized, say, silicon, gold, silver,
et al., for IMMUNE SYSTEM AND CELLULAR BALANCE. But for immediate function and antibacterial
properties for a sudden overloading attack-you HAVE
TO HAVE PARTICULATE IN SUSPENSION.
You are going to receive everything from bottled
water to dyed water to get you to buy product with NO
VALUE AT ALL! If yoi start with patiiculated colloid
and it is transformed by the Sun-you have some drias
present which will change and absorb the particulate
and will hold a “charge”, but it is NOT the same as
CHARGED PARTICLES. We don’t even use product
where the particles fall out of solution except as desired
It is fine but the desire is to
for topical application.
have an instantly merging cell-to-cell integration which
allows the particle to move within cells at contact.
From Illinois comes advertising for a colloid (silver) solution which is supposedly using only natural
SI‘1ver, processed three times, coming from somewhere
in the high Wasatch Mountains of Utah. How remarkable-you can also bet the con-people are FROM UTAH
NEAR THE WASATCH MOUNTAINS. “FINE” silver
is “fine” silver and there isn’t any difference in coming
from the Wasatch Mountains or the desert with NO
mountains. Ah, but the secret in the advertising says
that this fine product is SPARKLING CLEAR. It goes
further to say that the “frequency” is introduced from
the SUN. Ah, now you have it all-but what you have
is NO PARTICULATE-you
simply have purified water sitting with silver (which I guarantee you is then
removed before YOU get it), allowed to “electrify” from
the Sun’s rays. This is good-but
it will have no
properties of particulate colloid. You might better eat
the silver money you send than take the worthless water
which will, by the way, have lost most of its frequency
increase the minute it is removed from the sunlight in
its required dark-glass bottles. These types of conpeople (intended or otherwise) will yet destroy the
integrity of valid healing and bring down the LAWS
AGAINST EVEN THE MOST INNOCENT OF HERBS
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the “nothing” is the same as “something”. I will readily
tell you that you don’t need nearly as much colloidalized
particulate as is offered by the Gaias and further, you
can have a colloidal solution which is ALMOST transparent, but if you are told that you can get the BEST
colloid of silver in a transparent purified water solution-you
are a FOOL TO BELIEVE IT.
So, now I am asked about the chemical reaction
which produces such a fine antimicrobial product as
OxySol and isn’t that “clear” in presentation? Yes, yes
it is with some occasional dark ions. Why? Because we
have a chemical REACTION and ALCHEMY CHANGE
of properties of all of these: GOLD, SILVER, HYDROGEN PEROXIDE, CARBON AND VERBUTI ASHheated and “boiled” of its own chemical reactions until
all the separate products have become ONE different
substance. It has NO PURIFIED water at all! And,
furthermore, I AM NOT HERE TO GIVE YOU ALCHEMY LESSONS. If that takes place, my old compatriot Germain can do it; I have other “fish to fry”. I am
doing all I can to offer you something to keep you alive
and as well as possible--to finish our job.
FOR
YOU
WHO
WONDER
ABOUTFor you inquiring minds about the frequency ba;rage I would note the following: Dharma was in the
very middle of a sentence for me when she became so ill
and faint as to hardly be able to get out of the room and
away from the computer. She laid down for a while and
only felt worse, so I had her take a tablespoon full of
silica colloid with a teaspoon full of gold colloid and
Iwo ice-tea spoons of Spelta GaiaCleanse [the intestinal sweep]. Why ice-tea spoon? Because one was
laying on the counter and has a long handle for stirring
because the mass was turning into a thick blob so that
it required a tall glass to thin it enough to drink. The
mass thickened instantly to the point of glop-but I had
her keep adding filtered water till she could drink it.
Twenty minutes later the noise in the head is loud but
under control and she is functional again. By the way,
this is one of the most healing and beautifying facial
masks you “can’t” buy! Mix it with the Gaia lotion and
you have the best and most soothing product you can
find ANYWHERE. When you sponge off the mixture
after allowing it to sit a while--the Spelt fiber will
scrub away the top dead cells. Add a bit of moisturizer
and you won’t believe the fountain-of-youth
product.
Aren’t the mysteries of life sometimes sweet when you
least expect it?
WHAT
PRECIPITATED

ABOUT
COLLOIDS?

Sometimes there will be something about a bottle of
solution that will precipitate.
This does have something to do with the colloidalizing process. For instance, when electrolyzed with the finishing upgrading
of frequency through use of gold electrodes-we
have
such a frequency shift upward that sometimes the charge
will discharge as in “grounding”. This will often cause
the container to clump out all the particulate.
If you
ever receive a bottle of colloid in that condition-you
can either shake it and use it or send it back for
exchange. But please send it back for exchange because
all it needs is recharging. A colloid suspension should
not do more than flake out a bit of particulate. It does
not LOSE its charge and it will last indefinitely (that
means a very long time).
I would prefer a “lighter” solution of colloid than
Gaia makes but the producers here fear not having
saturation. That sometime: .esults in “over”saturation
which produces a marvelous product for lotions and
creams but is unnecessary for general usage and, if
overused, could allow for a buildup in ‘the body which
may well give off a silver-blue hue. The old “bluebloods” simply had a lot of silver in their systems!!
Strange, isn’t it?

When we speak of dosages we have to consider the
use. That is, for what are you taking something? If you
take a clear water sitting in the Sun--take a gallon if
you like. If you are ill, I suggest you take a “colored
naturally by particulate” colloid of whatever you take
and use an amount suitable to an acute status, chronic
status or maintenance regime. I am not, either, antimedication. I am anti-poison-drugs!
Along this subject I would share with you an article
out of something called The Journal of Alternative
Therapies, August 1995:

I don’t want to belabor the point about colloids but
if you don’t know what you are about, how can you
properly manage your own health? I would remind you
of the most important one thing I can bring to your
attention--the
fact that the new [man-made] viruses
are strung together of crystalline matter and all viruses
have a controlling “cap” or head. That “cap” is held to
the body by a neck of one atom of “something”. It used
to be a zinc molecule but now the preference has been
to increase the strength and frequency of the holding
“neck” or glue which holds the cap intact. As the
scientists tamper with these viruses they keep utilizing
[QUOTING:]
one element after another in hopes of finding THE
ONE which cannot be knocked out by antibiotics. It
COLLOIDAL
SILVER
COULD
has worked for, so far, good treatment has not been
REPLACE
SOME
ANTIBIOTICS
found in the antibiotic field for the upgraded invaders.
Colloidal silver will knock out the new titanium “neck”
No, it’s not about the fillings in your teeth! It is, but to break through the crystalline collar around that
however, about the most powerful, non-toxic, antibi- neck it takes a pretty goodjolt offrequency in the range
otic available. And, with antibiotic resistant germs of GOLD. Just mixing gold and silver colloids does
not give a suitable result--the colloidalized silver has
now considered epidemic, it’s time to look elsewhere.
to be electrolytically up-frequencied with use of gold
But why Colloidal Silver?
First, consider that the most important body fluids electrodes. This will sometimes cause a precipitation
fall-out and is a most tedious procedure. However, you
are colloidal. Add to this the fact that most antibiotics
are toxic and potentially dangerous in that they depress retain the antiseptic value of the silver AND the frethe immune system and/or the body can have an allergic quency for cellular transfer of the gold. I find no merit
in further explaining this mechanism for I am neither
reaction to them. And finally, that most antibiotics
today are effective against a half dozen or more germs, a chemist nor an engineer of your cellular necessities.
some of which are building or have built-up a resistance Everything has its place so you have separate needs for
various uses. You need the drias to BUILD THAT
to the antibiotic, and you begin to get the picture.
Colloidal Silver, on the other hand, properly IMMUNE SYSTEM TO ITS UTMOST PERFECTION
prepared, is extremely safe to use, even with chil- AND IN THE GAIANDRIANA YOU HAVE PREdren. It is without many of the negative side effects ALCHEMIZED SILVER, GOLD, CARBON, VITAof prescription antibiotics and it is known to kill MINS, AND YOU NAME IT-FOR PERFECT CELL
over 650 germs. Yet, unlike pharmaceutical antibi- MEDIUM. Then for assault of microbials you need an
You need GOLD for
otics, germs cannot build a resistance to the action of ANTISEPTIC/ANTI-BIOTIC.
the brain synapses and you need it colloidalized.
Evsilver. In fact, there is no known disease-causing
organism that can live in the presence of even minute erything is purely natural in its most perfect form.
Use it or don’t use it--the choice is yours. But
traces of simple metallic silver. It is toxic to all species
tested of fungi, bacteria, protozoa, parasites and certain please beware of false offerings for they are the very
viruses, killing them within minutes of contact.
thing that plays into the hands of the governmental
So, you now have access to a broad spectrum anti- power-brokers. As far as I am concerned there are uses
biotic that is tasteless, odorless and non-stinging to for almost anything and, if color is added, it should be
sensitive tissues. It may be taken orally or put on cuts, for IDENTIFICATION purposes-not
to fool the unscrapes, open sores, warts or used as a rinse for acne, suspecting.
George Green had a fine story from one of the
eczemas and other skin irritations. It may be gargled,
dropped into the eyes or ears, used vaginally, anally, people he met at a seminar several years ago-who was
atomized or inhaled into the nose or lungs.
selling “Tesla” watches. After some discussion about
A colloid is a substance that consists of ultra-fine
being a distributor it turned out that the people took an
particles (in this case 99.999% fine silver) suspended old CHEAP Casio watch, opened it and put on a
in a solution. Solutions are classified into three catego- different cover plate reading “Tesla” and sold a $3.00
ries-i.e.,
true solutions, colloidal solutions, and emul- watch for $59.95. When suggested that this was not
sions and suspensions. The size of the particle is of honest the man retorted, “It’s all in the mind anyway.”
Well, good friends, THIS IS NOT ALL IN THE
major importance in distinguishing categories. In an
ideal colloid, the particles are small enough so that they MIND. The mind is a wondrous thing and CAN, if you
will not cling together. In addition, a colloid must have have command, alchemize everything you need-BUT
the following three characteristics: (1) It must consist THE MODERN MIND WILL NOT SERVE YOU
of dissimilar ingredients, (2) It must have more than one WELL, SO WHILE LEARNING I SUGGEST YOU
phase-i.e., gas/liquid, solid/liquid etc., and (3) the particles SIMPLY USE THE REAL THING. It is much as with
“LEARNING” ascension-HOW
MANY PEOPLE
must not dissolve in the solution or suspension,
The problem arises that there are many ways to HAVE YOU SEEN ASCEND?? NO-YOU DIDN’T
EVEN “SEE” THAT ONE!
produce Colloidal Silver. Of these, the Electrocolloidal
I suggest you always be discerning of your sources
Process is considered far superior. Also, the methods
of manufacture yield widely different therapeutic re- and carefully JUDGE the products. Thank you for your
sults, so it is essential that you know what you are attention. Salu.
buying. Improperly prepared Colloidal Silver can discolor the skin permanently!
l e*eeeee*oeeooeeeeeeeebeeaeeoee
The most effective form of Colloidal Silver is composed of particles of 99.999% fine silver, electrically
charged and held in suspension in a solution of deion- l
ized water without any chemical, stabilizer, dye or other l
ingredient. There is no visible~accumulation of silver par- ll
0
l
ticles either in the solution or settled on the bottoin.
l
l
Colloidal Silver is not something new. Research l
0
l
started in the early 1900s but it may now find a new, l
more important role as a viable, effective substitute for l
antibiotic use in Canada and the United States.
[END OF QUOTING]

i YOU MAY SUBSCRIBE
TO CONTACT- BY
- CALLING

i
i

i l-800-800-5565

i

l

l
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Antibiotics
Becoming
Worthless
Against
Latest
Enhneered
Invaders
TALAILmN
attempt to shut down late-term abortions BY MEANS
OF PULLING APART THE BABIES, PULLING THEM
OUT OF THE BIRTH CANAL ENOUGH TO STAB
THE BABY IN THE NECK AT THE BASE OF THE
SKULL WITH SCISSORS AND ASPIRATING ITS
BRAIN OUT FOR USE AS INJECTIONS FOR ELDERLY PEOPLE SUFFERING FROM VARIOUS MEN-

b.

1 l/9/95 #l
THIS

HATONN

MORNING

“Of all the means which wisdom uses to ensure
happiness throughout
the whole of life, by far the most
important is the acquisition
of friends. ” - Epicurus

As you read these words check to see what thoughts
ramble through your mind; focus for just a moment
upon that which you focus upon in consciousness.
I
would question you, however: how and where do you
look for “friends”? Do you not find friends by going
about your journey and meeting others because of similarities, direction and vocation? What do you project to
“acquire” friends? It is certainly easy enough to acquire acquaintances-but
friends7 Remember, a friend
may question your motives, your tactics, your actions
and even your beliefs-but
he will share his while
discussing yours and HEARING you. He will not, if
countered, go forth and “getcha” because you refuse to
tolerate abuse and damage. You do not have to “agree”
on all points to be friends, but only until informed can
this hold true for you will not long tolerate those who
do not believe somewhat as you do and have similar
GOALS. Actions will always be acceptable or you will
realize you are NOT, at all, friends.
There was a crude joke told on a prize-winning TV
show last evening that I witnessed. It was a Jewish
comedian whose types of jokes ranged from something
about pregnancy tests for the Virgin Mary to other
demeaning comments about Christianity (if a White
Christian made such terrible comments about Jews you
would be tossed into the fire-pit of their holocausting
flamethrowers). Then there were some about Farrakhan
and then 60Minutes and Colin Powell-but an interesting observation was “Politics and other games make for
strange bedfellows-where
the ones not in bed get
screwed.” Crass? I guess not for this was not bleeped
out and half of the other words were and there were so
many that there was no program left.
This same
comedian did a whole hour on breasts one evening and
if this same talk were presented by others-they
would
be hanged. He never referred to the breasts by that
name-but
simply as “tits”. Yes indeed, America and
World, YOU HAVE COME A LONG WAY-INTO
THE TRASH HEAP. And how is it explained away, the
brash, crude and vulgar channel of garbage? “Oh, but
it is adult entertainment and parents should control
what their children watch”-during
prime time! ! !
Entertainment?
ADULT?
YOU ARE GETTING EXACTLY WHAT YOU DESERVE, FELLOW TRAVELERS.
COLLOIDS
So, “this morning” we sit to write and the first
thing we encounter on the “respond to” stack is an
attack on colloidal silver from no less than Joyce Riley
who CLAIMS to serve the Gulf War veterans suffering
from Gulf War Illness (GWI). It seems her comments
were that she had concerns regarding New Gaia and
colloidal silver. If she has concerns then she knows
NOTHING about the subject and this is the second turnabout by this unfortunate lady, on the subject WHEREIN
SHE SHOWS HER TOTAL IGNORANCE. Further,

--

~~

she shows that her intents are NOT in behalf of any
Gulf War veterans but serves, in ignorance or intent,
the government of the Royal Hood-you know, the ones
with utmost “hoodspa” (spell it any way you like). By
her association with GWI, and claiming to sufferfrom
THE illness, Rick sent her products worth hundreds of
dollars (perhaps that was THE error). She DID NOT
use them correctly, if at all, stopped the use, then
denied they did anything and, now, proves her point by
one example-WHICH
DID NOT HAPPEN. Be wary,
people, of do-gooders who rip-off their “partners” as
she has done to Peter Kawaja.
To begin with I will just present Rick Martin’s
communique:
“In a conversation with Joyce Riley this morning,
she made some comments about her concerns regarding
New Gaia and colloidal silver. She mentioned that she
had a very sick Gulf War veteran who, under the
supervision of a naturopathic doctor, was taking colloida1 silver. He went into renal failure and turned grey.
The doctor took him off of the colloids because his
kidneys were simply not strong enough to process the
heavy metal. She expressed her concerns that exact
dosages are unknown in this particular area of treatment and many of the very sick vets have weak kidneys.“-Rick.
Fine, and she is totally uninformed and is suffering
from “weak brain” syndrome. How can anyone with so
little knowledge head anything as urgently in focus as
the Gulf War veterans who are dying all over the map,
along with their families.
It is true that you don’t need to overload kidneys
and livers with anything. However, if the gold and
silver STAY IN COLLOID YOU CANNOT OVERLOAD ANYTHING. Neither 1 nor she, apparently,
knows anything (or she does not share it) about what
she is talking, like who made this “colloid”, for it
certainly did not come from here or any reputable
source-if
indeed it caused ANY adverse reactionPERIOD. It sounds to me like a full intent to damage
the reputation of something that can SAVE LIVES
when the point is to kill off people and remain the
center of some sick attention. Joyce Riley works WITH
the government and has tried to get Peter to join her so
that they can be secure in the helping of one another.
So, please go back and re-read the joke in paragraph
No. 3 (above).
Does this mean that 1 am not fully in attune with
Joyce Riley? I don’t know Joyce Riley nor am I likely
to ever become a favorite “friend” of hers. She is
apparently doing more to prevent the members of the
Gulf War Club, seeking help, from getting help, of
anyone I see in the present landscape. I weary of our
“mother figures” going forth and presenting BIG Boy
GAMES. I will tell you readers this much, right now:
Women who come forward and shrewdly take control of
something like this, which herds men around like
cattle, and give great input to their destiny-are
problem material if attitudes are wrong. I feel the same way
about men running female business. Families are being
lost to these diseases and yet women take up “arms” and
go to war in the name of.... No, they don’t, they make
idiots of themselves marching to Washington with
their guns and bangles.
I want you to pay attention to something going on
in your Congressional debates these very days: the

Guess what the men are against such horror but,
AH. your female homosexual Congress “ladies” are in
favor of using the “death” for something “productive”.
When the MOTHERS of your nations become THIS, it
is unfortunate for the human race. By the way, in a late
term pregnancy termination of this type-usually
arms
and/or legs are pulled off the little body in the procedure. How does that make your old joints feel? You are
base and atrocious in your FREEDOM OF CHOICE(s).
If you are FOR such murder and torture-then
you are
as guilty as the one who actually does this “procedure”.
I remind you, however, that this IS THE SAME INTENT that belongs to Satanic SACRIFICE groups who
will skin a person alive and breed babies to be “sacriBig damned deal-15
pot-bellied men and
ficed”.
stuporous women holding down a wee infant while it is
peeled and murdered! ! Indeed you have come a long
way, World.
I will say that I, too, am appalled by what is being
produced and called “colloidal silver”. You can get
everything from nothing to dyed water or mica flakes.
And, worse, there is NOTHING which prevents tampering with the “real thing”.
When you have the
mentality of putting poison in Tylenol capsules-you
have some sick members of society. Colloidalize ANYTHING incorrectly and you get “grounded” fallout of
clumped elements.
I am also amused by the description of someone
Haveany of you ever looked at a person
turning“grey”.
with serious kidney problems-from
any cause? There
is a grey color which is so typical as to be a causal sign
for diagnoses-just
as liver damage presents with yellow sclera (eye whites). Renal (kidney) shutdown is a
typical sign of organ damage in Gulf War Syndrome
with build-up of UREA. But now there is blame of a
harmless solution and leaders of “the movement” have
Has anyone
to “concern” about all such products.
heard, at best, that some people have allergic reactions
to antibiotics7 Well, you won’t have an allergic reac-e
tion to these colloids! Any INFORMED person would
not even suggest such a silly thing. You won’t have any
reaction to properly prepared silver or gold colloidsexcept perchance-GET
WELL, Government forbid!
I am given a rebuttal of “but she says she suggests
people read CONTACT”.
So, and how many subscriptions have you gotten through that resource7 I thought
not. People who use others to further their own gain are
not your buddy, good buddies. When that list of GWI
contacts is handed over to Peter Kawaja so something
can be done for them-then,
and ONLY then, will I
consider her intent to be worthy ofthe position in which
she places herself.
She has sold Peter’s tapes, his
lectures, his work- for herself. She has tried to alienate him from his REAL co-workers and this is unseemly
GaiaSpelt
has had a change of address. For
future orders of juicers, blenders and related items
please send to:

GaiaSpelt
5300 W. Sahara
Las Vegas,. NV 89102
Sorry for any inconvience this may have caused.
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they are sensitive to the drug being prescribed.
This certainly does happen but the real story behind
bacterial resistance to antibiotics touches on more profound issues. Bacteria, it now appears, have an extraordinary facility to adapt genetically
to external
threats. This not only guarantees their own survival
but is also, paradoxically, indispensable for the surviva1 of all living organisms. [H: Well, unless tampered with by MAN, they do not conveniently adapt
MAN-KILLING
MICROBES
to colloidal silver with/and/or gold, and to think
otherwise is hogwash. Will there come a day when
OK, let us shift attention along these same lines but this does not hold true? Probably, but you’re not
offer an interesting article from, of all things, [LON- there yet.]
DON] FINANCIAL
TIMES, Weekend, October 28129,
Consider the bacterium staphylococcus, which both
opens and closes the all too brief historical period when
1995 [QUOTING:]
doctors believed they had triumphed over infectious
disease,
RETURN
OF THE
MAN-KILLING
MICROBES
In February
1941, Police Constable
Albert
Alexander was desperately ill in Oxford’s Radcliffe

at best. If her intentions are good, she is going about
actions quite incorrectly and, as with Linda Thompson,
just
to later say, “oops, I didn’t mean it really-I
wanted to get people’s attention and awaken them,”
Well “Generals”, it leaves me as cold as “oops, we only
meant to kill THETeacher a little bit!” And, yep, every
one of the disciples went to sleep AFTER the Teacher
asked them to stand watch with him. Oh well!!!
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mg, given as one injection into his buttock. Within 24
hours, he was clearly getting better. His temperature
came down and the suppurating skin infection began to
heal.
But the quantity of penicillin available was so
limited that despite the diligence of his doctors in
extracting minute quantities of the precious substance
from his urine and reinjecting it back into the blood
stream, the staphylococcus regained the upper hand
and a month later PC Alexander was dead. But his
partial response to penicillin perfectly symbolized the
crucial transitional moment between man’s susceptibility to the power of bacteria and his ability to defeat
them.
Penicillin soon became available in sufficient quantities and it saved many lives in the closing years of the
war, but within only three years the staphylococcus had
fought back.
A mutation emerged which produced an enzyme,
penicillinase,
that disBacteria are on the point of oversolved the chemical structhrowing
antibiotics,
reports James
ture of penicillin, renderLeFanu.
ing it useless.
In 1967 William Stewart, the US
In response, the drug
Surgeon General, told a White House
industry came up with a
meeting: “The time has come to close
semi-synthetic penicillin,
the book on infectious diseases.” At
methicillin.
But a new
the time it certainly seemed he was
generation of staphylococright.
Social progress and medical
cus became resistant to
ingenuity had thrown an apparently
that, along with eight other
unscalable wall around the human specommonly used antibiotcies to protect it from its oldest foes.
Then came the
ics.
The miracle of antibiotics had empfluoroquinolones and the
tied the hospital wards which 20 years
aminglycosides. Yet again
earlier had been filled to overflowing
staphylococcus
fought
with children dying of pneumonia,
back. [H: Do you suppose
meningitis and typhoid.
[II: Not to
Ms. Riley is “concerned”
even mention adults.] The extraordinary thing in retrospect was how rap- i
I about these as well? No
one seems to get conidly the final victory had come-vindicerned about the priests
cation, if any were needed, of the limin the medical association
itless power of modern medicine.
who give poisons which
Sweet victory indeed, but, as it has
build resistance (of the
turned out, pure hubris.
Within 20
invader) but concern over
years, bacteria and the infectious disthat which is harmlesseases they cause have bounded right
except to the invaders!]
back up the medical agenda and into
Hundreds of antibiotic
the public consciousness.
Microbes
compounds have been dehave turned out to be much more resilveloped over the past 50
ient than anyone could have imagined:
years but there are now
capable, in a myriad of different ways,
strains of staphylococcus
of defending themselves against the
which are resistant to all
$14.00 for 1
Now $40.00 for3 or
antibiotic onslaught.
Regular price 1602. $20.00
but one-vancomycin.
[H:
The implications were spelled out
$28.00 for 1
Now $80.00 for3 or
3202. $40.00
THESE
ALERT!
by microbiologist .4lexander Tomasz
STRAINS ARE ALSO
of New York’s Rockefeller University
NOW RESISTANT TO
AQUAGAIA
at last year’s conference of the AmeriIT AS WELL!1 When, as
can Association for the Advancement
seems
inevitable, a strain
of Science. The scale of bacterial re$14.00 for 1
Now$40.00 for3 or
Regular price 1602. $20.00
of staphylococcus becomes
sistance to antibiotics was, he said, “a
$28.00 for 1
Now $80.00 for3 or
3202. $40.00
resistant to this as well,
medical disaster that will return physithe post-antibiotic era will
cians to the days before penicillin, when
have arrived-unless
a
the most trivial of infections could turn
new cure is found in time.
lethal for lack of effective drugs”.
[H: Well, readers, here
The problem is especially apparent
* Buy two of the same size and get the third one free.
you ARE.]
in hospitals-particularly
intensive
Central to the struggle
care units which are happy breeding
Orderl-800-639-4242 TOLL FREE
for supremacy between staground for bacteria.
The Journal of
phylococcus and the drugs
the American Medical Association
reindustry-so similar to the
cently reported a survey of 10,000- patients in 1,500 hospitals across Europe which found Infirmary. Two months previously a small sore caused arms race of the cold war-is the enormous repertoire
by staphylococcus had developed on the side of his of defences that bacteria can draw on. As well as
that not only were half of them on antibiotic treatment
for infections they had acquired in hospital, but that in mouth. It had spread rapidly and relentlessly to his face producing penicillinase, staphylococcus can alter the
two-thirds of these the causal organism was resistant to and scalp, destroying his left eye which had had to be shape of the protein by which other penicillins bind to
the bacterium’s cell wall. They inhibit the attack of the
surgically removed.
several different antibiotics.
The infection had now spread to the right shoulder fluoroquinolones on their DNA, secrete immobilizing
The rapid resurgence of the threat of infectious
and
an X-ray of his chest revealed multiple abscesses in enzymes against chloramphenicol, and dispose of tetdisease has been blamed on doctors themselves, who, it
is claimed, irresponsibly dish out antibiotics like sweets, the lungs. (IL: Ah, for a bit of OxySol to the pimple racycline by literally pumping it out.
These defense mechanisms are not unique to staoften for minor illnesses, without bothering to identify and some of the Caia lotion!1 PC Alexander was the
tiny dose of 200 phylococcus. They have also been encountered in each
which bacteria-if any-are responsible and whether first human to receive penicillin-a

Sale Ends 12/15/95
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of the hundreds of species of bacterial pathogens. How
do they do it?
According to evolutionary theory, random changes
in the staphylococcal genes produce-by
chance-a
mutant capable of, for example, secreting the enzyme
penicillinase and this gives it a competitive advantage
which allows it to survive and prosper. But as George
Griffin, professor of Microbiology at St. George’s Medical School, points out, such spontaneous genetic mutation is “a relatively infrequent event. It might happen
once, but the chances of the staphylococcus becoming
resistant to two antibiotics in the same way are somewhere between a million and a hundred million times
less likely.
“The chance of random mutation generating resistance to still more antibiotics is essentially zero. So
clearly bacterial genes must have mechanisms-not
found in other organisms-by
which they can actively,
almost purposefully, mutate to protect themselves from
hostile chemicals in the environment.”
(H: Now,
would anyone like to tell me how the same strain of
staphylococci in upper Slobovia can simultaneously
mutate in Southern California? It’s a small world
after all, perchance?]
If the chances of staphylococcus becoming resistant to several antibiotics by random genetic mutation
are vanishingly small, the chances of all bacterial
species doing the same thing is so improbable as not to
be worth considering. The only way this could happen
would be if bacteria could somehow transmit their
genes for resistance between each other.
Theoretically this should not happen, as they are
non-sexual, reproducing by self division. Yet, as Japanese scientist Dr. Kunitaro Ochi discovered, not only is
resistance transmitted within a species, it is transmitted between species. This is unique to bacteria.
In a classic experiment, Ochi cultured strains of the
bacterium Escherichia
cofi which were resistant lo the
antibiotics
sulfanilamide,
streptomycin,
chloramphenicol
and telracvcline with strains of Shigella dysenteria
which were sensitive to the four drugs
and produced strains of Shigella with the same pattern
of resistance as the E. coli.
Bacteria, it is now known, contain a form of DNA,
called plasmid, which is quite separate from their
chromosomes and carries both the genes for resistance
and those that permit bacteria to conjugate with others.
So in Ochi’s experiment the E. coli plasmids not only
encouraged fusion with the shigella, but passed into it,
conferringat a stroke-resistance
to several antibiotics. [H: I see that I have erred in not going on with
your lesson on ugenes”. I can only hope you get
enough information out of this article to allow yoito

somewhat understand the genetic capabilities even at
the primitive level of microbes. I simply can’t get to
all the education necessary, friends, so bear with us
and, please, do your homework for the life you save
will be your own, and of those you love.]
Microbes thus break two fundamental rules of genetics: they do not depend on random mutation of genes
to adapt to a changing environment and are able to
transmit genetic information between species.
Together these observations challenge the central
concept of all modern biology: that there is an evolutionary hierarchy which starts with the simple singlecelled microbes on the bottom rung, from which all
other living things have evolved.
The problem that has become increasingly obvious
in the past decade is that microbes are not simple at all.
Their genetic adaptability is much superior to that of
any other form of life and seems not to have evolved by
chance. Further, their willingness to share their defences with other species of microbes suggests they are
not solitary organisms but share a common purpose.
Indeed, as British microbiologist, Bernard Dixon, argues in his book Power Unseen: How Microbes see the
World, the genetic adaptability of microorganisms is
the single most important phenomenon in the whole of
biology, for on it depends the existence of every other
form of life on earth.
In the cycle of growth and decay, growth would not
be possible if decay was not eliminated. According to
Dixon, bacteria “make a major contribution to global
cleansing, attacking the waste that arrives in an unceasing stream of sewage disposal plants, rendering it safe
and innocuous.”
Bacteria can adapt to incredibly hostile environments. They can be found in the heart of a bubbling
volcano and buried deep in a glacier, in a jar of distilled
water and in the formaldehyde used to preserve anatomical specimens.
[H: Remember the one we told
you about that lives in the heart of a nuclear reactort]
It is only incidentally that they cause disease: when
they encountered a human host, the Mycobacteriunz
tuberculosis,
adapted to survive in the lungs and bones,
the staphylococcus adapted to live in the skin, and the
gonococcus adapted to flourish in the genital tract. So
their apparent malevolence and their ability to become
resistant to antibiotics are both inevitable corollaries of
their primary function-to
sustain life on earth.
Put like this, the medical disaster predicted by
Tomasz seems equally inevitable. A strain of the gut
bacterium enterococcus, prevalent in intensive-care
units, is now resistant to all known antibiotics including the “last ditch” vancomycin. Enterococcus is itself
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CONTACT is a unique and inspired newspaper for concerned citizens
everywhere, though it particularly focuses on the United States because of
this country’s special mission in the affairs of the world. That is, “As goes
the United States, so goes the world.”
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fairly harmless-except
in the elderly and debilitatedbut it is only a matter of time before its vancomycinresistant gene jumps ship to the staphylococcus. People
infected by this super-staphylococcus will be no more
treatable than in the days before PC Alexander received his first shot of penicillin.
For the immediate future the problem of antibiotic
resistance will remain confined to hospitals where it
can be kept largely under control by rigorous infectious
disease control.
But in the growing cities of the
developing world, where sanitation and housing is
poor and antibiotic prescribing practices uncontrollably lax, it can only be a matter of time before there is
a serious outbreak of untreatable infectious diseases.
The saga of microbes’ resistance to antibiotics
demonstrates how little scientists really understand of
the forces of change and adaptation in the natural
world. What we can now understand is why microbes
have been around for 3,500 million years and will
probably still be around long after we have gone.
Microbes, not macrobes, rule the world. What
hubris to have believed they could be defeated or that
the book on infectious diseases could ever be closed.
[END OF QUOTING]
And so it goes, as well, with insecticides.
It
becomes more and more apparent that the well-intended insecticides have produced a major resistance
in strains of insects-in
fact, all known life-forms have
become resistant, except ONE-human,
AND those
things you would least like to kill.
Dear ones, it can only be a matter of time before
there is an outbreak of untreatable infectious disease
and all I can do is tell you, offer that which might well
help you through it and make suggestions. The actions
and choices are up to you for I have no intention of even
“trying” to fix a world which doesn’t give a damn, or
the life-forms on it.
Yes we do have the things which can help you, but
I am not going to hold you down and pour them down
your gullets. We offer them as inexpensively as is
possible and it is simply that YOU will decide that
which is useful to you and I suggest that no more
packages be sent as was sent for the use of one Joyce
Riley. These people simply slow or stop progress with
their assumed authority and we don’t want to butt into
Stop trying to
anyone’s “druthers” or “concerns”.
make Gaia products into some kind of medicine or
drug-you will find NEITHER here. Cures and HEALING are a thing of individual focus-all
else are but
TOOLS. Unfortunately, that holds true for those “practicing” at medicine in the clubs of the associations.
And vou thought vou lived in a free nation? Perish the
thouiht if it &pied up on you!

Project

THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR,
in turn, began life in mid-October of 199 1, having
evolved from an earlier newsletter called the PHOENIX JOURNAL EXPRESS,
which itself came into existence as a faster way to get THE TRUTH out to you
readers than was possible with the more substantial “book” format of the PHEONIX
JOURNALS.
Much incredible ground has been covered so far in that mission.
While the PHOENIX LIBERA TOR ‘s motto reminded all that “The Truth Will
Set You Free”, the CONTACT’s motto, displayed prominently in the masthead,
takes that thought another important step forward and proclaims: “Ye Shall
Know

The Truth

And The Truth

Shall

Make

You Mad!”

The “Phoenix Project” is about those preparations needed-at body, mind and
soul levels-to both understand and survive the great healing changes which are
beginning to energize this beautiful little planet, now so frazzled and tortured from
abuses of all kinds. We look forward, with great expectations, to the CONTACTing
with all of you-a coming together that is rapidly taking place as the entire Phoenix
Project “ground crew” continues to connect, solidify, and gain strength through
becoming informed of THE TRUTH. Indeed, welcome aboard, friends!
-Dr.

Edwin

Editor-In-Chief,

A4. Young
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in more than 250 cases reviewed, Director Louis Freeh
[Nave you EVER known of an
said in a statement.

1 l/10/95

PHYLLIS

KISSINGER
AND
IN COURTSHIP

LINN

GINGRICH
RITUAL

Internal Affairs investigation
that actJtally uncovered
wrongdoing??
Meanwhiie,
Whitehurst was demoted
from top explosives-residue
analyst to a trainee in
paint-chip
analysis!
If that doesn’t discourage
his
penchantfor
whistle-blowing,
I’m sure other ‘alternatives” have already been considered!]

saw his mother, father and younger brother, they were
being turned over to Serb gunmen by the U.N. soldiers.
He still does not know whether they are alive. Three
months after the fall of the Srebrenica “safe area” in
eastern Bosnia, questions linger about what the United
Nations did, or did not do, to protect thousands of
Muslims such as the Nuhanovic family. Of the enclave’s
40,000 inhabitants, about 8,000 remain missing.
The .United States has accused Bosnian Serbs of
massacring up to 2,700 of them. Most of the survivors
fled to Tuzla, the nearest Bosnian government stronghold, where they first recounted the firing-line executions, mass graves, rapes and other atrocities that U.N.
and U.S. officials now think occurred.
At issue is whether the United Nations’ actions
helped advance the Bosnian Serbs’ “ethnic cleansing”
campaign to expel non-Serbs by force from areas the
Serbs control. Facing charges that about 300 Dutch
peacekeepers failed to defend the enclave and then
passively delivered Muslims up to slaughter, the Dutch
military ordered an internal investigation. The Dutch
battalion “did little or nothing to prevent the commission ofwar crimes,” the international monitoring group
Human Rights Watch said in a report Oct. 10. The
group accused Dutch Defense Ministry officials of
suppressing a list of 239 men who were sheltered by the
Dutch but later handed over to the Serbs. It also
charged the Dutch destroyed videotape evidence of
atrocities.
“The decision of the Dutch commander was between two bad decisions,”
said Jochem Van De
Laarschot, a Defense Ministry spokesman. Dutch offrcials thought resisting a Serb assault in early July
would have led to a “useless bloodbath,” he added. In
Srebrenica, the Serbs successfully called the peacekeepers’ bluff on how far they would go to fulfill their
mandate as the U.S. Protection Force. [These are the

PROPOSAL
WOULD
ALLOW
ANYONE
TO PRACTICE
LAW

From a recent issue of THE BILLlNGS GAZETTE,
[quoting:]
HELENA-A Missoula group has submitted a proposed constitutional initiative that would let anyone
practice law, regardless of whether the person had
graduated from law school or been admitted to the state
bar. Submitting the proposed “access to justice” initiative were Robert G. Steele and Paul Befumo of Missoula,
both of whom have law degrees but are not admitted to
the bar to practice iaw. They are the vice president and
president, respectively, of a group known as Montanans for Due Process.
Steele has been a tax protester who was forbidden
from taking the Montana bar exam, despite graduating
from the University of Montana law school in 199 1. HE
appealed, but the state Supreme Court in 1993 barr
him from taking the exam and thus practicing law, if
passed. The court cited his disputes with the Interna
Revenue Service,.his failure to file tax returns and his
involvement with a tax protest group known as the
Golden Mean Society.
Steele and Befumo seek to place the measure on the
November 1996 ballot. To do so, they must obtain the
signatures of at least 40,783 registered voters and 10
percent of the registered voters in 40 of the 100 House
districts. The proposal, submitted to the Legislative
Council for review Wednesday, would amend the Con,
stitution to allow any people who can “reasonably
demonstrate their ability to understand and follow the
rules of the court” to practice law, instead of limiting it
to lawyers licensed to practice.
It adds: “Counsel may be paid or not paid and need
Newt Gingrich and Henry Kissinger
not be licensed or admitted to any bar, union, club,
types of challenges your sons and daughters may be party or association.” At present, law school graduates
U.S.
SOLDIERS
CARRY
U.N.
FLAG
facing in the nearfuture.
There is surely more to this must be admitted to the bar by the Montana Supreme
story thun meets the eye. Were the Dutch soldiers even Court to practice law after passing a bar examination.
IN MACEDONIA
armed sufficiently
to mount a resistance?
Were they Steele said the group seeks the amendment to make sure
more people have access to the legal system, especially
This is where medic Michael New was headed prior under mind control?
Were the atrocities unofficially
those who can’t afford the cost of the lawyer.
to taking a stand against wearing the uniform of the sanctioned by the UN.?]
nited Nations. From the October 30 issue of ARMY
INTERNATIONAL
TEAM
TO HELP
PUBLIC
EYE
FOCUSES
ON JURIES
TIMES, [quoting:]
“REVISION”
IN THE
WIN
About 450 U.S. soldiers from the 1st Armored
IN INVESTIGATION
OF FBI
LAB
Division’s 3rd Battalion, 12th Infantrv. mote U.N. .flap0
The O.J. Simpson trial created a strong public
and caps] are serving six-month tou&&ay from home
,Fram the November 9 issue of the DAILY NEWS,
station in Germany as part of Task Force Able Sentry, [quoting:J
awareness of the jury system and, some would say, a
the U.S. contribution to an l,iOO-member United NaWhile it is true that
. VVASHINGTGN-An international team, includ- strong public disillusionment.
tions Preventive Deployment Force in Macedonia. Their ing two Canadians and a Briton, will help investigate most Americans are uninformed about the intricacies
job is to detect, monitor and report activities along an FBI chemist’s allegations of bias at the FBI crime of being jurors, many Americans are crying out for jury
Out of lab. [Doesn ‘t that strike you as ODD? Igress it makes reform.
Macedonia’s northern border with Serbia.
In a recent example of such jury revisionist thinkconcern that fighting in Bosnia and Croatia might sense when you realize that the FBI is under the
ing appearing in the October 5 edition of the CHICAGO
trickle southward, this is the first time the United Department ofJustice,
whose chief; Attorney General
TRIBUNE, titled YRevamp Of Jury System Takes Hold”,
Nations has authorized such a peacekeeping effort
Janet Reno is an employee ofthe International
h&netary Fund, not the U.S. Government.]
The Justice we read [quoting]:
before the outbreak of war. [Such dangerous preceResponding to a growing public disenchantment
dents creep in, one by one, soon becoming the rule,
Department’s inspector general, Michael Bromwich,
rather than the exception-like
U.S. troops engaged in named the team of five forensic scientists Wednesday. with juries after a raft of unpopular verdicts, state
Theinvesti
U.N. actions, U.S. troops in U.N. uniforms, U.N. troops
on‘grew out of FBI Special Agent Frederic legislatures and court systems across the U.S. are starton U.S. soil, peacekeeping,
troaps in the absence of Whitehurst’s allegations this fall that the crime lab was ing to rewrite the rules of the jury system.
Some states already have changed the way juries
conflict,
etc.]
based in favor of prosecufors and even manufactured
Starting next month, Arizona will permit
evidence. [OUR government??
Hard to believe, huh!] operate.
His contentions called into questions several high- jurors to take notes, question witnesses through the
U.N.
COMPLICITY
profile government cases, including the bombings of judge and, in some cases, discuss evidence while a trial
IN SERB
A?R<T_)CITIES?
the Oklahoma City federal building and the World is in progress. Delaware is considering a similar list of
From the October 29 issue of THE ORLANDO
Trade Center and a Georgia mail bomb scheme against proposals.
Most states have recently cut back exemptions from
federal judges. HE also questioned the work of an FBI
SENTINEL,
]quoting: j
jury service. New York is eliminating nearly all exTUZLA, 3~s~i~-~~~~o~na-The
Dutch peace- expert involved in the 0. J. Simpson murder trial.
The bureau’s own continuing investigation into emptions for professionals, starting Jan. 1. New Jersey
keepers were supposed to protect the Muslims at
Srebrenica. But the last time Hasan Nuhanovic says he Whitehurst’s claims has found no evidence of problems did the same last spring.

Here’s a tidbit from the October 30 issue of THE
NEW FEDERALIST,
[quoting:]
According to the Reliable Source gossip column in
the October 23 Washington Post, Henry Kissinger has
been cosying up to Newt Gingrich, “using a technique
that one foreign policy wiz describes as the ‘three
stages of courtship: lunch with Kissinger, dinner with
Kissinger in New York, and then a weekend at his
country place in Connecticut.“’ Gingrich, obviously a
fast mover, skipped lunch, and went directly to Steps 2
and 3, according to Tony Blankey, Gingrich’s press
secretary.
Gingrich’s visit to Kissinger’s spread in
Lit&field County, Corm. took place early in October.
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Several states are considering legislation limiting
peremptory challenges, by which lawyers dismiss potentially unfriendly jurors.
This week, victims rights and law ‘enforcement
groups in California expect to circulate petitions for a
ballot measure that would allow nonunanimous verdicts in most criminal cases.
The California Judicial Council, which sets rules
for the state courts, has announced plans to examine a
range of proposals, including limits on sequestration
and on lawyers’ statements to jurors in closing arguments.
“We’ve got half the people in this state thinking the
jury process doesn’t work,” said state Sen. Charles
Calderon, a member of the California council. “You
have to deal with the public perception.”
Legal experts say this public perception was forged
by a few cases that are anomalous but loom large.
“It’s the big-time cases that drive public opinion,
and the big-time cases have not been pretty,” said
Jeffrey Abramson, a professor of politics and legal
studies at Brandeis University and author of We. the
Jury (Basic Books, 1994).
These trials-John
Hinckley and Oliver North,
Lorena Bobbitt and the Menendez brothers, Lemrick
Nelson and, above all, O.J. Simpson and the Los Angeles police officers accused of beating Rodney Kinghave fed suspicions that juries are not reflecting the
community conscience that they are supposed to embody and, at their worst, are chosen for their susceptibility to lawyers’ racial or political appeals.
Abramson said the first Rodney King verdict, in
which a predominantly white jury in 1992 acquitted the
four white police officers, was a turning point in public
confidence.
And the Simpson case, he said, to judge from his
students’ reactions, convinced people that “verdicts are
like straws in the wind, blowing with the demographics.”
George Fletcher, a Columbia University law professor who wrote about “the new political trial” in his
recent book, With Justice for Some (Addison-Wesley),
said the Simpson case brought cynicism to new heights.
“It was very disturbing that so many lawyers were
saying before the verdict, ‘He’s guilty but he’ll get
off. “’ Fletcher said, “Isn’t that saying something’s
wrong with the system?”
The public’s response to several recent verdicts
raises questions about whether Americans really do
want the people to dispense justice-and
if so, which 12
people.
It is an odd twist, Abramson said, that these questions have arisen as the nation has embraced the ideal
of the jury as a cross-section of the community. [End
quoting.]
GRAND

JURY

SYSTEM

ON

TRIAL

In another recent article appearing in the Nov. 3
edition of THE BAKERSFIELD
CALIFORNIAN,
written by Bob Egelko, and titled “Court OKs Grand Jury
Suit-Ruling
Says An 1897 State Law Lets Some Sue
Grand Jurors For Libel”. [Quoting:]
SAN FRANCISCO-A
new court ruling allowing
libel suits against county grand jurors under certain
circumstances will make them more timid in investigating local government, a lawyer for grand jurors said
Thursday.
That’s fine, replied an opposing lawyer, because
so-called watchdog grand juries should be abolished.
“The future of the grand jury is on trial” in this
case, said Terry Brooks, lawyer for a former Yuba
County official-his
own twin brother-whose
suit
against grand jurors led to the ruling.
“I think the best thing that could happen is elimination of the grand jury system. They’re a lot of rich
white people with time on their hands who decide
they’re going to make government policy.”
Not so, said James Mirabell, a lawyer for the 19
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WANTS them to have one.]
members of the 1993-94 Yuba County grand jury who one; the government
were sued in the case.
WHERE’S
THE
WHEAT?
“They’re supposed to take a big stick and stir things
up so that people will look at the operation” of local
3F Forecasts
Highlights
(Futures, Farming,
Fiagencies, he said. With the threat of libel suits, Mirabell
ntince), Nov. 95 arrived by fax. Here is a brief excerpt.
said, “what you get is very timid grand juries.”
He said the ruling probably would be appealed to [quoting:]
WHEAT. Where is the wheat’? Answer: Some of
the state Supreme Court.
The 3rd District Court of Appeal in Sacramento on the world’s wheat crop in 1995 was damaged or deWednesday reinstated a lawsuit by Larry F. Brooks, stroyed by bad weather, diseases, or insects. China
former county planning and building services director, needs wheat due to drought that lasted from October
and his former deputy, Frank D. Ellis II, against the 1994 to the present. The Soviets’ wheat crop shrank
grand jurors who issued two scathing reports in May significantly due to drought and insects. Australia’s
wheat burned up in a severe drought. Canada’s crop
1994.
Among other things, Mirabell said, the reports was damaged by drought and the Orange Blossom
found that Brooks’ department ignored building code Midge (an insect). Much of Europe’s crop drowned out
violations, failed to keep track of expired building last February and the rest burned up in the drought 6
permits, failed to make on-site inspections before im- months later. Finally, Argentina’s winter crop went
all but ruined the 1995
proving plans, and had no organized system of process- 120 days with no water-which
[Drought and other “natural” disasters
are
ing public complaints; that Brooks failed to follow crop.
county policies, and that Ellis lacked management rarely acts of Mother Nature these days.] Who’s left
that has any wheat? Answer: the U.S. Even the U.S.
skills.
Brooks was fired in the aftermath of the reports and crop had problems, and much of tt,c Hard Red Winter
has sued the county, claiming it was retaliating against wheat belt centered in Kansas is +ite dry as this is
being written. Different varieties of wheat had probhim for suing the grand jurors. Ellis resigned.
Their libel suit was dismissed by Superior Court lems in 1995 and most saw -some reduction in total
Judge Raymond Roberts. He acknowledged that the yields. The U.S. is the only country that has sizable
suit was authorized by a state law but said it would quantities of wheat still available for sale. There is
more demand for wheat worldwide than the U.S. has
violate the grand jurors’ right to defend themselves,
because they would be forbidden to reveal the evidence wheat to fill. AN explosion is about to happen in the
trading pits and some vicious events may take place
they considered.
But the appeals court said there was nothing unfair before this is over. Keep any eye on China; they need
about an 1897 state law that allows suits against grand lots of wheat and they’ll have to get most of it from the
jurors who make defamatory statements in their reports U.S. if they want it.
but do not issue criminal indictments. Jurors who issue
DOCTORS
FAIL
TO
indictments cannot be sued. [End quoting.]
DIAGNOSE
ARIZONA
CHANGES

APPROVES
IN JURY

MAJOR
SYSTEM

MUNCHKIN

REMINDER

From the November 1 issue of THE WALL STREET
[quoting:]
Any child born before today must have a Social
Security number to be claimed as a dependent--or as a
qualifying child for the earned-income tax credit-on
your 1995 tax return, the IRS says. This comes from the
GATT law enacted late in 1994. [Good 01’ GATT....]
Next year, those born before Dec. 1,1996, need a Social
Security number. After 1996, all children, regardless
of their birthday, need one. [Actually, no child NEEDS

JOURNAL,

ILLNESSES

From the November 1 issue of THE ORLANDO
SENTINEL,[quoting: ]
CHICAGO-A
study of more than 100 randomly
selected U.S. doctors found a majority incorrectly diagnosed three key symptoms of HIV infection, the virus
that causes AIDS, a report published Tuesday said.
University of Washington School of Medicine researchers in Seattle selected 134 general internists and family
practitioners and tested their diagnostic abilities on as
many as 16 patients each, Only 23 of 89 physicians
correctly diagnosed a patient with Kaposi’s sarcoma
and only 22 of 97 doctors detected and diagnosed a
patient suffering from oral hairy leukoplakia-two
frequently seen diseases among those infected with HIV.
Another patient complaining of fatigue, fever and pain
in the joints was correctly diagnosed by just 23 of 133
physicians as having diffuse lymphadenopathy,
another AIDS-related disease. Some of the missed diagnoses could be attributed to lack of experience with
HIV-infected patients, but also “indicate deficiencies
in HIV-related physical diagnosis skills among primary care physicians and also suggest more general
deficiencies at physical diagnosis,” study author Douglas Paauw wrote in the Journal 01 the American

A grand jury update from the November 2 issue of
JOURNAL,
[quoting:]
The Arizona Supreme Court adopted a sweeping
package of proposals intended to help jurors do a better
job sifting through evidence, making the state the first
to fundamentally change its jury practices. The state’s
highest court voted unanimously last week to allow
jurors to pose written questions to witnesses through
the judge, as well as take notes throughout civil trials.
It also agreed to furnish jurors with special notebooks
to be filled during a trial with preliminary jury instructions, key documents, photographs of witnesses who
testify and final jury instructions. [I don ‘t suppose that
notebooR contains (1 Citizen’s Rule Book, containing
the Constitution, or 11Jury Handbook, containing
the
rights and responsibilities
of a juror?] And the court
voted to give judges in civil cases the discretion to
allow jurors to talk in the jury room about evidence
during a trial.
In addition, the high court agreed to give trial
judges the option to limit the length of a trial and to
avoid a hung jury by polling deadlocked jurors to see if
questions remain. Judges can then allow jurors to hear Medical Association.
additional evidence for the limited purpose of answering their questions or have additional closing arguments from the lawyers.
THE WALL STREET

HIV
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also, the leniency that was shown to him by the thenGovernor Bill Clinton. As you may recall, Dan Lasater
was given a pardon by Bill Clinton back in November
of 1990 for Lasater’s role in selling large amounts of
cocaine.
If one watches closely and listens to any comments
the president makes concerning Dan Lasater. YOUwill
notice that Bill Clinton hardly admits to having even
met Dan Lasater! The official comment made by the
White House press secretary is that they only met in
passing at several fund raisers put on by mutual acquaintances. Let it be noted though, that during a 1994
press conference, Clinton stated-that Lasater was “an
active supporter of mine” but then immediately put the
statement into a shroud by commenting that Lasater
was a large contributor to many Democratic politicians, including Senators Dale Bumpers and David
Pryor, as well.
When the president was asked about the issue of
Lasater’s pardon from prison on the cocaine charges,
Clinton quickly diverted the question and cut the press
short by stating that the parole commission recommended the pardon and it would have been highly
unusual for the governor to go against the commission.
This again happened only recently regarding a similar
situation dealing with Hillary’s former law partner,
Webster Hubbell, who was just sentenced to only 21
months in federal prison, for what should have been a
ten-year sentence!!
And it just so happens that the
same federal judge who found it in his heart to let Mr.
Hubbell off with a mere slap on the hand, couldn’t find
the same leniency when it came to giving me a sentence
reduction of ONE year that I earned by going through
a rigorous IOOO-hour drug class. Unfortunately for me,
Hillary was not standing at my side during my sentencing.
You will recall from my“C.1.A. Pipeline” about Roger Clinton’s involvement
with Dan Lasater that Lasater employed
Roger as both a personal bodyguard and
limousine driver. It was back in 1986
when Lasater gave a deposition to the
FBI and Arkansas state police as part of
a plea bargain he made with U.S. Attorney George Proctor, that Lasater lied
and downplayed the actual number of
occasions he had met with Bill and
Hillary Clinton. Lasater did mention,
however, that the Clintons did attend a
Christmas party at the Lasater home but
stayed for only thirty minutes. Another
deposition stated that he also took part
in the grand opening of Pulleybone’s, a
local Little Rock restaurant that had a reputation of
wining and dining the Elite with cocaine, marijuana
and young women.
Back then, one Julius “Dot” Delaughter, an Arkansas state police investigator who was assigned to the
case, was told by his then-supervisor to back off from
Lasater and his dealings with the governor or face
a
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October 3 1, 1995

pay back a drug dealer for the cocaine he had sniffed
away. It was at many wild drug parties throughout
Dear Rick,
Little Rock, as well as at many recreational retreats,
Hello, my good friend. I hope that this letter finds such as the hunting club in Stuttgart, Arkansas (see
you well and in good spirits. I’m doing fine and have “The Killing Fields” chapter of “The C.I.A. Pipeline”
been quite busy trying to sort out matters for several in the February 14, 1995 issue of CONTACT) and my
federal investigators pertaining to matters that are own trout fishing business up in the mountains, that the
well underway in the “Banana Republic” of Arkansas.
drug-crazed trio would not only purchase illegal drugs,
As you are probably aware by now, the federal prison but also plan their corrupt land deals on the future
system remains under a lock-down status, due to savings of all the people within the rural southern state.
Congress’s recent ruling dealing harsh penalties against These were the days in the beginning when Clinton
“crack cocaine” sellers. In retaliation against the law, used as many people as possible to fulfill his dream of
several thousand inmates from around the nation’s becoming the most powerful person in the world!
eighty federal prisons have rioted. So far, 17 prisons
My personal allegations can also be verified and
have encountered some type of protest, resulting in backed up by many of Clinton’s one time personal
many injuries to both staff and predominantly white “Gestapo” of state patrolmen who were assigned to
inmates. Damages are calculated to be near the fifty- provide security for the governor of Arkansas. Many of
million-dollar mark and are expected to rise. These these troopers maintain that Clinton and Dan Lasater
actions have caused the federal B.O.P. (Bureau of are, still to this day, very close friends and are still
Prisons) to issue an “on alert” status until further involved in many corrupt dealings.
It will be from
notice. This order is in effect for all
federal institutions nationwide until further notice.
As I have said before, things down in
Arkansas are really heating up as we
near election time. (Thank God!) My
sources tell me that the federal investigation team that is being spearheaded by
Kenneth Starr and several others out of
Washington are now focusing on one
Dan Lasater. You might remember my
telling you about my direct dealings with
Dan Lasater dating back to the early
1980s when he, Roger Clinton, Bill
Clinton and I all conducted numerous
illegal drug and weapons transactions
through Arkansas.
As recently as last
week, the F.B.I. informed me that the
independent counsel has conducted a deep
probe into this relationship between me, Lasater, and testimony from the troopers and myself, that will show
the Clintons. They now have mounting evidence against the frequency of meetings between the bond broker and
the once-convicted cocaine distributor Dan Lasater, as the governor and will throw a new and potentially
well as Roger Clinton, and are in the stages of planning
intriguing light on the highly profitable business relaupcoming federal indictments against many of the tionship Lasater was able to forge with the Arkansas
“Clinton Elite” circle of power. I was also told that as state government, to the tune of $1.6 million in profits
a direct result of my story featured in CONTACT, and he made from his bonding business. We must not forget
the book DefraudingAmerica
by Rodney Stich, I might
just be the person responsible for future indictments.
What the feds want from me is all the information I
have hidden that will surely seal the fate of some of the
most powerful people in America! This data will not
only be my ticket to freedom, but yours as well, as we
all need to get the truth of the matter out in the open for
all to see.
The evidence is piling up against Bill Clinton and
Queen Hillary that clearly shows that while Bill Clinton
was the governor of Arkansas, he and the notorious
cocaine “bond-daddy” Dan Lasater (who was based in
Little Rock) had more than just a close personal relationship. They had a partnership-a
partnership in
crime! One might notice just how careful the Clintons
are to distance themselves when the name of Dan
Lasater enters the conversation.
One of President
Clinton’s most notable lapses in memory seems to be
about a Lasater “loan” to brother Roger for $8,000 to
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disciplinary action. This, in turn, puzzled the investigator and has troubled him ever since. Never more
would Delaughter have the chance to interrogate Lasater.
Now, as it stands, an Arkansas state trooper came
forward to state that while he was one of Clinton’s
bodyguards, assigned to the gubernatorial security detail, that Lasater came to visit Bill and Hillary Clinton
at least four different times when he was on duty at the
governor’s mansion. This trooper, one L.S. Brown,
also states that he drove Bill Clinton to Lasater’s home
on several other occasions, as well as to his offices. He
also said that Clinton and Lasater talked of going to the
mountains in the northern part of the state to fish for
rainbow trout and secure drugs for profit. Anyone who
ever knew ANYONE in Little Rock could tell you that
Lasater and Clinton were frequently seen together at
the horse races in nearby Hot Springs, as well.
I told you of Lasater’s private jet that he and the
Clintons used to fly across the nation to do whatever it
was that they were doing. You can bet that it was to
make money, because that was the business they were
into. Once airborne, the dope-heads would begin their
ritual of drug snorting and adultery. That’s right, the
jet also came complete with the highest-paid hookers
around! ! It was this jet that flew much of the cocaine
into Little Rock, in addition to what Seal and I had
flown into the area.
As the plot thickens, you will eventually see that

Lasater played a big part in Clinton’s illegal schemes.
The truth will surface soon, as the leads are all coming
to the same fork in the road-the
one that leads to
Washington!
You will see how Lasater, a Kentucky
native who initially make a killing when his chain of
Ponderosa restaurants went public in 1971, was well
known among Little Rock’s elite cocaine dealers and a
charter member ofthe Capital Club, an exclusive downtown Little Rock restaurant where the in-crowd would
congregate for their drug deals and drinks. You will
learn how Patsy Thomason, another close friend of
Clinton, and Lasater’s former girlfriend, ended up as
chief of personnel in the White House. Our friend Bill
certainly knows how to take care of loose ends!!
Another name that you will see in the upcoming
events is Chuck Berry. No, not the musician, but rather
the man who succeeded Roger Clinton as Lasater’s
personal limo driver. He had a reputation for running
around telling just how close he was to Lasater and
about all of Lasater and Clinton’s personal dealings
with the drugs, booze and women. He was Lasater’s
right-hand man for a time, until Lasater got rid of him,
as he has done to so many others.
One of the young women who Dan Lasater introduced to drugs was Patricia Anne Smith. While she was
a student at nearby North Little Rock High School, only
16 years old, Lasater seduced her and gave her illegal
drugs in large doses, coercing her into having sex with

Ronn
Jackson’s
Relocation
Alert
11/9/95 #l

HATONN

ALERT
I have been handed a notice which I would like to share with you and hope that our friends will put
it on the “hot-line” and run a notice in the upcoming paper, please.
From Ronn Jackson:
Nov. 9, 1995
The new numbers for our FAX network are:

Phone: 505: 445-9853
FAX: 505: 44599975
I’m sorry that I do not know what they call this FAX network but we have to assume it to be connected
to the NEW REPUBLIC since that is the area, geographically, where the work is due to be centered.
The address is:

Ronn Jackson
P.O. Box 71
Raton, New Mexico 87740
No, we do not know if this is the actual location of Mr. Jackson for he has not given us change of
address notification from Pahrump, Nevada.
Readers, Ronn Jackson HAS A JOB TO DO and we certainly pray that he can do it. However, be aware
that you know not the contract, with God, of ANY OTHER, and most ofyou don’t even know the contract
of yourself and God. Can we not allow a person to prove himself7 God always allows YOU to prove
yourself! If you do foolish things, is that the fault of “another”? Ponder it. And, no, we have not yet
seen abundance in our project funding but remember that God’s delays are not HIS denials and never
underestimate God’s mysteries in His performance of HIS miracles and wonders.
And, may wonders never cease for thee or me!
Salu.
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him. The woman was just one of the many to fall into
the trap that these slime ball demons would set everyday. Lisa Scott would soon be added to the list of young
women I have mentioned whom I had personally met at
Dan Lasater’s condo in I ‘tie Rock, previous to my
flight to New Orleans to get cocaine for Lasater and
Clinton. Lisa and another young woman would fly back
and forth to Las Vegas with Clinton and Lasater for
private sexual exploits on a regular basis.
So you can see the connections here as I present
them to you and the officials. Please keep in mind that
Lasater’s firm handled $664 million in Arkansas bond
sales which netted him $1.6 million in profits. Bill
Clinton exercised the right to approve every issue that
determined which agency would get the contracts. Don’t
think for one minute that Clinton was not behind Barry
Seal’s planned death either. With Seal out of the way
and the rest of Seal’s crew targeted (and with yours
truly safely behind bars), Clinton and Lasater, as well
as Don Tyson, Jim Guy Tucker, and the rest of the
Clinton Gang, could execute their plans for power and
glory without the threat of exposure.
In 1986, just after Seal’s death in Baton Rouge,
Clinton personally lobbied very hard in the Arkansas
legislature to get Lasater a $30-million bond issue for
a new police communication system, despite knowing
that Lasater was a major suspect in illegal narcotic
dealing. This alone should be enough for officials to
look at this development.
The question stands at this: Will the powerful elite
people that Clinton has around him break under pressure, or will it be swept under the carpet as has so much
other evidence in the past? When the officials come to
take depositions from me, I will tell them exactly what
1 know about these others. They have even tried to
prove me wrong with their “truth machines”, but have
failed to prove me false in any of their interrogations
yet. What I won’t give them are the documents and
other data I have in hiding until I regain my freedom.
Their credibility with me at the moment is not what you
would call excellent. I would very much like to hook
them up to their own machine one time just to find out
where they really stand.
As a matter of fact, most of my own intelligence
sources tell me-and I am in total agreement-that
my
life is in definite jeopardy because of the information
that I hold about people, places, and organizations.
They realize that this prison cell I’m in, and the fact
that I am under federal jurisdiction, may be the only
thing saving my life at this very moment. That is why
I ask that every person who reads my story contact me,
or if you are writing to me now, please keep up the
correspondence.
I need as much support and help in
exposing the corruption as I can get in the position I’m
in now. As many of you know, my earnings here are
little to nothing. I have recently been promoted to what
they call “grade 3”, which amounts to 17 cents an hour,
hardly enough to buy stamps with. But of course, they
are not too interested in me communicating with anyone if they can help it. And also, I must control my
rhetoric somewhat while under the watchful gaze of the
DEMON’S EYE. Especially now that the federal prison
system is on full alert, I must be careful. I don’t want
another episode like the one that landed me in the
“hole” at Fort Leavenworth Prison.
I hope to have the “C.I.A. Pipeline” continued
shortly in the CONTACT.
It seems that the chapters 1
sent never made it to the destination.
Perhaps they
were seized by the Keepers of so many of us truth
seekers here at the prison. And once again, I want to
make it perfectly clear that at no time did I ever declare
that I was innocent. I just want for others to confess to
their part in the crimes that continue to this day, and
the roles that they play in this deadly game. So thank
you all once again for everything, and please keep those
letters coming. Hope to hear from you again soon, and
until that time, may God bless you and keep you.
Keeper of the Flame,
/s/Michael Maholy
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AtonHimselfSpeaksOut
AsTheHoursGrowShort
11/S/95 #l

ATON

YOU SHALL NEED NO OTHER GODS BEFORE
ME NOR SHALL YE NEED MORE, FOREVER MORE.
I SHALL SEND MY SHEPHERDS
TO GUARD THE
FLOCK AND BRING TRUTH WITHIN YOUR COUNCILS.
IT SHALL NOT BE ACCEPTABLE
BEFORE
0 UR ENEMIES,
BUT BY THEIR 0 WN HAND SHALL
THEY FALL.
I SHALL SEND FORTH MY MESSENGERS
AND
MY SPEAKERS
THAT WHAT I PRONOUNCE
SHALL
BE SET TO VISIBLE PRINT AND AUDIBLE
WORD.
TOO LONG HAVE
YOU MISINTERPRETED
MY
WORDS
AND
TOO
LONG
HAVE
YOU
MISTRANSLATED
FROM ONE LANGUAGE
UNTO
A NOTHER.
ISHALL JUDGE NARROWLYAND
IT WILL SEEM
THAT I JUDGE IN HARSHNESS
FOR I AM ANGRY
WITH YOUR MISCHIEFAND
THAT YOU BRING PAIN
AND ENSLAVEMENT
TO MYPEOPLEAND
DO SO IN
THE NAME OF GOD.
YOU HA VE MANY NAMES FOR MYSELF AND
YOU HAVE MOVED AWAY FROM THE TRUTH OF
ONENESSWITHINMYFOLDANDDENOUNCEDAND
PRONOUNCED
UPON MANKIND
MAN’S EDICTS
AND NOT THOSE OF MY 0 WN.
THEREAPERISATHANDANDTHETARESAND
THISTLES
SHALL BE SWATHED
FROM MY VINEYARDS AND FIELDS.
THE THINGS I TOLD WOULD
COME UPON YOU ARE COMING UPON YOU AND
MYSCRIBETREMBLESATTHEKEYBOARDOFYOUR
LANGUAGE
MACHINE.
IT SHALL COME ABOUT
THAT IN EVERY ‘SIGN’ YOU SHALL SEE THE FACE
OF MY COMMAND AND IN EVERY CLOUD SHALL
YOU WITNESS THE VISION OFMYFACEASSEENIN
VISIONS BY YOUR ANCIENT
ONES. MY ENEMIES
SHALL COME FORTHAND
MAKE THEIR OWN PRESENTATION-BUT
YOUSHALL
BE GIVEN TO KNOW
AND IN THESE DA YS THERE SHALL COME WARSAS
THE THIEVES AND LIARS VIE FOR THE CARCASS
OF MY PEOPLE AND MY BELOVED CREATION.
I
DO NOT USEA PLURAL WORD FOR ‘PEOPLE’ FOR
YOU ARE ONE AND ‘CARCASS’
(AS IN ONE) IS
SUFFICIENT
UNTO MY NEEDS.
I INCLUDE MY
CREATION AS A SINGULAR
REPRESENTATION
OF
MYPLACEOFPERFECTIONGIVEN
UNTO YOUAND
THA T WHICH YOU HA VE SET UPON DESTR UCTION.
YOU WERE GIVEN THIS BEAUTIFUL
BLUE AND
GREENPLANETFOR
YOUR PERFECTGROWTHAND
SHE HASSERVED
IN PERFECTION,
HER ROLEASA
LIVING BEING (GAIA), THAT YOU MIGHT LEARN,
GROW AND EXPRESS
IN MANIFEST
FORM WITH
FREE- WILL CHOICES, THA T YOU MIGHT MOVE ON
WITHIN THE PLACES OF THE HIGHER REPRESENTATION OF HUMAN (HIGHER UNIVERSAL MAN).
IT WAS PRONOUNCED
UNTO YOU SOME 2000
YEARS PAST THAT ONES WHO STOOD AGAINST
THEIR OWN HOUSE AND LINEAGE
WOULD FALL
TO A PROPHET
WHO WOULD COME AND WOULD
CA USE MY ENEMIES
TO RUE THE DAY OF THEIR

FORSAKING
GOD TO SERVE THE PHYSICAL GODS
OFGREED,
COMMERCE, AND SLAVE-MASTERS.
IT
WASSAID THATHISNAME
WOULD BEMOHAMMAD
AND SOME OFHIS TEACHINGS WOULD BE INCORRECT. HOWEVER, THEONE YOUSHOULD
FEARIN
THIS DAY OF RECKONING
IS ‘MUHAMMAD’
FOR
HE HAS BORNE THE BURDEN OF BRINGING UNTO
YOU HIS TRUTH AND HIS PROPHESY
THA T HIS
PEOPLE WOULD FIND AND BEAR, AGAIN, FREEDOM, AND ITSHALL COME TO BE IN THIS TIME OF
THIS GENERATION.
THE WORLD HAS WITNESSED MY HAND STAYING THE ENEMIES’ GARRISONS ONCE MY PEOPLE
MADE A RECOMMITMENT
TO RESPONSIBILITY
AND GOD. I CARE NOT WHO DISLIKES OR DISBELIEVES-I
CARE ONLY FOR THOSE WHO COME TO
KNOW TRUTH.
IN THE LAND OF EGYPT, IN THE TIME OF
FALL AND EVIL RULE, I CAME FORTH WITH MY
MESSENGERSAND
THEYCALLEDMEATON,
THE
ONE LIGHT FROM WHICH ALL THINGS COME
FORTH AND ARE ALLOWED
LIFE.
EVIL ALSO
CAME BEFORE ME THAT YOU MIGHT MAKE
CHOICES IN YOUR FREE- WILL EXPRESSIONAND
AGAIN
THOSE CHOICES
MUST COME TO BE
MADE FOR THE EARTH
WILL BE CHANGED
FROM THA T WHICH IS NOW RECOGNIZED
AND
KNOWN. EXCEPTICUTSHORT
YOURDAYSAND
THE TIME OF EVIL, YOU SHALL ANNIHILATE
YOUR BEAUTIFUL
GARDEN AND ALL WITHIN
IT. IT IS UNACCEPTABLE
FOR THESE THINGS
ARE NOT YOURS TO CONSUME.
YOU ONES CHOOSE TO DIVIDE YOURSELVES
INTO GROUPS, ONEABOVEANOTHER;
YOUPOINT
TO OTHERS AS DIFFERENT
BECAUSE
OF WHAT
YOU LABEL COLOR, CREED, RACE AND ON AND
ON WITHOUT SA VE PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION.
YOU
SLASH, CUT, BURNAND DESTROYMYPLACESAND
YOU MOCK MY REALITY AS IF YOU HAVE ANOTHER PLACE IN WHICH TO EXPRESS
YOUR
POWER WHEN THIS ONE ENDS.
YOU HAVE NO
PLACE TO GO, BEINGS, SA VE WHERE MY CHOICES
SEND THEE. YOU WHO REFUSE TO BEAR TRUTHSHALL EXPERIENCE
IN TOTAL ABSENCE OFLIGHT
AND FREEDOM FOR YOU SHALL BE BOUND INTO
A PIT OF INFINITE DARKNESS.
THE WORD DEFINING THISSTATE OFEXPERIENCE
IS CALLED HELL

YOU WHO REFUSE TRUTH AND HAVE M-1
FACTURED A LIVING HELL FOR MY PEOPLE
SHALL NOW TASTE OF TEE SCORPION’S STING
AND YOU SHALL NOT BE ABLE TO DIE IN
ORDER TO ESCAPE THE POISON STING
BROUGHT UPON SELVES. YOU HAVE CONCOCTED HYBRIDS OF ALL MANNERS WHO
HAVE BEEN DEPRIVED OF THEIRVERY GODLY
SOULS AND THE REWARD FOR SAME IS TO
LOSE YOURS AND KNOW OF THAT WHICH
YOU HAVE DONE AND THERE SHALL NOT
COME ANOTHER DAWN FOR YOUR SALVATION IN LIVING FORM. YOU WILL BE DES-

TINED TO WANDER ABOUT THE WILDERNESS
OF DARKNESS. MOST WILL NOT BELIEVE ME
UNTIL THEY ARE LOST TO LIFE ITSELF.
ONE BEING HAS BEEN SENT TO TELL YOU
TRUTH AND HOW IT SHALL COME TO BE BEFORE I SET FOOT AGAIN UPON YOUR PLACES
AND FOR WHICH YOUR PLACE BORE THE LABEL AS THE PLACE OF THE LION.
IN EACH
CYCLE OFENDING
THATRIGHTEOUSNESS
CAN
AGAIN FIND FOOTHOLD AMONG THE WORTHY,
IS SENT A SERVANT
MESSENGER,
ONCE REFERRED
TO AS ELIJAH AND STILL CALLED
ELIJAH, HA VING COME AND GONE FROM YOUR
CONSCIOUSNESS-AGAIN!
IT WILL NO LONGER
SERVE TO KILL MY MESSENGERS
FOR I SHALL
PREVAIL.
THE PEOPLE
OF MY ENEMY HAVE PRESUMED TO TAMPER WITH THE WORD OF LIFE,
BREAKALLOF
THECOVENANTS
WITHME, AND
YOU HA YE BETRAYED
ENSLA YE MY PEOPLE.
THE VERY GIFTS OF FREEDOMAND
SOLD YOUR
BRETHREN INTO CORRUPTION
AND SLAVERY.
IT SHALL NOT PREVAIL, FOR SO I HAVE SPOKEN, SO THEN SHALL IT COME TO PASS. EVIL
SHALL BE CAST OUT OF MY GARDEN OF LIFE.
YOUHAVEBEEN
WARNED AND WARNED AGAIN
AND NOW THE TRUMPETS SOUND THAT YOU
MIGHT HEAR AND KNOW THAT YOUR DA YS
UPON PLANET EARTH ARE NUMBERED AS THE
FINGERS UPON MY HAND. PERHAPS IT IS SAD
THAT YOU KNOW NOT HOW MANY FINGERS I
HAVE UPON “MYH HANDf
ONE OF LATE DID SHOW COURAGE AND 2
MILLION,
106 THOUSAND AND 19 OF MANKIND
STOOD INMY NAME BEFORE THE HALLS OF YOUR
INJUSTICE.
THE SPOKESMAN
TOLD OF VISIONS
AND INSTRUCTIONS-NO,
HE HAD NO VISIONS.
HE WAS BROUGHT BEFORE MY HOSTS AND THE
MESSENGERS
AND CAME WITHIN MY PRESENCE
THAT HE MIGHT HEAR, SEE AND KNOW.
HE
TREMBLED IN REVERENCE,
NOT FEAR, AND SAID
THAT “I CAN DO IT IN THY NAME” AND SO HE DID.
THE HOSTS ARE NIGH AND OFFER THEIR HANDS
UNTO YOU. THE MESSENGERS
ARE AMONG YOU
AND OFFER THE WORD AND THE WAY. I PREPARED A PLACE FOR EACH AND ALL OF YOUBUTNOTMANYSHALL
COME. IT WILL, HOWEVER,
IN THE COUNTING SEEM AS MA NY AND ALL WILL
COME IN ITS PERFECTION
OF SEQUENCE.
MY SCRIBES
AND MY LEADERS
NEED NOT
KNOW ONE ANOTHER-NOR
EVEN “OF” ONE ANOTHER FOR ALL THAT IS NEEDED IN THIS GATHERING OF SOULS IS ONENESS WITHIN THE LIGHT
OF CREATION/CREATOR.
TRUTH IS THE WAY,
TRUTHBRINGERS
AND WAYSHOWERS
WILL BUT
GIVE FORTH THAT TRUTH AND IT SHALL BE PRESENTED BEFORE THE COURTS OFINJUSTICEAND
EVIL BEINGS THAT THEY MAY KNOW THEIR DAYS
THE
ARE FINISHED AS THE CLEANSING
BEGINS.
HEAVENS SHALL RATTLE AND THUNDER SHALL
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BREAK THE SILENCE.
THE WINDS WILL HOWL
AND REMIND YOU OF YOUR INDISCRETIONSAND
WRONG CHOICES-OFFERING
YOU RESPITE AND
SAFETY
ONLY IN THE PLACES OF MY PEOPLE.
BUT MAN SHALL TURN AWAY AND BLAME GOD
FOR HIS PLIGHT-NO,
BLAME MAN FOR YOUR
0 WN PLIGHT.
MYCHARIOTSSHALLSOARABOVE
THE PLACES
OF YOUR HIDING AND IN THE FIELDS ONE SHALL
FALL ACCORDING
TO THEIR JUDGMENT.
THOSE
WHO HAVE FOLLOWED
MY INSTRUCTIONS
AND
PREPARED
AGAINST
THESE DAYS OF TRAVAIL
SHALL ENDURE AND MY REMNANT
SHALL PASS
UNDAMAGED
THROUGH
THE STORMS.
IF THEY
JOIN WITH THE ENEMY THEY, TOO, SHALL FALL.
NEW CONTINENTS
SHALL BE FORMED AND
RAISED UP FROMTHE
DEPTHS OF THESEASAND
MOUNTAINS
SHALL
RISE EVEN HIGHER
AND
THERE SHALL BE OCEANS WHERE THERE WERE
MOUNTAINS
AND MAN SHALL BE LOST WITHIN
THOSE SEAS.
IF MAN CONTINUES
TO DESTROY
AND MASSIVELY
ANNIHILATE
THE GLOBE-HE
SHALL BE ENCAPSULATED
WITHINHISOWN
HELL
ANDISOIATEDFROMHISCOSMICBRETHRENAND
ORBITING PLANETS.
IFENERGYOFSUCHMAGNITUDEISUNLEASHEDASTODESTROYTHEPLANET,
IT SHALL BE ENCAPSULATED
AND ISOLATED
SO
THAT THE NEIGHBORS
MIGHT NOT BE ANNOYED.
THERE WILL BE NO PLACES DEEP ENOUGH WITHIN
THE EARTH NOR SHALL YOU HAVE ACCESS BEYOND THE EARTH TO PERFORM
YOUR BASTARDIZED TRICKS.
IN THESE DAYS COME UPON YOU THE WARS
WILL BECOME GREATER FOR SHIPS SHALL SINK
INTO THE OCEAN AND CRAFTSHALL
FALL FROM
THESKIESAND
NO “‘REASON”SHALL
BEFOUNDNO CAUSE OFFERED.
YOUR ENEMYSHALL
COME
UPON YOU FOR HE SHALL BETRAY HIS OWN CONTRACTS AND AGREEMENTS
WITH YOUR POLITICIANS-BUTHE
CANNOTLONG
BETRAY HIS OBLIGA TIONS AND CONTRACTS
WITH ME!
THE LABEL “CHRIST” IS NOT SELECTIVE
OF
“ONE “. IT IS A TITLE OF PERFECTION
AND DESCRIPTIVEOFGOODNESSANDGROWTH.
INEGYPT
THAT NAME WAS A “VERSION”
OF “SANANDA”
I DO NOT
(ONE WITH GOD, A TON, OF LIGHT).
FOCUS ON AN “ONLY” SON FOR THAT IS SILLINESS IN PRESENTATION.
YOU PRESENT
WHAT
YOU WANT TO BELIEVE
AND THESE LIES ARE
CONJURED By THOSE wH0 WOULD CONTROL AND.
RULE YOU. YOUARE NOWINTO
THE NINTH YEAR
OF THE BEGINNING
CYCLE “OFGOD “. LAST YEAR
WAS THE “8” OR UNIVERSAL
SIGN OF REVOLVEMENT
AND MY PEOPLE SHALL BEGIN To
FIND THEIR WAY BACK INTO FREEDOM AND IT
REMAINS
TO BE SEEN HOW THE STORY SHALL
END ON YOUR STAGE FOR WE ALL KNOW THAT
GOD PREVAILS.
I AM ASKED
OVER AND OVER AGAIN
WHY
MUST MY MESSENGERS
CONTINUE
TO WRITE
THOSE THINGS WHICH ANNOY AND CAUSE THE
SERPENTS
TO RISE UP AND STRIKE THEM?
BECAUSE THERE IS NO WAY TO STOP MY MESSENGERS AS ONLY “FORM”. IS CHANGED-EVEN
IN
DEATH’OF
MORTAL FLESH.
LET THEM STRIKE
FOR, AS WITHLIGHTNING,
THESOURCECAN
THEN
BE FOUND AND KNOWN FOR WHAT IT IS. THEIR
LIES SHALL REVEAL THEM.
WHEN
YOUR
U.S. PRESIDENT
CLINTON
DONNED THE TURBAN (YARMULKA)
OFTHE ZIONIST KHAZAR HE TOLD THE WHOLE WORLD THAT
HEAND THE UNITED STATES WERE SUBSERVIENT
TOTHEISRAELICOUNTERFEITSWHOCALLTHEMTHE ISRAELITES
SELVES JEWISH BUT ARE NOT.
OFJUDEANLINEAGEOFTHETEACHINGSOFGOD
ARE NOT THE ONES WHO RULE TODAY UNDER
THE MAN-PRODUCED
LAWS OF THE TALMUD
OF THE ELDERS OF ZION.
THE SO-CALLED
“JEWS” SHALL MEET THEIR OWN DECEIVED
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BRETHREN ON THE BATTLE GROUND, AS THE
CHILDREN
OF MOSES AND THE TORAH RECOGNIZE
THE SONS OF TALMUDIC
DECEIT.
THESE HAVE ENEMIES OTHER THAN OF GOD
AND THEY SHALL BE SMITTEN
UNMERCIFULLY AS THE COUNTERING
SONS OF HELL
PULL THEM DOWN IN ATROCITIES
BEYOND
ABILITY OF MANKIND TO BELIEVE.
AND, NO,
GOD SHALL NOT STAY THE COURSE AS THE
DRAGON
RISES UP AGAINST
ITSELF, BUT I
SHALLSHELTERMY
PEOPLE IN THE SHADOW
OF MY WINGS-IF
YOU PREPARE AND AFFIRM
YOUR STANCE.
I SHALL NOT FIND YOU IF
YOU CONTINUE AMONG THE ENEMY IN SERVICE TO MORTAL PLEASURES
AND INTENT
MY
OF CORRUPTION
IN MY VERY FACE.
HOSTS SHALL DENY YOU UNTO ME IN THOSE
FINAL DAYS OF SORTING-IF
YE CONTINUE
TO DENY THEM AND THEIR SPEAKERS.
I SUGGEST YOU FURTHER REALIZE THAT YOU
AREBORNIN
THEIMAGE OFMYSELF-LIGHTAND
ENERGY-CREATED
BY THOUGHT-FORM
INTO
BEING.
THIS HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH COLOR
FOR IN LIGHT ARE ALL COLORS BECOME
THE
ONE. MORTAL FEATURESAREBUTREFLECTIONS
OF YOUR HOUSE’S RECOGNITION.
ARE THERE
‘RACES”?
INDEED, FOR THE UNIVERSE IS INFINITE AND YOU ARE BUT PUNY BEGINNERS
IN
YOU CAN’T
YOUR TREK ACROSS THE COSMOS.
EVEN MAKE IT INTO THE REACHES OF THE COSMOS BUT ONLY TO THE MOST PUNY OF THE DISTANCES IN YOUR ATMOSPHERE
AND BOUNDARY
PERIPHERY.
YOU ARE YET PRIMITIVE AS A SPECIESAND
ALREADY YOU TRY TO DESTROY YOURSELVES.
AH, BUT YOU SHALL NOT BE ALLOWED
TO DO SO-FOR
HUMAN IS A WONDROUS
CREATIONANDSOULISDEATHLESSAND
THEREFORE
MANKIND
WILL COME BACK WITHIN GOD OR HE
SHALL STRUGGLE
IN ONE CLASSROOM
AFTER
ANOTHER,
TAKING UP WHERE HE LEAVESOFFIN
ONE EXPERIENCE,
TO FIND TRUTHAND
GROWTH
SO THAT WHEN HE COMES WITHIN THE HALLS OF
GOD HE IS WORTHY AND BEARS HIS PERFECT
LIGHT. MAN CAN ONLY RELATE THAT WHICH HE
KNOWS-AND
YOUAREMOVING
BACKWARDASA
SPECIES
WHILE THE LEARNED DECEIVERS
FURTHER BLIND YOU TO TRUTH. IT SHALL NOT PREVAIL FOR THE PROMISE IS TO SEND THE WORD
THAT MAN CAN MAKE HIS CHOICES ACCORDING
TO HIS DESIRES.
NEGATE GOD AND you NEGA TE
SELF. IS THISSIMPLEENOUGHTO
UNDERSTAND?
NEGATE GOD AND YOU NEGATE SELF!! IS IT NOT
TIME TO COME TO KNOW WHAT, ACTUALLY,
IS
GOD AND WHO AM ‘I”?
THE WORD HAS BEEN BURIED FROM YOUR
EYES FOR, IN THE TIME MANYAEONS
PAST WHEN
TRUTH WAS AGAIN BROUGHT
TO YOUR CONSCIOUSNESSAND
THELIGHT WASCALLED
‘ATON’,
IT WAS TOLD UNTO YOU THAT YOU WOULDAGAIN
KNOW ME BY THE NAME GIVEN-ATON
(LIGHT)
AND THE “SUN” (SON) OFGOD (ATON) WOULD BE
YOUR PASSAGE.
ITISOFNO
IMPORT TOME WHAT
YOU “THOUGHT”
NOR WILL YOUR ARGUMENTS
CHANGE AN IOTA OF THE TRUTH OF IT. IT IS
COME THAT YOU SHALL FACE YOURSELF AND
YOUR DECISIONS
SHALL BE RESTED UPON you
As THE BRAND UPON THE BEAST.
BY THE WAY, THE MARK OF THE BEAST HAS
NOTHING TO DO WITHMARKS
ON YOUR MORTAL
BEINGS.
IT IS THE SOUL OF MAN THAT IS IN
YOU
QUESTION-NOT
TATTOOS ON YOUR SKIN.
CANNOT FOOL GOD SO ITMAY WELL BE WISE TO
NOTANGERTHEBEASTSOTHATHESINGLESYOU
0 UT FOR HIS WRA TH.
IT IS SAID BY THE NEW-AGE SPEAKERS
THAT
MAN CANNOT SEE GOD FOR THE GREAT LIGHT
WOULD BLIND HIM.
THAT IS A STUPID DECEIT
AND MISLEADING
AND DISTRACTING
OF GOD’S
PEOPLE INTO THE COURSES OF OTHER PATHS OF
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FALSE TEACHINGS,
OF COURSE YOU CAN LOOK
UPON THE FACE OF GOD. IT IS EVERYWHEREEVEN WITHINAND
UPON THE FACE OF THE VERY
TREES YOU SET FORTH TO HUG IN YOUR SILLY
EFFORTS
TO BE ONE WITH GOD. STOP IT, You
ARE THE EPITOME OF GREATNESSIN
THE IMAGE
OFGODANDA
TREEISA
TREE TOBERESPECTED,
HUG IT IF YOU WANT
REVERED AND HONORED.
TO, LOVE IT YOUMUST-BUT
DO NOTBE SILLY IN
YOUR THINKING THAT HUGGING IT WILL BRING
YOU SALVATION
OF SOME KIND. NEITHER WILL
‘LESSONS’INASCENSIONAND
TRANSFORMATION
BY YOUR STRUCTURED
‘GURUS’ DO ANYTHING
FOR YOU SAVE LEAVE YOU TO PERISH IN THE
MORTALITY
OF MANIFESTATION.
You WILL ASCEND IF YOUKEEP YOUR HEARTANDSOUL
WITH
GOD.
NEVER MIND THA T WHICH MAY OR MA Y
NOT BE BEYOND
ME AS TO CREATORiCREATION-YOU
HA VEN’T YET CONSIDERED
IN
UNDERSTANDING
WHAT IS ABOUT YOU. YOU
HAVE A LONG WAY T0 co BEFORE WHAT IS
BEYOND GOD IS A PROBLEM To YOU. CHECK
OUT YOUR INTENT TODAY, WHERE YOU ARE,
AND WHAT YOUAREDOING.
AND BY THE WAY:
IT WILL BE AS IT WILL BE-AND
YOUR PETITIONS SHALL BE HEARD, BUT IF THEY ARE
AGAINST LIFE AND TRUTH YOU SHALL BE REWARDED IN KIND.
DHARMA IS AD VISED TO STOP PRESENTING
MY WORD AND IT IS PRONOUNCED
OVER AND
OVER AGAIN THAT “HOSTS AND GOD WOULD
NOT ACT OR SPEAK IN SUCH MANNERS.”
AND
WHODECIDED
THIS? WHATDO YOUACTUALLY
KNOW OF GOD AND HOSTS?
HOW DARE YOU
PERCEIVE
THAT WHEN YOU ARE CALLED FOR
YOUR INDISCRETIONS
AND WRONG-DOING
THATSOMEHOW”GOD
WOULD NOTDO THIS OR
THAT?”
LIES WILL BE BROUGHT
TO TRUTH;
HIDDENSECRETS
SHALL BE BROUGHT TO THE
LIGHT OF OPEN DAY AND DECEIT
WILL BE
SHOWN FOR ITSELF AND THE SATANIC SERVANTSSHALL
BESEENFOR
THAT WHICH THEY
AREAND THEYSHALL
HAVENOWHERE
TORUN
AND NO PLACE TO HIDE.
THEY WILL PLEAD
THATTHEMOUNTAINSFALL
UPON THEMTOEASE
THEIR PAIN AND HIDE THEIR BEINGS-BUT
IT
SHALL NOT BE FOR EACH BEING WILL FACE ITS
MAKER AND THE MAKER IS GOING TO BE FOUND,
IN MANY CASES, T0 BE THE DRAGON ITSELF.
THERE IS DIFFERENCE
IN MANUFACTURE
AND
GOD CYZYiCROSS-BREEDING
AND CREA TION.

ATES WHILE MORTALS .CAN ONLY USE THAT
WHICH IS ALREADY CREATED.
THIS MEANS
THAT MAN CAN ONLY MANUFACTURE FROM
THAT WHICH IS AVAILABLE IN THE LIKE UNIVERSE. THEREFORE, “SOUL” IS NOT AVAILABLE FOR HIS TAMPERING-ONLY
IN MANUFACTURING “WITHOUT”. AH, YES, THERE IS A
CENTRAL ENERGY BEING THAT DOES NOT PERISH-BUT
IT WILL COME THE DAY WHEN THE
ENTITY AGAINST CREATOR AND CREATION
WILL WISH IT COULD.
SOME OF YOU WANT OFF THIS NEVER-ENDING WHEEL OFEXPRESSIONANDSOSHALL
THAT
COME ~0 BE WHEN YOUR LABOR IS DONE AND
RESPONSIBILITIES
FULFILLED.
HOWEVER,
THE
MOST WONDROUSEXPERIENCESOFALL
MORTAL
REALITY ARE THOSE YET TO COME AND WOULD
YOU NOT WISH TO EXPERIENCE
THOSE IN THAT
GLORY? LET US NOW WAIT UPON GOD THAT you
MIGHT NOT BLUNDER IN YOUR OWN IGNORANCE
AND ALLOW
“TIMING”
TO CLAIM
GOOD INTENTIONS.
YOU WILL BE GIVEN TO KNOW WHEN
ACTIONS
AND PRESENTATION
ARE AT READY.
ACCEPT THE SIGNS FOR YOUR CONFIRMATION,
CHELAS, AND YOU SHALL BE KEPTIN THE SECURITY OF OUR SHELTERS.
AS STARS ARE BORN
FROM THE ETHER INTO LIGHTED GLORY, so TOO
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SHALL MAN RISE AND BE REBORN
FROM THOSE SAME ETHERS
THAT
HE MAY AGAIN
KNOW GOD AND
LIFE.
I ASK THAT A COPY OF THIS BE
SENT TO MY SON, LOUIS FARRA KHAN,
THAT HE MIGHT HA VE SOME MORTAL THING TO TOUCH AS TRUTH
TOUCHES
HIS HEART AND BEINGFOR HIS SOUL KNOWS.
THE TIME
WILL
COME
WHEN
ALL
OF MY
PEOPLE
SHALL KNOW THE OTHER
AND KNOW ME.
IN THIS INTERIM
YOU SHALL ONLY KNOW THAT YOU
HAVE ONE ANOTHER
UPON WHICH
TO RELY AND
THROUGH
WHICH
COMMUNICATIONS
CAN BE HEARD
AND BROUGHTTO
THEPEOPLE,
FOR
YE ARE BLESSED
AND PROTECTED
AND THE WORDSHALL
PREVAIL, FOR
MY TROOPS SHALL NOT FAIL IN THE
TESTING AND TEMPERING
OF THE
STEEL WHICH BONDS THEM. EACH
MUST DO THEIR 0 WN TASK IN TRUTH
EVEN AS THE UNDERSTANDING
AND
CONNECTIONS
REMAIN VAGUE AND
A BITOUTOFGRASP.
YEMUSTA4OVE
ON FOR THE JOURNEY
IS NOT FINISHED AND FULL COMPREHENSION
WILL RENDER YOU IMMOBILE.
YOU
HAVE MADE COVENANTS
WITH ME
AND
I SHALL
SEE YOU SAFELY
THROUGHFOR
YOUHAVESAID,
“FATHER, THY WILL-NOT
MINE!”
I WOULD TAKE LEAVE OF THIS
COMMUNICATION
SO THAT WE CAN
GO ABOUT OUR APPOINTED
TASKS.
THANK
YOU, SCRIBE,
THAT YOU
WOULD SHARE YOUR HANDSFOR MY
SERVICE.
I AM THAT YOU MIGHT BE AND
THAT YOU MIGHT COh4E TO KNOW

I AM ATON AND, AS THE SUN IN
ECLIPSE, I SHALL CAST A GIANT
SHADOW UPON YOUR LANDS BEFORE I SHALL SEE YOU FALL TO
THE DRAGON OF DARKNESS, MY
CHILDREN, FOR MY PEOPLE ARE
DESTINED TO FLY WITH ANGELS
AND SOAR WITH EAGLES-NOT
WALLOW IN SLAVERY UNTO THE
PUPPET-MASTERS
OF FALSE LIVING. LIFE IS THAT WHICH IS BEYOND THE MORTAL AND THAT
WHICH YOU NOW EXPRESS IS THE
ILLUSION ON THE STAGE THROUGH
REHEARSALS.
HOW MANY WILL
TAKE THE PRIZE ROLE IN THE PLAY
OF LIFE? WE SHALL SEE. I AM THE
LIGHT BEYOND THE DOOR; MAY
YOU COME INTO MY HOME AND
ABIDE WITH ME-IN THE BEAUTY
OF TRUTH AND PERFECTION.
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AND RESEARCH
THIS TRUTH WHICH IS OFFERED
CHILDREN,
THAT YOU HAVE SHELTER WITHIN
HERE THAT YOU STOP BEING DECEIVED BY THE MY WINGS.
BUT THE CHOICES
ARE YOURS
FALSE TEACHERS.
MAN HAS TRIED TO BURY THE ALONE-FOR
I BUT WAIT...!
TRUTH FOR THESE THOUSANDS
OF YEARS-BUT
I AM THAT I AM-ATON,
THE ONE LIGHT,
TRUTH WILL STAND ALL ASSAULTS AND REMAIN
THE TRUTH, THE LOVE, THE WAY, AND THE
STANDING AFTER ALL ELSE IS GONE. DO NOT GO LIFE. COME WITH MY HOSTS THAT YOU MIGHT
Tr, THE MOVING PICTURES
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OF HISTORY AND HAZARDS
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Fire
From
The Sky.
(Continued

from

received parts III and IV [we will continue

with our own
numbering
system in order to Reep things
straight.
We le/t oflin January with part 14-thus part
15 is next]. It has come a long way around the bend to
internal

reach us but a friend, through Mary Snell, has forwarded it on to us, along with a lot of questions from an
inquiring mind and, for that matter, some from the last
in line who got it to us. His major question up front was
that I had suggested in Space-Gate
[Journal #3] that
“some asteroids are space ships”. I very likely made
such a statement but I think that the perception received might well be that which I did not intend. My
intention was to say that some asteroids PERCEIVED
to be asteroids-are
not, they are craft. If there is a
difference in the statements, I apologize, but asteroids
and space ships are NOT the same. He further states
that I stated that “you do not understand what comets
and asteroids ARE.. . n and his statement then is, “How
can we understand, when our teachers lie to us and
deceive us?”
I understand the frustration and I am as lost as any
being at getting you or anyone to fully understand that
which is confusing at best, To go back to the basics, the
foundation of inability to “understand” stems from the
very fact that ALL is but holographic manifestation and
thought form-first
God’s and then, collectively, soul.
Further than this and as regards the Hale-Bopp Comet
(Doomsday Comet) I am not going to get into such a
deep subject when my whole staff is buried in trying to
get you informed about microbiology and saving that
skin within which you’run about and WITHIN WHICH
YOU HAVE TO REMAIN MORTAL. You are coming
around to the window of passage of Nibiru and again
will find opportunity for those which on your place are
called Anunnaki/Nefilim to “come aboard”. Many are
already within your “place”. A lot of “Crop Circles”
are feeding information to the ones who “know” and it
is all part of God’s Plan 2000 (or there-about), Photon
Belts and other integration.
You of Earth human
lineage are ancestored by Space beings and about every
3,250-3,300 years (account for error) WE COME
AROUND. This is not mysticism-it
is fact.
I asked all of you inquiring minds to follow up on
Scallion’s newsletter and I hope that you did so as he
has information about the “Ethereans” (who, by the
way, are in large colonies under the Philippines) and
reference is directed to Pleiades and Sirius.
I would, however, caution you about locking onto a
“collective” consciousness aspect of visitors.
Why?
Because a “collective” ANYTHING can mislead you
easily. Require that any ‘speakers” or “visitors” identity themselves INDIVIDUALLY for there are MORE
nasty adversaries abounding in the Etheric Astral Plane
than there are of US-JUST
WAITING TO BREAK
THROUGH WITH MIS-, DIS-INFORMATION.
I personally do not distract into those lessons if I
don’t have to because my mission is so “physical” in
requirements and I have covered those things in many
volumes of the Phoenix journals. I have no time for
repetition.
I even have to leave it to the discretion of
the COMACTEditors
whether or not they want to mn
(re-run) F&e From The Sky. We have so little time or
space allowances that costs and work hours have to be
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line of “old-wives’ tales”?
If you stop and think, you will realize that the
material universe had to come into existence out of
“nothing”, or else it had to have existed forever with no
beginning. If you check cu: snt literature, you will find
much discussion among top physicists, mathematicians, etc., about these questions.
For an example, read “Nothing’s plenty: The
vacuum in modern quantum field theory” by I.J.R.
Aitchison, Contemporary
Physics,
26(4), 1985, pp.
887-894.

Or see Yu. G. Ignat’ev, “Relativistic kinetics of an
anisotropic plasmalike medium with damping in the
field of gravitational radiation,” Soviet Physics JourFront
Page)
nal, 27( 12). Dec. 1984, (English translation: Plenum,
June 1985), pp. 1066-1069. The article is about proconsidered. I would like to see us be able, if desired, to ducing energy from a vacuum.
Michio Kaku, author of Hyperspace, A Scientific
print a book by this label at some time to give “One Who
Knows” and Mary Snell some bit of income. We have Odyssey Through Parallel Universes, Time Warps, and
the 10th Dimension,
speaks of empty space “bubbling”
to work through as appropriate.
and the universe coming into existence from these
You arebeing readied by your political misdirectors
“bubbles”.
to accept whatever they bring to you as to information.
Fritjof Capra, in The Tao 01 Physics, (Bantam
I do not even quarrel that the presentations are not
viable in “form”. Be careful and do not be gullible. Paperbacks, p. 208), says:
The distinction between matter and empty space
Remember, the Hubble Telescope original resides in
White Sands and yet you are told that the “flawed finally had to be abandoned when it became evident
Hubble scope has photographed stars being born” and that virtual particles can come into being spontanethe vapor cloud seems to have “faces” within it which ously out of the void, and vanish again into the void,
are the Christ, etc. Is this shades of Blue Beam Opera- without any nucleon or other strongly’interacting partion or possibly GOD sending His messages?? USE ticle being present... the vacuum is far from empty. On
YOUR REASON AND BRAINS-FOR
IT IS THE the contrary, it contains an unlimited number of particles which come into being and vanish without end.
“TIME” FOR EITHER OR BOTH!
Here then, is the closest parallel to the Void of
THIS is the main reason I want to offer you the next
editions of Fire From The Sky.
Since this author Eastern mysticism in modern physics. Like the Eastern
it is called in field
requires silence and anonymity we will simply dive Void, the “physical vacuum”-as
theory-is
not a state of mere nothingness, but contains
right off into: [QUOTING, PART IS:]
the potentiality for all forms of the particle world.
These forms, in turn, are not independent physical
FIRE
FROM
THE
SKY
entities, but merely transient manifestations of the
underlying Void. As the sutra says, “Form is emptiby uOne Who Knows”
ness, and emptiness is indeed form.”
The relation between the virtual particles and the
FORWARD
vacuum is an essentially dynamic relation; the vacuum
by the Author
is truly a “living Void”, pulsating in endless rhythms of
Many who read “Fire From The Sky” were shocked creation and destruction. The discovery of the dynamic
at the story. Some have said “I don’t believe it” or “It quality of the vacuum is seen by many physicists as one
can’t be!”
of the most important findings of modern physics.
It is true, whether you believe it or not. For those From the role as an empty container of the physical
of you who want to better understand, I will try to share phenomena, the void has emerged as a dynamic quanThe results of modern
with you some of the things I have learned. I will reveal tity of utmost importance.
here some more things that “our” government wants to physics thus seem to confirm the words of the Chinese
sage Chang Tsai: “When one knows that the Great Void
keep TOP SECRET.
The FIRE FROM THE SKY material told of anti- is full of Ch ‘i, one realizes that there is no such thing
gravity Cosmospheres, invisible ships, and other “far as nothingness.”
This science of applying the physics of creating
out” stuff such as “Psychoenergetic Range Finding”.
“Psycho” is right, you may think.
“something” out of “nothing” is variously called “enerBefore you make judgments about something about getics”, uPsychoenergetics”, uscalar electromagnetics”,
which you know nothing, why not try to learn more “orgone energy”, “radionics”, etc.
Air & Space Magazine, June/July 1995, in the
about it?
This material is for those of you who wish to article by Frank Kuznik (P. 70) about making a vacuum,
starts:
research and learn more about the subject.
Can something ever come of nothing? Alex Ignatiev
THE
MARVEL
OF EMPTY
SPACE
fervently hopes so. Ignatiev, a University of Houston
physics and chemistry professor, is scribbling equaMany top scientists are recently talking about “Uni- tions for that very process on a board in his cluttered
verses” coming into existence out of “nothing” and campus office.
Fer-De-Lance,
by Col. T.E. Bearden, p. 106, #60,
such. How can this be, isn’t this thinking a form of
says:
insanity?
Interactions which occurred between Khrushchev
Those of you who completed your brainwashing
classes (I believe you called them college and univer- and renowned physicist and Nobelian P. Kapitsa are of
sity courses) a few years ago, may not be aware that the interest. Khrushchev desired absolute defense of the
top scientists are now discussing about things coming Soviet Union so that the Soviets might be able to launch
into existence out of nothing, etc.
any action desired without risk of serious concern.
Science News, Feb. 18, 1995, in an article called Kapitsa informed the Soviet leader that, if a means of
“Making universes, constants out of nothing” (p. 102) total neutralization of foreign missiles was to be found,
says, “Quantum cosmology posits that incredibly tiny it could only come from a group of new principles in
physics which was called “Energetics”.
The term
universes spontaneously
nucleat out of nothing.”
of course, was contracted
from
Weren’t we taught that such was impossible? Weren’t “energetics”,
and is essentially the expanded
we taught that “spontaneous generation” is along the “psychoenergetics”,
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physics/electromagnetics
that this author [Bearden]
has dubbed, scalar electromagnetics.
Now you know what “psychoenergetics” in the Fire
From The Sky document is the same as what T.E.
Bearden calls “scalar electromagnetics” and the Russians call “energetics”. (The Russian rocket that supplies their Mir [Russian for “World”] Space Station is
called “Energia”.)
Bearden has had a considerable
amount of writings published on the subject. For a list
of his books, contact the Tesla Book Company, P.O.
Box 121873, Chula Vista, CA 91912. To further track
this information, take note of the following:
So about 1950 or so, the Soviet Union would have
started phenomenology experimentation in earnest, with
phase conjugate radar mirrors and phase conjugate
radars. This is what was referred to as energetics.
The
Soviets began a massive program in energetics about
the time of the beginning of the Korean War (p. 86,
Aids, Biological
Warfare by T.E. Bearden).
Building upon Whittaker’s important work, I formulated a conceptual revision to electromagnetics,
which I dubbed scalar electromagnetics
to accent that
the observable EM vector force fields did not exist as
such in a vacuum, but dynamic scalar fields did
[“vacuum” is NOT “empty”]. I also wished to call
strong attention to the fact that observable force does
not exist until an observable particle of mass is coupled
to the interference of the two scalar fields (much like in
the Aharonov-Bohm effect). The Soviets, of course,
call this area energetics.
Energetics technology has
been used in gigantic weapons programs of the Soviet
Union for decades, and it appears to be developed under
the most highly classified program that the Soviets
possess. All development and deployment of energetits weapons is under the KGB and controlled directly
by that organization, not by the Soviet Armed Forces

(p. 88,

Aids,

Biological

Warfare).

P. 89 says scalar electromagnetics
“allowed the
direct engineering of the unified field theory, including
structuring the vacuum, curving local spacetime, and
producing effects at a distance [like shooting down
aircraft] and in higher dimensions.” [H: Dharma, this
fits right into Paul’s theory of Dimensional Life, and
minus zeroith recognition of “nothing” is not nothing nor is zero nothing. All is only different and,
furthermore, a change of dimension is a simple concept for allowing understanding.]
Please take special note of the above key identilication terms “phase conjugate mirrors”, as this helps us
to identity this subject in other literature! At this point
you do not need to understand what it is talking about,
just remember the term.
ZERO

IS NOT

NOTHING

We think of vacuum as zero, nothing, empty, nada,
nichts, zilch. If we have 7 rocks and we take away 7
rocks, then we have no rocks, zero rocks.
Later we learn that this is not always so. If we have
7 pieces of matter and 7 pieces of anti-matter, when
combined we have zero, although we actually have 14
pieces. You may say that they cancelled-out each other
and you now have nothing. Think of what you are
saying. Are you saying that 14 things can be combined
and cease to exist and become nothing7 Then isn’t it
conversely possible that “nothing” can yield or be
divided into 14 “real” “things”?
In algebra we add seven plus-ones to seven minusones and get a sum total of zero, again in spite of the
fact that there are actually 14 numbers.
Bearden states it as: “Although zero is the absence
of just a single thing, it can be the presence of multiple
things” (p. 98, AIDS).
You already know that “empty space” is not to
empty-it
contains radio waves, radar waves, gravity,
cosmic rays, etc. Even when these are removed, Bearden
and others point out that what we think of as “empty
space” actually consists of an incredible amount of
positive and negative forces that cancel each other out
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and sum to zero, thus appearing to be “not there”. By
“curving space” and such, some forces become “out of
balance” and the result is light, or gravity, etc. Normally this is expressed as positive gravity, but under
the right conditions, the gravitation force is reversed.
This is called anti-gravity.
And, yes, my friends, the
Russians (and now others) have anti-gravity.
Note: For those readers who might already understand Bearden, I am aware that he says that force does
not exist in a vacuum (“But if forces CONSISTS OF
mass welded to acceleration, it cannot exist in the
Hence force does not exist in
absence of mass.
vacuum...Therefore
neither magnetic field nor gravitational field exist in vacuum. A priori, NO force field
exists in vacuum. The greatest error in physics has
been the assignment of a force as a cause, and thus
assigning it to the vacuum. The force is an EFFECT,
and it never exists in a vacuum, a priori.” (Toward A
New Electromagnetics
Part 4: Vectors And Mechanisms Clarified, slide 14.) The problem is physics and
electronics as taught in universities are WRONG and
there are problems with definitions, so in this brief
introduction, I will say things in a simplified way that
may not be correct in a higher understanding, but are
necessary steps in beginning to understand. My purpose is not to explain the mechanics of exactly “how it
works”, I am not qualified to do that. My purpose is to
encourage you to break through your brainwashing and
WAKE UP to reality and see who is your REAL ENEMY. A knowledge of these things IS a MATTER OF
LIFE AND DEATH. [END QUOTING OF PART IS]
I would like to leave this writing short this morning
because I have tasks elsewhere. We have come to the
next subject of “OWK” which is HAARP AND IT IS A
GOVERNMENT PROJECT THAT CAN IMPACT YOU
TOTALLY IN THESE CURRENT DAYS. Therefore
I do not want to split the topic. These projects such as
HAARP, GWEN, ELF, etc., are so assaulting as to be
stunning to the minds and bodies of you-the-people.
Just the name can tell you a lot (HAARP). It stands for
HIGH-FREQUENCY
ACTIVE AURORAL RESEARCH
PROGRAM.
This one network can cause total disrup-

tion of all communications and, now that the grid is
complete-that
means, around the globe. All electronics can likewise be controlled or disrupted, therefore,
you are in a very SERIOUS and TROUBLED “TIME”.
We will get back to this as quickly as is possible.
Thank you and good day.
1 l/11/95 #l
I WISH

THAT

YOU

HATONN
COULD

KNOW

Oh how I wish that I could cause you to see and hear
as some of my friends about your place in the Cosmos.
But alas, there is difficulty in believing in that which is
accepted only by what YOU PERCEIVE is the ONLY
manifestation in physical form. I reach out and you
cannot see; I speak and you cannot hear other than that
which you choose to suit your needs and desires. Ah,
but the winds blow and you do not see but you KNOW
it is there. We can present in the golden glow of light
and it is called the Sun’s refraction-even
if it be a
cloud-shrouded day. How can you give up GOD, friends,
in your quibbling and babbling? There is order in the
Universe beyond your reach and is that not surely a sign
of GOD?
We who attend as guardians and guides are always
moving on that wind you cannot see. We come to serve
and show the way when the cycles change and we abide
for your service when you are simply attending your
classrooms. But we are wanderers, ever seeking service
in the goodness and name of our Creator. We move
about hither and yon with but a focus here and one there
where we are sent in mission. Even while you and the
Earth itself, sleeps, we travel. WE ARE THE GARDENERS OF THE GOOD SOIL, THE SEED-PLANTERS OF THE GOOD FRUIT SO THAT YOU CAN
CHOOSE THE GRAIN FROM THE CHAFF AND THE
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GOOD PLANT FROM THE THISTLE.
Brief may seem our days among you and the words
I share may well fade in your ears and even my love can
vanish from your memories-for
in your sleep-walking
you become one with the shroud instead of the living.
But I will come again; I have come again to remind you
of who you are, what you are, from whence you came
and allow you to be reminded of your purpose, your own
mission, in a mortal field of “sensing”.
I and our
brethren come again and again and make every effort
possible to reveal truth in a more clearly understood
language, through words more akin to your thoughts of
a given perception, time and place.
My task, in these writings, is to allow you to know
THAT WHICH IMPACTS YOU MOST
The things
about which we write may well so
be but nitpicking chaff-but
they AREN’T! Today, for instance
we are going to offer another viewpoint, another insight into some of the invisible pulse systems which are
set forth and orchestrated for your enslavement. Part of
THE PLAN is to bring you under control so that you
will pay little attention to what is being done by the
controllers, shrug off the economic “troubles” of your
nation, and simply allow selves to be manipulated and
bound by the lack of attention or caring.
I do not offer things which are not backed up by
substantial and confirmational FACT. I can only do
this by sharing the experiences and KNOWLEDGE of
others of YOU. You don’t need more mystical revelations for GOD has presented truth to you since before
you can consider “time”. Only that which is about you
CAN MORTALLY IMPACT YOU IN YOUR MANIFEST FORM. Most important, however, is that YOU
RECOGNIZE TRUTH AND HOW IT ‘IS”, THAN
TO EVEN CONSIDER ME-FOR
I AM BUT A
WAYSHOWER
AND YOU MUST BE THE
EXPERIENCER
Keep it%%ind that YOU are the
one on the roadway and about to become Mr. and Mrs.
Roadkill.
I can offer safety and security for your
beings-but
I cannot live FOR you! I am among the
gleaners of information and observation who attend
your intents and actions, a compiler of that which is
used in your trial before the court and bench of Spiritual Judgement. I offer information, but the other half
of my task is to GATHER information and make sure
that you have available on your “stage” the information
in truth which allows you to grow and change-not
just
ideas, but whole dimensions of expression. Moreover,
the task must be accomplished without coercement,
force, or interference. However, for you who may well
think this limits me so that you can continue to batter
and enslave-no
thank you. I can well educate you to
be learned, shield and protect you from your enemies
(and yea, your so-called friends), and intervene in
Spiritual assumptions and manifest warnings and coincidence. I can bring self AND you into my dimension
and manifest in yours-AT
WILL. Yes indeed, I DO
have the advantage-but
YOU have the choices. Salu.
As I stated yesterday, today we will write on, at the
least, the HAARP system. Some of those shrill, highpitched electronic noises in your head are directly from
the frequencies used by HAARP and other transmitters.
These, used in combination with the ELFs (extra low
frequencies) are just about all that is needed to manipulate a global society.
Can WE interrupt and shut down those systems?
Yes! But I ask YOU: WHY SHOULD WE? What have
YOU done which is GODLY enough in total intent of
perfection to be worthy of such intervention?
A “nation” is recognized as good or bad-but this is invalid.
ONLY people are good or bad. Guns don’t kill, people
using guns kill! Ponder it. God does not protect a
society as in “nation of people”-HE
RESPONDS TO
THE GOODNESS IN INTENT AND ACTIONS OF
THE PEOPLE IN THAT NATION. HE SHELTERS
HIS PEOPLE AND, IF THE NATION FALLS, HE
JOLLY-WELL HAS US PICK UP HIS PEOPLE STATIONED IN MORTAL FORM WHO ARE ON MISSION DUTY. In other words, simply put, HE transfers
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out his troops. It is a very good PLAN because it
interferes not with another’s actions or translation.
So why is your name on CONTACT’s subscription
list worthy of placement? Because it puts you directly
on MY LIST FOR PROTECTION-IMMEDIATELY!
Just because the GOVERNMENT comes to callmeans nothing.
They are going to come calling
ANYWAY. You cannot sleep dead enough to disallow what is coming and the government ALREADY
comes calling in a zillion ways you seem to ignore. It
is time you think beyond the non-reality of your
“days”. How else are you going to KNOW what to do
and how and where to go if you accept not your
instructions?
The world sits in bankruptcy, the U.S. at the top
of the list of hardest hit. Why? Because you have
placed your whole economic structure into the hands
of the criminal Banksters and when they foreclosethey own everything including every last farthing of
and within YOUR coffers. So, being now manipulated into a state of helplessness individually-YOU
WILL FALL and who will feed and clothe you? Who
will attend the diseases which now have no treatments? How can YOU survive and those within your
family? The dominoes are falling, precious ones, and
you still cannot seem to see it. My mission is not,
either, to save your Spiritual souls. That is between
YOU and GOD. Mine is to tell you how it is and how
it works. I might well wind up the clock (you) but
YOU will do the “ticking*’ or you won’t run. And, by
the way, you can really take a licking and keep right
on ticking, as Mr. Timex says--IF, you KNOW WHAT
YOU ARE DOING AND WHAT “THEY” ARE DOING AGAINST YOU! And right now it is time to
refresh your memories about such as HAARP for it has

already been used against you-in some of the largest
airports and plane crashes. “They” told you it was “old
equipment” and faulty pilots and on and on and on. No,
it is the “system” setting up its final network connections and trial runs,
Since the system works against YOU, how can you
protect selves? Well, since YOU can’t change “their”
system-1 suggest you change selves. That means, if I
were you, I would quit whining and get to getting some
Gaiandriana, AquaGaia, GaiaCol Silver Colloid, GaiaGold, OxySol, GaiaGlo, andanything elseoffered which
protects you, heals you, increases your own immune
systemand frequency rating, and can be used as tools to
keep you ticking while the licking is taking place.
MAJOR ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT WILL COME
UPON YOU-THE-PEOPLE AS SOON AS THE CONNECTIONS ARE ALL IN PLACE-AND
I REMIND
YOU, ALL THE HARDWARE IS IN PLACE-BEYOND YOUR REACH, NOW. May you be given to
heed and hear the warnings for the pre-time of these
systems is GONE; they are real; they are operative
except for the final control connections, and most of
you won’t know what hit you.
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fourth or fifth party persons in Texas. We honor and
respect the stated desire to remain anonymous until
such time as the author wishes to be recognized.
People DO get into great trouble for sharing with us,
so we are appreciative of any of you daringenough to
put information flow, patriotic and Spiritual FREEDOM, and public knowing above your FEAR, and
allow use that truth may be shared. And, further,
may I remind you right here: IT IS GOOD TO BE
ON CONTACT’S
SUBSCRIPTION LIST-FOR,
THUS FAR, IT IS NOT ON THE BLACK-LIST OF
ANYTHING. Oh, we are on their unpublished list
but that is fine for this is the resource used by the
Adversary and his troops. We like that for we can
impress on each and all that we offer truth, good
journalism and valid information.
THIS is the protection remaining through even a battered and shredded CONSTITUTION-AND GOD!]
HAARP.
THE
SYSTEM
(HIGH-FREQUENCY
ACTIVE
AURORAL
RESEARCH
PROGRAM)

If all this energy is available from empty space,
then how come we are still using fossil fuels, you might
ask? The answer is simple. The powers that control us
are very rich. They got very rich by controlling such
FIRE
FROM
TNE
SKY
things as the energy (mostly oil and nuclear) industry.
The last thing in the world they want is for us to have
by “One Who Knows”
free energy, which is what results from understanding
psychoenergetics (scalar electromagnetics, energetics,
HAARP
etc.).
What does all this mean to you? Let’s look at one
(H: This author first came through routing by
Richard and Many Snell of Arkansas. We are hon- example. There is a major government project being
ored to have the work now offered, brought through built in Alaska called the “HAARP” Program, “HighFrequency Active Aurora1 Research Program”. (H: rt
is now BUILT.] One a6 the Datents for this project
claims that it can”cause...total
disruption of communications over a very large portion of the Earth...
disrupting not only land-based communications, but
also airborne communications and sea communiccbons
(both surface and subsurface)... missile or aircraft
destruction, deflection, orconfusion... weather modification... by altering solar absorption... ozone, nitrocould be artificially
ingen, etc., concentrations
creased.. .” [Emphasis added.]
I have a friend who returned from Canada recently.
He
was
in contact with Nick Begich, Jr., who is moniDonations to cover the costs of tapes are 84.00 for one tape, $6.00 for
toring the HAARP project (contact Nick at P.O. Box
two tapes and $2.50 per tape for three or more, except where otherwise
201393, Anchorage, AK 99520). [E. Y. Editor’s note:

Tapes,

[QUOTING,
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noted.
Postage is included
in tape prices.
Please
send check or money order to: mE
WORD, P.O. Box 6194,
Tehachapi,
CA 93582 or call 805-822-4176
if you have questions or you
wish to use your Visa, Discover or Master Card.
If you desire to automatically
receive tapes from future meetings,
please send at least a $50 donation from which tape costs will be deducted.
We will try to notify you as your balance reaches zero.
The following is a part/h/ list of older items but incIudi.ng all of the most
current meeting dates, with the number of tapes in bold, in parentheses,
and mentioning
if the meeting has a special focus:
1 O/l O/94 Columbus Day(S);1 O/28 & 30(4);1 l/6/94(2);
1 1/20/94(2);1
l/27/94(2);
12/l l/94(2);
12/l 8/94(3);1/8/95(2);
1/l S/95(3) Norio Hayakawa 81 Jordan Maxwell;
1/22/95(2);2/5/95(2);
2/l O/95(2) Japanese visitors, plus Jordan Maxwell on Masonic symbolism;
2/l g/95(4) extended slide-lecture on Masonic and other symbols by Jordan Maxwell;
3/5/95(l);
3/l 2/95 (3) Rayelan/Ede Koenig Blast; 3/26/95
(2);
’
4/9/95(S)
Vladimir Terziski’s
meeting with Commander and the ground crew;
4/23/95(2)
Mary Snell 81Ronn Jackson via phone;
5/l & 2/95 (6) May Day meeting; 5/l 6/95(3);5/28/95(3);
6/l l/95(2);
6/25/95(2);
7/g/95(3);
7/30/95(3);9/24/95(1)
Ronn Jackson;
1 O/22/95(3) includes audio of Farrakhan’s speech;
1 O/29/95(4) Mark Phillips & Cathy O’Brien;
11 /12/95 (3).

Dr. Nick Begich recently sent me a copy of his recent
bookon HAARP, appropriately
titled: ANGELS DON’T

PLAY THIS HAARP: Advances In Tesla Technology.
This book can be purchased from Earthpulse Press %
Nick’s address above or by phoning
907-249-9111
(voicemail)
or 907-696-1277
flax) for $14.95.1
The

friend was told that the government did a full wattage
power-up test of HAARP on December 14, 1994.
This date is rather interesting when you match it
with the following article which appeared in the Austin
American-Statesman
newspaper on the next day, December 15, 1994:
Western cities in the dark after 8-state mystery
blackout. Power surge might have triggered outages
for up to 2 million people, by Richard Cole, AP. SAN
FRANCISCO-An
unexplained power surge in the
We+ Coast’s main electrical transmission line caused
blackouts and other power disruptions across eight
Western states early Wednesday, shutting down a
nuclear plant and forcing doctors to operate by flashlight.
As many as two million customers from Arizona to
Washington went without power for periods ranging
from a few seconds to several hours when a stretch of
the giant 500-kilovolt Pacific power grid went dead just
after midnight.
The blackout darkened the homes of 1 million
California customers and interrupted power to patches
of Arizona, Nevada, Utah, Oregon, Washington, Idaho
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and Montana.
An initial inspection showed no breaks in the section where the trouble began, a 60-mile line between
Tracy and Fresno in California’s Central Valley.
“We believe it was a power surge from outside our
service area, and a substation tripped to prevent an
overloading of our system, just as a circuit breaker
would do in your house,” said Bill Sessa, Pacific Gas &
Electric Co. spokesman.

same as the scalar electromagnetics phase conjugate
mirrors that Bearden describes in articles he has written detailing Russian weather warfare against the United
States and the shoot-down of the Challenger
Space
Shuttle, the destruction of numerous rockets and missiles, and relative to the ongoing (including recent)
shoot-downs of many aircraft (such as the USAIR crash
near Pittsburgh). And now, it was revealed soon after
the 01 ‘ahoma City Federal Building bombing, that
there were two bomb blasts, the second of which came
from overhead pulse beam blasts. (CONTACT: The
Phoenix Project newspaper, April 251995, p. 31. For
subscriptions, call l-800-800-5565.)

[E. Y. Editor’s note: Power problems started to be
noticeable
locally here in Tehachapi,
CA at about
12:30 AM on Wednesday
12/14/94 according
to my
notes from that event.
The actual disruption was over
a much, much wider geographical
area than the above
article would leadyou to believe. Even people who run
on private generator power were affected.! Moreover,
the crooks in high places were trying to launch a
“weather”satellite
into a Polar Orbit (.t.t?!!) that night
Art Bell’s nighttime
radio
from Vandenburg
AFB.
show was the best source of uncensored
information
reporting that night as the full extent of the damage
unfolded. ]

Now let’s look more closelv at one of the HAARP
patents (excerpted from HAAR.P file downloaded from
Internet):
INVENTOR:
Peter Koert, Washington, DC
ASSIGNEE: APTI, Inc., Washington, DC (U.S. carp.)
07/524,435
APPL-NO :
DATE FILED: May 17, 1990
INT-CL:
[5] H04B 7/00; HOIQ 3/22
US-CL-ISSUED:
3421367, 372
US-CL-CURRENT:
3421367,372
SEARCH-FLD:
3421367, 353, 371, 372; 455/64
REF-CITED:
U.S.

PATENT

DOCUMENTS

3,445,844
511969 Grossi et al. 3421367
4,253,190
2/1981 Csonka
455112
4,686,605
8/1987 Eastlund
361/23 1
4,712,155 12/1987 Eastlund et al. 361/231
4,817,495
4/1989 Drobot
89/1.11
222
ART-UNIT:
PRIM-EXMR:
Gregory C. Issing
LEGAL-REP:
Foley & Lardner
ABSTRACT:
This invention relates to generation of a Artificial
Ionospheric Mirror (AIM), or a plasma layer in the
atmosphere.
The AIM is used like the ionosphere to
reflect RF energy over great distances. A tiltable AIM
is created by a heater antenna controlled in phase and
frequency.
The heater antenna phase shift scans a
beam to paint a plasma layer. Frequency is changed to
refocus at continually higher altitudes to tilt the plasma
layer.
Here is a quotation from Youth Action News concerning HAARP:
Dr. Bernard J. Eastlund’s Aug. 13, 1991 patent
(No. 5,038,664) describes the system now being implemented in the U.S. HAARP transmitter:
If the particles which form the plasma along the
Earth’s field lines continued to move with a constant
pitch angle, often designated “alpha”, they would soon
impact on the Earth’s surface. However, in converging
force fields, the pitch angle does change in such a way
as to allow the particle to turn around and avoid impact.
The point at which the particle turns around is called
the mirror point. This process is repeated at the other
end of the field line. The particle again turns around
and this is called the “conjugate point” of the original
mirror point. The particle is therefore trapped and
bounces between the two magnetic mirrors. The particle can continue oscillating in space in this manner
for long periods of time. (Letter with July 1994 copy of
Youth Actions News, P.O. Box 312, Alexander, VA.
22313.)
I think it is obvious that the HAARP project is the
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CONFUSION
One of the results that scalar electromagnetics can
produce, as listed above, is “confusion”. We hear of
controllers becoming “confused” in Iraq and shooting
down our own helicopters. We hear of a pilot trying to
land on a carrier and becoming “confused” and crashing. Recently in the news we hear of a helicopter pilot
in Korea who got “confused” and strayed across the
border and wasshot down. In today’s nkwspapers, as I
write these notes, is an article which states: “Human
error alone was to blame for a U.S. Army helicopter
straying into North Korea and getting shot down last
winter, but no one involved should be punished, the
Army said in a report Thursday. It said Hilemon and
Hall had become disoriented in unfamiliar terrain.”
(Austin American Statesman, “Army blames none for
North Korea shootdown”, p. A3, June 23, 1995.)
This sounds reasonable enough until you stop and
think. It is almost impossible for today’s highly sophisticated military vehicles to become “lost”, unless
something pretty major happens, because of geo-positioning satellites and such. Any fisherman can buy a
little hand-held device that will tell him where he is.
How can filets flying one of the world’s most dangerous borders just “stray” across?
Do you remember the infamous raid into Iran to
rescue the hostages during President Carter’s administration, April 24-26, 19807 If you recall, the raid
failed, because the helicopters got lost and had their
equipment fouled because of sand storms and the pilots
got “confused” and crashed into each other. It was a
very embarrassing incident for the United States.
These were the most highly trained people in the
world (U.S. Army Special Forces Delta Teams) flying
the best equipment in the world, and they got defeated
by “dust storms”? Did it never occur to any of the pilots
to simply fly above the dust storms? Doesn’t it seem
that there must be more to the story?
Let’s examine this event more closely. Col. Charlie
Beckwith was the officer in charge of the Delta Teams
and writes of the event in his book Delta Force.
(Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, with Donald Knox, copyright 1983,) Three troop-carrying MC-130s and three
fuel-bearing EC- 130s left from Masirah Island off the
coast of Oman and flew to a desert spot in Iran. There
they were to wait 30 minutes for eight helicopters to
arrive. Then the 118 man assault force would load on
to the RH-53D helicopters and continue the raid. For
some reason, the helicopters were up to an hour and a
half late.
When the helicopters started arriving,
Beckwith quoted them as saying, “It’s been a hell of a
trip,” and “words to the effect that if we had any sense
we would move the helios out into the desert and load
everyone on C-130s and go home.” Strange words for
the most highly motivated, gung-ho soldiers in the
military, don’t you think? “I didn’t understand how
tough a time he’d really had; and he didn’t elaborate on
his statement.” Two helicopters never arrived at all,
and the six that did eventually arrive came from scattered in all directions.
One pilot said, “I don’t know who’s really running
things at my level, but I’ll tell you this much, that some
very careful consideration ought to be given to calling
off this operation. You have no idea what I’ve been
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through. The damndest sandstorm I’ve ever seen hit
us. It was tough! I gotta tell you, I’m not sure we’re
going to make it. I’m really not sure we can make it.”
“Here were two very strong officers whom we’d
observed and knew, who now were pretty well shattered.
“Things were so confused that the mission was
called off. They began to load back onto the C-1308 to
leave. “I turned around and began to walk quietly
toward the head of the line. It was nearly 2:40 A.M.
Some of the C-130 pilots had started to gun their
engines. Dust was blowing all around. Between wind
gusts, I saw one of the choppers lift off and bank to the
left. It slid slightly backward. Then, BALLLGGEE! It
wasn’t a bomb, not a CRACK! It was a THUMP!” [A
“thump” did you say? Like other descriptions of pulse
beams firing?] Next a “gasoline” explosion. A blue
fireball ballooned into the night. Obviously, the chopper I’d just seen lift off-it had been Major Schaefer’shad struck the northernmost EC-130, the one on which
Blue Element had just boarded” (pp. 244-248). [II: I
would like to note here that many of the officers
DIRECTLY involved in planning this mission and in
training troops for this specific mission, took “early*
retirement from the military-FOLLOWING
THIS
INCIDENT. “Something” happened out there that
was BIGGER than the POLITICS of the United,
States of America!]
P. 25 I: ‘Just two hours into the mission, this
helicopter received an indication that one of its main
rotor blades was about to malfunction.
It landed at
once. Another helicopter (Number Eight) landed with
it. When it was determined that Number Six could not
proceed farther, its crew climbed aboard the other
chopper, which then proceeded to Desert One. Helicopter Number Five,.the one in which Colonel Pittman
was flying, turned back to the carrier four-fifths of the
way to Desert One, when after flying through several
cyclonic sandstorms, it began experiencing instrument
problems.”
Dr. Peter Beter recorded the following comments
on this incident a month later on June 28, 1980, which
were published in Wisconsin Report newspaper on July
31, 1980: [II: This has also been published in CONTACT.
This was one of the most INFORMED and
knowledgeable individuals ever gracing your globe.
I worked closely with this man who also had insider
informers from INSIDE the Rockefeller Cartel. He
KNEW facts and he DIED because he knew. I salute
this man and all of you who dare to speak out.] (Dr.
Beter was an attorney practicing before the U.S. Supreme Court, appointed to U.S. Export-Import Bank by
President Kennedy, was involved in intelligence activities, originator of the term “stagflation” and responsible for revealing that there is no gold in Fort Knox,
and had many intelligence contacts. He had access to
very high-level sources of information.)[Quoting:]
The American Commandoes who were sent into
Iran tried their best to follow orders and do their duty;
but unknown to them, those who had planned the raid
did not intend for it to succeed. They were supposed to
reach Teheran but discovered too late that they were too
small a force to do the job. As soon as the Commandoes
ran into big trouble, that was to be used as an excuse for
American navy jets to strafe Teheran; and with American passion stirred up, the Iran crisis was to escalate
with additional military moves. But for more than a
year now, Russian Intelligence has been informed about
even the most secret plans in Washington; and so the
Russians were ready.
They unraveled the latest Bolshevik war plan in
two ways. First the huge armada of cosmospheres were
floating overhead on April 25 as the American helicopter force entered Iran. Using their weather modification capabilities, the Cosmospheres intensified dust
storms in the area. They also utilized microwave brainscrambling radiation to cause nausea, disorientation,
and fatigue among the helicopter crews. The Russian
brain-scrambler is the same technology which I first
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revealed in Audio Letter No. 20. The Russians were
hoping to cause the mission to be given up as hopeless
without casualties, but the American Commando force
reached its first check point, regrouped and prepared to
continue. So the Cosmospheres turned up their brainscrambling transmitters to full power. One helicopter
took off but veered off crazily, and sliced into a C-130
Troop Transport airplane. Two others prepared to take
off. The Cosmospheres overhead fired low-power bursts
from their Particle Beams, rotor blades flew off, and the
helicopters went nowhere. At that point it was obvious
that it was all over. The raid was aborted, and all
energy shifted to efforts to explain away the disaster to
the public. Soon the charred bodies of slain Commandoes were flown home to Dover Air Force Base, Delaware. It was the second time in less than two years for
Dover to receive bodies from a secret Commando raid
by the United States! The first time they had paid the
price for a successful operation
was in Guyana
[Jonestown]. On April 28... Cyrus Vance resigned as
Secretary of State in protest.
[H: By the way, the U.S. was not only WARNED
of the situation but the top Soviet hot-lined (red
phone) the President, Carter, of the U.S. and said
‘%HUT IT DOWN OR ELSE...” Carter hot-lined
the mission Heads and said “Shut it down NOW.”
There was argument because the operation was all
staged and under-way.
I think you might have a
better idea now as to what happens when the enemy
with the POWER says to shut down a mission?]
In the next paragraph, Beter continues by telling of
Russian pulse beams triggering the eruption of Mt. St.
Helens on May 18, but that is another story.
Don’t you think you NEED to learn and understand
what has been going on?
The single best source of ongoing and background
information is CONTACT newspaper.
[H: THANK
YOU.] For subscription information, call 1-800-800r
5565 or write Contact, Inc., P.O. Box 27800, Las
Vegas. NV 89126.
For Dr. Beter’s information, write to the Wisconsin
Reporf, P.O. Box 45, Brookfield, WI 53008-0045.
Also write for the Tesla Book Company’s catalog
and order Fer-De-Lance
and/or AIDS: Biological War/are by Lt. Col. Tom E. Bearden. Tesla Book Company,
P.O. Box 121873, Chula Vista, CA 91912.
For [more] Tesla information contact International
Tesla Society, P.O. Box 5636, Colorado Springs, CO
80931.
Truth is the only thing that can save you. Learning
Truth is a lifelong journey. May you enjoy the trip.
[END QUOTING OF PART 161
I ask that a more simplified resource for information might be to have the Phoenix journals which
include these subjects. [See Back Page for listing of
available
Phoenix journals.]
I ask that the Editors
provide that information herein.
I am not here to
BLOW OUR HORNS, but Gabriel is aZreud’ blowing
HIS, and that means we are ALL caught in the noose
and need information from the fastest confirmation
source available. My most important task in offering
information is to compile that which is most urgently
needed so you can research and do your home-work
accurately and seek out the RIGHT resources. The time
is past when you can read these things AFTER you push
your way through Loni Anderson’s diatribe on Burt
Reynolds, etc. It is YOURLIFE, readers, and I can only
make “suggestions” about that upon which you focus in
this old world.
Our next topic from part 17 of Fire From The Sky
will be Jonestown and the hoax. This will deeply
involve your one-and-only Bo Gritz, so please stay
tuned. By the way, Mr. Gritz is suing a talk-radio
host-to silence him. I wonder now, why we never got
around to suing Mr. Gritz for his slander and outright
LIES regarding US? Delays, team, often mean never
getting around to something “in time”. Remember this
as you let time run out on the statute of limitations! It
has come full cycle in that you have to counter EVERY

assault and intentional offense against our team.
By the way, WHEN are you going to do something
about the thefts from our farm? There is a storage room
FULL of OUR things which Mr.’ Ence/Enz hid away
intentionally and had ones help him place the things
there. The “accomplices” are, under the law, equally
guilty. I would ALSO see to the large tractor equipment -because regardless of how it SEEMS, the funds
have to be accounted for BY THE PHOENIX INSTITUTE. Either we work WITHIN all regulations and
within the law-or
we don’t work at all. YOU are
stewards of our work and when you get these things
STRAIGHT, we can move on, not until,
I am honored for your attention. Salu.

Pl,ay For
Control
11/12/95 #l

HATONN

Dharma, WATCH WHAT YOUR COMPUTER IS
DOING!
WRITE YOUR PROGRAM OFTEN BECAUSE
OUR FRIENDS HAVE NOW ACCESSED THE CONTROL. THIS IS FINE FOR THEY HAVE HAD ACCESS TO “READING” DATA ALL ALONG. JUST
REALIZE YOU ARE MONITORED AND THEY CAN
SCRAMBLE YOUR PROGRAMMING. YOU WILL,
HOWEVER,
BE GETTING
SOME MESSAGES
THROUGH THIS CONDUIT SO PAY ATTENTION
WHEN THINGS GO WRONG OR YOU GET POWER
INTERRUPTIONS-BECAUSE
YOU, BEING ON ALTERNATE POWER-SHOULD
NOT HAVE INTERRUPTIONS OR FLICKERS. PARTS OF THE GRID
NETWORK ARE OPERATING AND THERE IS A BIT
OF A PLAY FOR CONTROL GOING ON. ALL YOU
NEED TO DO IS PAY ATTENTION AS THE GAMES
GET A BIT MORE CLOSE TO HOME.
I EXPECT YOU AND E.J. TO BE AWAKE, ALERT
AND LISTENING FOR MY CONTACT AT ANY UN-
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EXPECTED TIME.
THE LAST DELAY REASON GIVEN FOR THE
SHUTTLE IS THE BEST YET AND MUST BE NOTED:
“OTHEREMERGENCY LANDING AREAS SUCH AS
MOROCCO
WERE
EXPERIENCING
BAD
WEATHER...”
THIS IS GARBAGE BUT THEY
NEVER BLINK AN EYE AND NOBODY NOTICES.
YOU MAY WELL HAVE A FEW BAD DAYS ALONG
HERE BECAUSE THE BEAST IS FLAILING ABOUT
AS THEY ARE BEING RESTRICTED IN THEIR OUTRIGHT LIES AND ARE SHOWING FRUSTRATION.
AND NO, YOU DO NOT WANT TO “KNOW”! IF
YOU LISTEN TO THE VIDIOT BOX, HOWEVER,
YOU WILL BE ABLE TO PINPOINT THE CODED
AREAS AND FIGURE OUT WHAT IS TAKING PLACE
AND WHERE THE BIG BOYS ARE HAVING PROBLEMS-NOT WITH THE SHUTTLE BUT WITH THE
BANKSTERS AND THE CIA TRADE UNIONS.
THE KITCHEN HEAT IS RISING SO EVERYONE
HAD BETTERTAKE A GOOD LOOK AND SEE HOW
MUCH COURAGE IS RESERVED FORTHESE DAYS
BECAUSE I CANNOT PLAY FURTHER GAMES.
YOU ARE FACED WITH A NATION GOING
INTO INTERNATIONAL DEFAULT COME TUESDAY MORNING! YOU AS A NATION ARE ALREADY BANKRUPT BUT IT WILL BE COLLECTION TIME. DO YOU SOMEHOW THINK ISRAEL
WILL GIVE YOU BACK OR REFUSE TO COLLECT
THIS YEAR’S ANNUAL 3 BILLION IN CASH? THEY
HAVETHEIROWN INTERNAL WART0 FIGHTNOW. YOU, AS A NATION ARE IN THE WORST
TROUBLE YOU HAVE EVER FACED AS A NATION.
YOU ARE FACED WITH A NATION GOING
INTO INTERNATIONAL DEFAULT COME TUESDAY MORNING! YOU AS A NATION ARE ALREADY BANKRUPT BUT -IT WILL BE COLLECTION TIME. DO YOL‘ SOMEHOW THINK ISRAEL
WILL GIVE YOU BACK OR REFUSE TO COLLECT
THISYEAR’SANNUAL3 BILLION INCASH? THEY
HAVE THEIR OWN INTERNAL WAR TO FIGH’IIN THE Vt’ORST
NOW. YOU, AS A NATION, M
TROUBLE YOU HAVE EVER FACED AS A NATION.
YOUR A’A TION IS SICK!

So be it, my own frustration is showing, I believe.
Again, before we close. KEEP CONSCIOUS OF
THE COMPUTER AND IF YOU GET FAINT, LIKE
RIGHT NOW-GET OUT OF THE ROOM OR AT THE
LEAST CLOSE DOWN THE COMPUTER AND GET
IT TURNED “OFF”. LIKE NOW, DHARMA, IS A
VERY GOOD TIME TO DO IT.
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SilverColloids
AndFurtherMedia
Warnings
AboutDrug-Resistant
.Bug
.
1 l/11/95 #2
CAN
CURE

HATONN
IT
ME?

Following the question above is always, “Well, can
it hurt me?” when something comes along. Obviously
I AM NOT THE ONE TO ASK THIS QUESTION OF
FOR I OFFERYOU WHAT I KNOW WILL ENHANCE
YOUR BODIES, MIND AND SOUL1
I have a letter from a beautiful person in Kentucky
who asks about Bio-Enhanced Water Super Concentrate. What is in the water, which is simply distilled
water supposedly “deionized”, is small amounts of
sodium metasilicate, castor oil, calcium chloride and
magnesium sulfate. Actually, what you have here is
water with “selected” ustuff’ instead of simply drinking drinking water. You will have a higher frequency
from the catalytic-caused
“charge” to the molecules
and certainly it might be as good for intake as an
electrolyte solution but I see nothing much that could
be coitsidered “more”. I suggest you go re-read the
material on Biological Transmutation and see what you
have. I don’t analyze products-I
PRODUCE THE
PRODUCTS THAT WORK! If, for instance, I had
some of the product I would feed it to my Gaiandrianas
bllt since we already feed them all of the things mentioned here in a “perfect” cell medium where we don’t
want to start with deionized water, we are able to have
the living crystals of perfect cellular life-period.
The
only place I want deionized water in anything I offer at
present is in the colloidalizing where it is imperative to
have GOOD distilled water or you get “fall-out” and
particle “discharge”. 1 like to manipulate the ions to do
what is specifically desired of them. Of course the
water is preferable to tap water, unless you have purified the tap water with colloidal silver, OxySol or even
hydrogen peroxide.
I am also asked about this Lyke and associates and
whether or not this is the same as Lyke publications.
Wow, I don’t know much about that as Lyke and
Associates enters an address of 3 Golf Center, Hoffman
Estates, IL 60 195 and the Lyke Report is P.O. Box 290,
Glenview, IL 60025-0290.
As to doing any good? I would think that it would
do something better than doing nothing because you
can convert the silica into calcium for your bones and
then you will have the other advantages presented by
the additives.
I prefer the silica taken as a daily
supplement and we add it to EVERYTHING we “grow”
in our dria garden. It is silica that gives you healthy
nails, bones and teeth-not
calcium.
I am going to have a simi-snit if we don’t soon have
available intestinal replacement flora AND a source of
SILICA-and
I mean, like I asked for this months and
months ago and still nothing? Do I have to send our
own readers elsewhere7 You don’t have to have a major
edition-just
get some silica-gel and ship it if people
want it. We don’t have to sit and concoct everything
but I must have the ability for people to get what I
request that they use in conjunction with the Gaia life
products.
I WANT THAT REPLACEMENT
SO
PEOPLE CAN USE ENOUGH SILVER TO DO SOME
GOOD TO THE DISEASE PROCESS AND YET SAVE

A HEALTHY DIGESTIVE TRACT. WE HAVE TO
HAVE THE SILICA TO STOP BONE LOSS!!
I truly don’t want to be harsh with you who work
your fannies off day after day-but I do not ask for
products without thought or care.
I suggest, also, that the liquid acidophilus, etc., is
best and works most quickly-and,
I believe it should
be stored in the refrigerator especially after opening or
it will grow all over your proverbial “space”, ferment
and you’ll lose it. But, think, think, think: to make
yogurt you use this acidophilus and you have to have it
WARM so that it can grow. It will make it just tine for
the few days in the mail, or use the capsules or powder
if not outdated.
You are dealing with a LIVING
CULTURE SO TREAT IT CAREFULLY ACCORDING TO ITS NEEDS. REFRIGERATION REDUCES
RAPIDITY OF GROWTH AND KEEPS CULTURE
MEDIUM FORTHE ORGANISMS-DON’T GO TAKE
A COURSE IN NUCLEAR SCIENCE TO HANDLE
ACIDOPHILUS.
But, back to catalyst water concentrate. I suggest
that probably the concentrate is the concentrated electrolyte and it is then added to distilled water in ratio
quantities to have electrolyte balance or catalytically
“charged” water which enhances the frequency and cell
acceptance. I would answer the question about safety as
certainly it is safe and anything that better balances
cellular fluids is beneficial, especially as would be
desired in cases of fluid loss and/or dehydration.

stuff-BECAUSE
YOU DO NOT HAVE DRIAS!!!!!
Otherwise all you have is WATER with a lot of STUFF
in it which will probably go totally rancid.
Once again, kids, I am bogged down on the stories
I feel are urgent for you while I go back and again write
on colloidal silver. I do not mean ANY OLD COLLOIDAL SILVER-I
only wish to, finally, comment on
OUR COLLOIDAL SILVER with enhanced frequency
by means of GOLD ELECTROLYSIS! This procedure,
which NOBODY ELSE has, is NOT just a gold colloid
mixed with a silver colloid-it
is the very best of BOTH
for their specific targets. You want the finest silver
colloid (a golden yellow color) with the frequency of
GOLD colloid (a purple color), but retaining the antiseptic quality only noted in silver colloid and other
silver electrode treatments, etc. The gold cannot be
surpassed once inside the cells internally-but
that is
NOT why we offer the gold colloid. Gold is the best
brain-function enhancer known to mankind and coupled
with silica is unsurpassed for thought processing, etc.
It is also the frequency which most easily knocks out
the viruses of the HIV family and some of these other
new titanium-necked viruses. This works INSIDE THE
CELLS and must also have a way to merge within other
cells and, thus, the colloid. Please take this information, team, and write us some brochures so I don’t have
to do this constantly-I
need to pass on by your health
focus and get you informed while you’re “stayin’ alive”.
SILVER

THREADS
AMONG
THE GOLD
OR
HI-Y0
SILVER
BULLETS!

BROCHURES
Friends, I can’t keep writing on these same subjects
over and over again. PLEASE, get out the technical
writing I did for Dr. Young on Gaiandriana or the drias,
sometimes referred to as Chondriana. Next, please pull
the writings I have done prior to now and begin to rerun them and then, PLEASE, let us make some brochures because you need to have information in Health
Stores and in suitable form for readers to offer to
friends-who
don’t like the paper and, above all, don’t
believe in such as ME. All of you want GOD to help
you, save you, send you what you need-but,
nobody
wants to believe HE DOES SO!
Please make a brochure on GaiaLyte which is far
superior to anything of electrolytic base ON THE MARKET ANY WHERE! And what of Kargasok Tea which
we have had around here for eight years or more, not to
mention being around your planet for millions of years!
I give you products but if you don’t scatter the information how do you expect the products to get outside and
into the insides of people? These are not space gobblede-goop items frqm synthesizers on the Enterprisethese are things that will SAVE YOUR PROVERBIAL
ASSETS. I have daily inquiries about one product after
another from Willard Water to Crystal Life (which is
excellent food for our drias but have NO LIVING
CRYSTALS so are not sufficient for the purposes you
take them). Will it increase the frequency of the cells’?
Yes, but without living cells you can’t maintain very
well unless the Chondrianas get through the processing
and fruit enzymes. I like to start my baby drias with a
drop or two of Crystal Life in their nursery amneotic
fluid. I am not going to tell you how to make this

What will best convince you readers that we know
of that which we speak? I realize that I, myself, am not
enough so we try to bury you in backup material which
helps but you who will smoke, take drugs without
question, drink poison and eat junk, are trying my
patience about that which will not hurt you but can and
WILL save your very lives before this journey is over.
Will it help to try onemore “other” writing? Fine,
let us go this time with BIO/TECH NEWS as to an
editorial in one of their reports. I think I dare risk
offering the Editorial and save Dr. Young the time of
rewriting an introduction to the subject brought by the
Surgeon General of the United States in testimony
before Congress in 1969. That was a quarter century
ago. Back in 1969 the Surgeon General said, and I
REPEAT FROM LAST WEEK: “THE T/ME HASCOME
TO CLOSE THE BOOK ON INFECTIOUS

DISEASES.”

Well, you had better get the book back out of the closet
or dumpster-OPEN
IT AND WEEP! [QUOTING:]
BZO/TECH NEWS, SPECIAL REPORT EDITORIAL: [H: The remainder
of the writing will be
almost a repeat of last week’s writing from Financial
Times.

EDITOR’S NOTE: The discovery of antibiotics
and their introduction into medical practice was hailed
as one of the most important events of the struggle
against human infectious diseases. The antibiotic era
began in earnest in the early 194Os, penicillin being the
first antibiotic introduced into clinical practice. Discovery after discovery of effective anti-bacterial drugs
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then followed and optimism ran high in anticipation of
the soon conquest of infectious disease. In 1969, the
Surgeon General of the United States testified before
Congress that, “The time has come to close the book on
infectious diseases.”
Since that premature, overconfident assertion there
has been a powerful resurgence of infectious diseases,
beginning in the late 1970s; the single most threatening component of which has been the appearance of

NESS DRUG HOUSES have not come down hard to
stop silver sales indicates that THEY KNOW you
won’t manage long with SIMPLE silver solutions.
It will, however, be because of this silver capability that silver itself will skyrocket in cost. We can
only urge you to get as much product as you can while
you can at its lowest price for we will have to raise
prices with the upswing in the metals. Gold expense
eats us alive and we have to use it both in colloid of
silver AND gold itself. Our full intent is to only have
a trace amount of gold particles in the silver colloid
because we only want the FREQUENCY to the
particulated
cells that will HOLD THE CHARGE
INDEFINITELY!
I fully concur and present the same disclaimer as
does the Editor of Bio/Tech News in the following
statement.]
Finally, we want to be clear about this: what follows is for informational purposes only. It is not an
attempt by the writers or publisher of the Bio/Tech
News to practice medicine nor should it be construed to
be such. Readers are hereby encouraged to consult with
a trusted and competent medical professional concerning the content of this newsletter and any recommendations contained herein. [END OF QUOTING]
Someone called the other day to New Gaia and
wanted to know if colloidal silver could be injected into
an IV of a person with Cancer. Can and May are two
very different terms, readers, and of course you CANbut by all regulations in hospitals and medical rulesyou MAY NOT! If you ask me “would it hurt anything?” I would have to say no, it won’t hurt, and yes,
it would likely be quite helpful. However, we are not in
the medical BUSINESS and are disallowed from being
in the health improvement BUSINESS--therefore,
I
won’t respond to such questions and neither does anyone around here have any such right to even voice such
an opinion. Why? Because of such as the report I just
shared [see writing on p. 51 wherein Joyce Riley said
some very ill Gulf War Illness victim had kidney problems after taking colloidal silver (NOT OURS!). I
disbelieve the entire tale but then, I know what happened and it has NOTHING to do with colloidal silver!
From other countries where this is an accepted form of
treatment-it
is done all the time with exceptional
results. However, most of those clinics are now closed
where they are impacted by the Free Trade Agreement(s).
The fact is, Gaiandriana [Seepage 6fir special sale on
Gaiandriana
and AquaGaia] is the BEST transfusion
medium available ANYWHERE!
AND, IT HAS A
NICE SIDE BENEFIT-IT
CAN’T BE CONTAMINATED SO THAT THE PATIENT DIES OF SUCH AS
AIDS. The cells can be oxygen enhanced and bring
PERFECT balance to EVERY blood-type. Oh well...!
The drias are also PERFECT carriers for the colloid
products. If, in fact, the colloids are left too long in the
Gaiandriana--the
drias absorb AND CONVERT the

disease-causing
to antibiotics.

bacteria

which have become resistant

These bacteria have now clearly demonstrated their capacity to develop sophisticated mechanisms of resistance against almost every antibiotic
invented thus far. What’s more, according to the
highly-respected
infectious disease researcher Dr.
Alexander Tomasz, “These resistance mechanisms can
find their way from one bacterium to another through
a variety of efficient microbial gene transfer mechanisms. Bacteria resistant to many of our drugs can also
travel over large geographic distances and reach high
incidence in certain parts of the world. A bacterial
pathogen resistant to all chemotherapeutic agents is no
longer science fiction.”
According to Tomasz, “The danger of acquiring
hospital-borne bacterial disease, often by antibiotic
resistant strains, is not restricted to the terminally ill,
although patients with serious underlying diseases are
at increased risk for all infections. Infection by antibiotic-resistant bacteria is a clear hazard for patients
checking into the hospital for elective surgery. Similarly, newborns in Neonatal Intensive Care Units of
hospitals are also at high risk.”
We are now at a critical juncture. It is impossible
to predict if and when any number of human pathogens
will become resistant to all antibiotic agents. Medical
science is, at present, doing nothing more than the
equivalent of scrambling around trying to plug holes
in a dike which is beginning to show signs of some very
significant stress fractures. What’s more, because of
the extremely long time which elapses between the
discovery of a new, more powerful antibiotic substance
(assuming any have been recently discovered) and its
development, testing and subsequent delivery to the
marketplace, the prospects for an antibiotic solution to
this potential microbial nightmare are grim indeed.
But there may be a genuine ray of hope on the
horizon. This important Special Report of the Biol
Tech News deals with an old and yet, in many ways,
new product which might very well have a major role
to play in the coming onslaught of these-and numbers
of other-disease-causing,
MDR (“multi-drug-yesistant”) microbes. That product is “Colloidal Silver”.
Be sure you read what follows very carefully. There is
a real possibility that the information contained herein
could end up saving your life or that of a loved one. At
the very minimum, your health and well-being could
turn out to be vastly improved and strengthened.
As always, permission is hereby granted for our
subscribers to pass copies of this newsletter on to
family members, friends and business associates, provided that you copy it in its entirety without omission
or alteration of any kind and that you give it to them
without charge. [H: So, if you are bored by repeating
information-I
apologize but honor our word and
their request. I will, however, not advertise for
them except for the paper itself for I don’t have the
confidence of this Editor in the products. As far as
they go they are good; I simply know that you ones
do not know of the advanced technology which now
allows viral breeds which are at risk ONLY with
higher frequencies as presented by GOLD electrolysis. You have to understand right up front that
when you deal with antibioties you are not having
the same type of LIFE-form with a virus as you do
with microbials. However, I do not wish to make a
greater issue of this, now, because the facts remain
that silver colloid will stop most of the new breeds of
disease-bearers which have grown resistant. The
fact, however, that the Government and BIG BUSi-
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particles. This is wonderful for the long-term immune
system-but takes away the valuable antiSEPTIC quality of the solution.
The next question might well be about Dharma: “Is
she some kind of physicist, physician, chemist, biologist, microbiologist, mystic, or you name it? No, she is
a secretary and is willing to do that which I ask of herwhich is often most interesting indeed. Dr. Young and
others here who ARE educated in these fields have
learned to take a deep breath, count to three or ten, and
THEN take the products resulting and be in astounded
shock. Now they go straight to their own guides and
professors (also very interesting) and sort it out and
bring to realization the things we need. Oh yes, we do
have some wondrous tales to share about almost every
project we present-but
they all work and they all work
the FIRST TIME! Everything can be perfected as it is
improved but I can promise you that the “listening to
instructions” really sharpens up when we start playing
with electrical fields. Dharma is one who would put on
rubber grounding gloves to unplug the toaster. However, what she doesn’t remember other than to not like
the game-is that she knows all about high-shock jolts
which can quite “dead” a body and offer a lot of %eardeath experiences”. I like caution and care, however,
so it works well for us as we move along. For instance,
she will work WITH Dr. Tesla on the paper and keyboard and within the range of friendship. She will NOT
work in a laboratory with him among the lightning
bolts and currents. Ah, you people--the most dangerous currents, waves, pulses and rays are all about you
and you can’t even see them but it certainly behooves
you to GET TO KNOW ABOUT THEM FOR THEY
ARE THE WEAPONS OF YOUR NEAR FUTUREALONG WITH UPDATED MICROBES. Please pay
attention as we once more offer the subject of resistant
microbes for your attentlqn. [QUOTING (Continued):]
THE ADVENT
OF
“ANDROMEDA
STRAINS”
“The time has come to close the book on infectious
diseases. ”

Surgeon General of the United States (Testimony
before Congress, 1969)
To reiterate some of what was said in the Editor’s
Note above, the 1940s ushered in the age of exciting
new “miracle drugs”, beginning with penicillin.
At
that time these drugs were considered the most important medical discovery in the battle against infectious
diseases. With the introduction of antibiotic-based
chemotherapy, the conquest of infectious disease seemed
complete. “The perception in the 1960s was that we
had conquered almost every infectious disease,” said
Dr. Thomas Beam of the Buffalo, New York VA Medical Center. Unfortunately, during the next decade that
victory began to unravel. Today we know that medicine’s
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purported triumph over infectious disease has become
an illusion.
As Sharon Begley of Newsweek magazine
suggests: “It looks like medicine declared victory and
b;?nt home too soon.”
Disease-causing bacteria are becoming alarmingly
resistant to antibiotics. In an address before the American Association for the Advancement of Science on
February 19, 1994, Dr. Alexander Tomasz voiced the
concern of scientists, clinical microbiologists, medical
practitioners and public health professionals about the
rapid rise of antibiotic-resistant
bacteria. It seems that
bacteria have bested the “miracle drugs” we’ve been
relying on for our medical security.
Some of the more threatening multi-drug resistant
(MDR) “bugs” which have begun to gain a foothold are
MDR Pneumococcus,
MDR Staphylococcus
aureus,
MDR Enterococcus
faecium
and MDR Tuberculosis
(Bio/Tech News did an excellent Special Report, “TB
Alert!“, which focuses on the prospects of the “white
plague” returning upon us with a vengeance).
[II:
Address for Bio/Tech: Box 30568, Parkrose Center,
Portland, OR 97230.1
The first penicillin-resistant
pneumococcus
was
discovered two years befire the above-quoted statement by the U.S. Surgeon General. It was found in
Papua, New Guinea. By 1977, an epidemic disease
caused by pneumococcus was being reported by South
African hospitals. The bug had not only become resistant to penicillin but other antibiotics as well, and an
increase in its level of resistance by more than several
thousandfold was reported.
Since the early 199Os,
MDR Pneumococcus has demonstrated its ability to
spread from one country to another, reaching extremely
high levels in some countries.
Pneumococcus is the culprit behind outbreaks of
pneumonia in various communities worldwide. This
bacterium is a major threat to public safety because it
can be-life threatening to certain ill or elderly patients
[40,000-50,000 Americans die from exposure to pneumococcus each year; there’s no telling what will happen if MDR pneumococcus should gain a footholdEd.] It also causes life-threatening infections of the
bloodstream, and meningitis.
Pneumococcus is responsible for nearly half of the
visits to pediatricians each year. It is the major “causative agent” of middle ear infections in children. ACcording to Tomasz, young children under age two are at
high risk of acquiring diseases caused by pneumococcus. He says, “several day-care centers in the U.S. were
shown to have a particularly high frequency of carriage
The
of multi-drug resistant pneumococcal strains.”
bugs have spread through day-care centers “like a chain
letter”, says one reporter.
Staphylococcus
aureus is the most common cause
and bloodstream infections in
of skin, wound
hospitalized patients.
A number of strains of this
pathogen here in the U.S. and elsewhere have now
become resistant to almost all available antibiotics. In
most hospitals, the only remaining line of defense
against the spread of MDR Staph aureus is an antibiotic by the name of Vancomycin. How long it will hold
is anybody’s guess.
Enterococcus faecium has already acquired resistance to Vancomycin. In 1992 it had become the third
most frequent “causative agent” of hospital-acquired
wound and urinary tract infections, septicemia, and
endocarditis.
As of this writing, some strains of the
bacterium are not killed by any available antibiotic
agents. Tomasz regretfully admits, “If you get the
infection, you are in the Almighty’s hands.”
[Imagine being a physician having to face a situation in which your patient has gone into the hospital for
elective surgery and contracts an infection “caused” by
some bug floating around in the hospital and,for which
there is no known antibiotic cure!
The alert reader will no doubt have noticed that we
place “causative agent” and “caused” in quotes (see
above), the reason being that the terms are a capitulation of sorts to the “germ theory” of disease, an out-

dated, simplistic medical model which will one day
have to give way to other, more accurate medical
paradigms which have been developing despite pressures to maintain the status qu,o. We intend to keep our
subscribers posted on the progress of these exciting
changes-Ed.]
Infectious disease specialists point to patients, doctors and drug companies for contributing to the problem by promoting indiscriminate and excessive use of
Without realizing it, they have all
drug antibiotics.
given the bugs new life. Patients often demand-and
doctors often irresponsibly comply-an
antibiotic for
illnesses like the common cold and various viral infections which do not respond to antibiotics [They don’t
respond because they are viral. Antibiotics are specific
to bacteria and, in some cases, fungi, not viruses.
Doctors know this and therefore act irresponsibly either when they prescribe antibiotics for viral problems
or prescribe antibiotics prematurely (not knowing if the
symptoms presented are due to bacteria, or viruses),
“just in case” and/or just to give the patient the impression that they are “doing something” for them.-Ed]
Each dose taken of an antibiotic makes it easier for
resistance to spread.
Another cause of resistance is the flood of antibiotits which have entered the food chain. Farm animals
receive 30 times more antibiotics than people do. These
remain in the animal’s flesh, which we then eat. And
milk contains up to 80 different antibiotics; with every
glassful people swallow minute amounts ofthese drugs.
The result: in a recent study at Rutgers University,
antibiotics at levels deemed “safe” for human consumption by the FDA were shown to have increased the rate
at which resistant bacteria are emerging by 600 to 2700
percent.
The antibiotic problem has grown to a crisis level
largely because the drugs have been used so widely
This has set into motion a microscopic-level struggle
from which have emerged “super” microbes. Scientists
believe that these actually develop a mutant gene of
resistance to the drug. The mutants then pass on their
resistant genes to their progeny. One bacterium can
leave 16,777,220 offspring within 24 hours. The more
an antibiotic is used, the greater the chance that it will
kill off the weaker microbes but leave these muted
germs to reproduce. Eventually, these genetically new
versions entirely replace the original strains, and the
original antibiotic is no longer effective.
All this explains the new sense of anxiety sweeping
the medical community as scientists stand by and watch
while one illness-causing microbe after another wins
Once considered the
its battle against antibiotics.
antibiotics are now being
ultimate “miracle-drugs”,
overcome by bacteria which have managed, by sheer
force of numbers, ways to beat them.
The April 1994 editorial in the New England Journal of Medicine called for urgent action, including
surveillance for early signs of drug resistance and more
disciplined use of antibiotics. Some specialists are now
willing to admit that, as infections become harder to
successfully treat with drugs, our only real alternative
may be more natural methods. [END OF QUOTING]
It has been a long day, Dharma, for you with all
your other duties, so let us stop here. Thank you and
Salu.
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its best medicinal form, in the 1940s use of silver was
dropped in favor of newly-discovered antibiotics. As a
result, colloidal silver has turned out to be the remedy
that modern medicine almost forgot. Yet it seems we
need silver now more than ever, as our once highlyvaunted “miracle drugs” rapidly fail to live up to earlier
expectations. No known disease-causing organism can
live in the presence of even minute traces of the chemical element of metallic silver. [This includes destructive bacteria, viruses and fungi which, when compared
with antibiotics, is one of the things which makes silver
unique; antibiotics are specific to bacteria and, in some
cases, fungi, but never viruses-Ed.]
From his bacteriological experiments with silver Dr. Henry Crooks
has concluded, “I know of no microbe that is not killed
in laboratory experiments in six minutes.” And, while
antibiotics are quickly losing their effectiveness as
several strains of germs are becoming antibiotic-resistant, they are not able to develop resistant strains or
immunity to silver. [This is another unique property of
silver-Ed.]
To top it off, silver is virtually non-toxic,
making it safe for both children and adults-and
even
their pets [Again, a property unique to silver-Ed.]
From ancient times men have used silver as a
healing agent.
Silver has long been known as an
antiseptic with the power to kill bacteria and other
germs. Ancient Greeks and Romans kept their liquids
free of contamination by placing them in silver jars.
The indigenous people of India and the Orient have
known about the tremendous healing qualities of silver
for centuries. It’s still common practice for people in
the East to wrap some of the their food in paper-thin
pieces of silver-and
then eat it! During the early
1900s a silver foil was still considered the best infection-preventive dressing for a wound.
American settlers traveling across the West often
put a silver dollar in their milk to delay spoilage. Silver
goblets have long been used in religious ceremonies
because the silver is known to act as antiseptic; the
silver keeps the wine fresh and lessens the possibility of
the transmission of germs as the goblet is passed from
person to person. Until recently silver has been a stable
utensil on the dining table. People cooked on silver
pans and then ate from silver plates and with silver
knives and forks. Some modern researchers have speculated that by using silver, our parents and grandparents
were ingesting minute particles of silver which aided in
their immunity to many diseases.
MEDICINAL
USES
OF SILVER

Medical uses of silver through history have included the use of silver foil and plates to replace
missing bone fragments. Silver nitrate has long been
prescribed for stomach ulcers. Silver drops are still
placed in newborn babies’ eyes to kill bacteria which
cause blindness. Silver has been used as a cure for
herpes. A silver-based ointment has been found effective against syphilis, cholera and malaria. It is still
applied to certain eye, nose and throat infections.
Around the turn of the century scientists had demonstrated that silver processed a certain way could
function as a mainstay of antibiotic treatment. Known
as “colloidal silver”, it was quite “high-tech” for its
time, but compared with today’s silver colloids, it was
11/13/95 #1 HATONN
technically inferior. The Colloid Research Foundation
reports, “One of the main drawbacks in the production
DARK
CLOUDS...
method of the early 1900s was the technology used.
SILVER
LINING?
The silver particle size never reached its optimum
ultra-microscopic size to get the most out of the silver.
[CONTINUE QUOTING:]
[H: It is more than that, readers, you also MUST
have ability to get the silver particle TO THE MISince 1938, silver has been standing in the wings, CROBE. This requires a solution which can meld
waiting to make a big comeback. Not for its monetary with cells. This is where the Gaiandriana is so
value, but for properties inherent in it that make it superb a carrier. However, once absorbed (eaten
worth more than its weight in gold: silver is a unique and transmuted) by the dria cells, it no longer has
healing agent.
topical value because you can’t keep it on the outer
Once known worldwide as a powerful antiseptic in surface long enough to keep allowing the ‘working”
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of the cells. It makes wonderful poltices used in
conjunction
with GaiaCol and/or silver colloid.
Remember that Gaiandriana is created to work
WITHIN THE IMMUNE SYSTEM, PRIMARILY.]
“Colloid” refers to a substance that consists of
ultra-fine particles that do not dissolve but remain
suspended in a medium of a different matter. The
particles in a true colloid normally range in size from
about 0.0 1 to 0.00 1 of a micron in diameter. Although
these particles are larger than most molecules, they are
still invisible to the naked eye. [To get a feel for the
scale, imagine a human red blood cell to be about the
size of a silver dollar; coccus bacteria would then range
from about the size ofa button on a man’s dress shirt on
down to the diameter of a BB; and, a particle of
colloidal silver would be about the size of the period at
the end of one of these sentences-Ed.]
Although there have been a number of different
techniques developed in an attempt to achieve a true
silver colloid, the best and most effective method is the
electrical process since it is the only method which
preserves the necessary homogeneity, minuteness of
granules, purity and stability to create a true colloid.
[Examples of other methods which have been employed
are mechanical grind, ultrasonic and chemical-Ed.]
A true colloid of silver is composed of particles of
ultrafine, 99.999% silver, electrically charged and held
in suspension in a solution of deionized water. According to the Colloid Research Foundation, the highest
quality colloidal silver consists of the maximum number of particles of the minimum possible size with the
ultimate solution having a huge number of particles of
one atom, each carrying an electrical charge. A lrue
silver colloid should not contain any artificial stabilizers OR chemical
additives of any kind /which are
present in some silver products presently on the market; some even poinE so far as to use an artificial
yellow dve in order lo give their product the proper
golden vellow color of the true silver colloid-Ed.]

[H: Some go further than that; they will color a
transparent solution with the lemon-color yellow not
having the vaguest idea of what a golden-yellow is
supposed to be-or,
they will advertise “special”
treatment that gives you “crystal transparent” colloidal silver. NO, it is NOT. You CAN have a very
low particulate but ALWAYS particles MUST BE
PRESENT and those are color fingerprinted. In our
silver colloid, for instance, because we boost the
energy and merge particulate,
there will be a detided “golden” hue with iridescent lavenders and
purples if viewed in the sunlight and turned as you
would a holographic picture. The gold colloid will be
a very clear purple or lavender in color. The “depth”
of the color will come from “within” the moleculesnot just colored water molecules. I am not lambasting anyone’s true product, people, for it only requires a most tiny particulate amount to be effective.
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And it sometimes takes hours or even days to have
the CHARGED PARTICLES to penetrate a whole
container of solution and show the perfect color
depth. In other words, the charged particles have to
break through the molecular membranes -which
sometimes takes a bit of higher frequency. We set
our merging colloids right beside the nursery bottles
of Gaiandriana IN THE FULLSUN for several hours.
This boosts the frequency to the Cosmic-solar ‘invisible” rays AND it allows easy penetration of the
charged particles into molecular dispersion. It has
been suggested that we should use a weaker solution
and that is fine -FOR NOW. However, although you
never will need a stronger solution “within”, you are
moving into a day where upgraded and more-resistant strains of bacteria-viruses are being produced
AND THAT MEANS YOU NEED AMMUNITION
FOR THOSE DAYS-AND
THIS WILL WORK
INTO THE FORESEEABLE
FUTURE. WE MAY
HAVE TO UPGRADE
TO PLATINUM
OR
RHODIUM ELECTRODES BUT WE DON’T NEED
TO CROSS THAT BRIDGE YET. THE REASON IS
THAT WE ALREADY WELL COVER ALL THE
POTENTIAL VARMINTS ON THE DRAWING
BOARDS.]
Prior to 1938, colloidal silver was administered in
just about every way that modern drugs are administered today. It was injected both intravenously and
intramuscularly, used as a gargle for throat conditions,
applied as a douche, taken orally and applied topically
even for sensitive tissues, and dropped into the eyes.
And this great healing power of silver is no secret to
world-class scientists today. “Silver is the best all
around germ-fighter we have,” says Dr. Harry Margraff
of St. Louis. Dr. Richard 1. Davies, executive director
of the Silver Institute which monitors silver technology
in 37 countries, concurs: “In four years, we’ve described 87 important new medical uses for silver. We’re
just beginning to see to what extent silver can relieve
suffering and save lives.”
The comeback of silver in medicine began in the
1970s when.Dr. Carl Moyer, chairman of Washington
University’s Department of Surgery received a grant to
develop a better treatment for burn victims.
Chief
biochemist Dr. Margraffworked with Moyer and others
to find an antiseptic strong yet safe enough to use over
large areas of the body. They reviewed 22 antiseptic
compounds before trying silver. Today silver is being
used in seventy percent of the burn centers in the U.S.
This story, reported in an article in Science Digest in
1978, demonstrates the profound healing power of
silver.
“A speeding car overturned and burst into flames.
The 18-year old driver suffered burns all over his face,
neck, arms, hands, back, stomach, and legs-burns
covered more than 80 percent of the body. Until
recently, this would have been a death sentence. Doc-
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tars knew how to restore vital body fluids and salts, but
had no way to fight infection, the primary cause of
death in burn cases. Fortunately for this youth, a new
silver compound killed deadly bacteria and enabled
him to heal. He was out of the hospital within four
months.”
ANTISEPTIC
USES

AND
PREVENTIVE
OF SILVER

In the former Soviet Union silver is used to sterilize
recycled water aboard space shuttles. NASA has also
selected a silver/water system for its space shuttle.
Internationally, many airlines use silver water filters to
guarantee passenger safety against water-borne disease
such as dysentery.
[H: Britta systems incorporate
silver within their charcoal filtering system. For
ALL of our processing of drias in all forms we filter
water through these filters prior to incubation. We
can then add colloids and OxySol and have the best
of all substance available for the drias transmutation into perfected cells. Yes, we can actually birth
and grow antibiotics of choice within the systemsbut WHY? When you start with a solution of “perfection” and you have the other antiseptic colloids
available-why
would you bungle up the batches in
the hatchery? We can also, when we ever get the
time and space and Dharma’s hands can turn to
something else, introduce perfected organ enzymes
and hormones, i.e., “estrogen”. This, for instance,
with silica, will help prevent bone loss, especially in
post-menopausal females. Men will usually continue
to produce sufficient progesterone and testosterone
(if not surgically tampered) with regular use of
Gaiandriana and/or AquaGaia and added silica will
keep their bones in excellent health. And, further,
yes we can target individual microscopic life-forms
and still not damage cells-but at this time we don’t
need to do so. Why use a rifle when a shotgun is
better. In this way, we fall within the regulations of
natural foods and we clear all ‘medical exclusion”
requirements. WE ARE NOT IN THE PRACTICE
OF MEDICINE IN ANY WAY, SHAPE OR FORM.
IF THE PRODUCTS HELP YOU, THEN WE ARE
PLEASED, BUT NEITHER
IMPRESSED
NOR
TREATING YOU-AS IN DRUGS ORMEDICINE!]
The Swiss government has approved use of such silver
water filters in homes and offices. Here in the U.S.,
some city municipalities use silver in the treatment of
sewage. Silver works so well in purifying water that it
is sometimes used to purify swimming pool water, and
it doesn’t sting the eyes as chlorine does. An experiment conducted in Nebraska demonstrates its effectiveness: fifty gallons of sewage were pumped into a pool
without any disinfectant.
A standard measure of contamination
is the count of E.coli,
an organism
found in the intestinal tract. The count soared to 7000
E.coli cells per milliliter-of water. When the water was
exposed to silver electrodes, within three hours it was
completely free of E.coli.
[H: We have two -first”
reports of use of the silver-gold colloid being used on
people with the “flesh-eating” microbes. I am not
going to present details, for protection of the participants, but the colloids were both injected IV and
applied to the wound after “flushing out” the wound
with full strength solution.
The parties in both
instances were given gold colloid in partially likemanner in that it was injected IV, after which the
fever came down to normal within two hours and
there was NO FURTHER PROGRESSION OF THE
FLESH DESTRUCTION. This is impressive and if
you do such things I trust you to not make claims
which are not VALID and I trust you to use a product
YOU KNOW is quality. You aren’t going to get
anything but trouble from colored water! I remain
a bit confused about your regulations-it
seems OK
for one like Kevorkian to go about making people
DEAD, but when you make people LIVE you are
somehow a quack, a fraud or a criminal???]
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’ Japanese firms have developed at least five technologies which use silver to purify the air. Silver is
now the latest agent in the fight against airborne toxins
and other industrial poisons in the Japanese work
place.

People who have low silver levels were found to be
frequently sick and to have innumerable colds, flu,
fevers and other illnesses.
Smith has said that he
believes silver could be the key to the proper functioning of the immune system. He bases his theory on the
fact that silver is absolutely necessary to the body in
destroying bacteria and viruses.
Dr. Smith uses silver in his treatment of cancer
patients. He says, “Success depends on the amount of
silver in the person’s body and failures result from the
lack of silver in the body. When silver is present, the
cancer cells dedifferentiate and the body is restored.
When silver levels are... non-existent, thecancer growth
rate... continues... because the cells cannot dedifferentiate...I believe the residual silver in the body has
a big effect on the killing power of the immune system
to destroy viruses and bacteria...1 suspect a silver deticiency is possibly one of the main reasons cancer exists
and is increasing at such a rapid rate.”
Dr. Robert Becker said regarding his experiments
with silver: “What we had actually done was rediscovered the fact that silver killed bacteria, which had been
known for centuries... when antibiotics were discovered, clinical uses for silver as an antibiotic were
discarded.” [See “Electricity, Life and Healing-Part
II” (The Bio/Tech News) for a more complete discussion of Dr. Robert Becker’s groundbreaking work on
silver, dedifferentiation/redifferentiation
and regenerative healing-Ed.]
Dr. Leonard Keene Hirschberg, A.M., M.D. of John
Hopkins says, “Speaking generally, the colloidal metals are especially remarkable for their beneficial action
in infective states-blood poisoning by germs. This
action has been shown to be due to their stimulating
influence and to their destructive effects on microorganisms and their toxins as shown by the immediate
fall of temperature, and the subsidence of the constitutional symptoms of intoxication.”
Dr. Bjorn Nordenstrom of the Karolinska Institute,
Sweden, has also successfully used silver as a component in his cancer method for many years.
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HAVE THESVBSTANCESOR
YOU WILL PRESENT
WITHALZHEIMER’S,
PARKINSON’SSYNDROME,
EF.NILZTY
AND ALL
MANNERS
OF OTHER
VNTREA TABLE “DISEASES”.
These are the TWO

most important elements of the mineral family-and
thus, the least found in any supplements or marketed
THE
SILVER
SOLUTION
natural minerals. Actually, I would like to make a
comment regarding food irradiation.
I happen to
A drug-based antibiotic, used for decades against
LIKE that method of preserving food. Yes, you do
growing numbers of germs, has the power to kill perlose some of the GOOD LIFE-FORMS, but mineral
haps a half-dozen different disease organisms. Silver,
content is enhanced without additives. I also, howby comparison, will annihilate at least 650 different
ever, am in favor of using microwave ovens. You are
germs [the total count is not yet in-Ed.]
misled about these things and what you are doing is
Today colloidal silver is being acknowledged by
simply applying higher frequencies to the food prodsome to be the most universal antibiotic substance.
uct-NOT YOUR BODY AS SUCH. AS A MATTER
Many forms of bacteria, viruses and fungi utilize a
OF FACT, I WOULD LIKELY HAVE YOU COOKspecific enzyme for their metabolism. Silver acts as a
ING NO OTHER WAY IF I HAD MY DRUTHERS.
catalyst, effectively disabling the enzyme. It has proven
IF YOU ARE IN A PROTECTED ENVIRONMENT
toxic to all species tested of fungi, bacteria, protozoa,
(I.E., IF YOUR OVENS WORK WELL AND YOU
parasites and many viruses [Once again, please note
ARENOTIRRADIATED 0RMICROWAVED)YOU
that silver is more “broad spectrum” than antibioticsARE FINE AND YOU CAN TAKE A LOT OF MIEd.].
CROWAVES OFTHISVARIETY WITHOUT DAM[H: Your question along about now might well
AGE. I DON’T WANT TO HANDLE THAT SUBbe: “If silver colloid kills parasites, why would we
JECT HERE OR NOW-BUT STOP YOUR SILLIPUSH as hard as we do on cleansing OUT the paraNESS! IFYOURBODY IS IN GOOD SHAPE ELECsites with other means?” Well, if you are bearing
TRICALLY, THEN HIGH-TENSION WIRE ENVIparasites or they are introduced into a water sysRONMENTS WON’T DAMAGE YOU EITHERtern-they
are going to be resonating at about the
THERE HAS TO BE A MINGLING OF FREQUENsame frequency AS YOUR BODY-further,
some of
CIES, WHICH IS NOT PRESENT WHILE JUST
the parasites that were once fairly harmless or rareSTANDING IN THE ENVIRONMENT. Do I recomare encapsulated and, in addition, carry bacteria
mend it? No, but then I don’t recommend that you
and viruses WITHIN themselves waiting to be
take a thousand aspirin at a time either. Radon in
hatched in the body-before
or after death of the
regular (natural) amounts won’t hurt you either-in
parasite itself. It is as with anything-start
with a
fact, radon caves have been used for thousands of
clean house and keep it clean and it will wear indefiyears as a healing environment because those higher
nitely in good condition. Leave it to the garbage and
frequency “rays” kill off the microbes. I hope that
start out with a poor foundation on sand and it will
one day we can have time and space to discuss these
fall. SOME parasites are not simply killed off by the
things and I can give you the reasons behind my
colloids and disallow the colloids to reach WITHIN
KNOWING regarding these “grab-bag” fear prethem to get to the causative organism. Please refer
sentations.]
to the lessons on cells and ‘life” for you have to
Colloidal silver is considered by the Food and Drug
E?erge within or have something that can pass the
Administration to be a pre-1938 “drug”. A letter from
barriers, i.e., parasite and/or cell membranes.]
the FDA dated September 13, 1991 states: “These
COLLOIDAL
SILVER
products may continue to be marketed without submitSUPPLEMENTS
SILVER
IS VITAL
ted evidence of safety and effectiveness (required of all
FOR HEALTH
Under normal conditions we get silver and the prescription drugs marketed after 1938, as long as they
other minerals vital to health from the food we eat. The are advertised and labelled for the same use as in
How could this one natural element be so powerful minerals mix in the soil with other living organisms 1938 and as long as they are manufactured in the
in healing the human body? Because the trace mineral which help plants assimilate them. But today, depleted original manner.*
silver performs a vital function in our bodies without soil as well as pesticides, insecticides and chemical
which we could not live. Like other minerals-Caladditives in our foods-food
irradiation, dyes, emulsiMEDICAL
VERIFICATION
OF THE
cium, zinc, magnesium, and copper-silver
is essential fiers, thickening agents and thinning agents-can block
POWER
OF COLLOIDAL
SILVER
for good health. The body needs silver to fight disease- our ability to get silver from food. Other means must
causing organisms and to aid in healing.
Colloidal silver has been successfully tested for
therefore be employed to insure an adequate intake of
Some scientists now believe that a silver deficiency
silver. [H: PLEASE NOTE: YOU WILL NOT FIND decades at numerous laboratories in the U.S. and abroad.
may be responsible for some of our modern diseases. SILVER AND GOLD AMONG THE ELEMENTS It has been found to be effective on microbiological
Dr. Gary Smith, cancer research pioneer, has noticed a OFFERED IN MINERAL SUPPLEMENTS-SO
organisms because it bears an electrical charge oppocorrelation between low silver levels and sickness. ACT ACCORDINGLY FOR YOUR BODY HAS TO site to that of the pathogens. One researcher, Alfred
Searle, in describing the effects of silver, states that for
internal administration, either orally or hypodermically,
silver has the advantage of being “rapidly fatal to
parasites, bothbacterial or otherwise, without any toxic
action on the host”. N.R. Thompson of the Runcorn
Health Laboratory in Cheshire, England states: “To
primitive life forms... silver is as toxic as the most
powerful chemical disinfectants.. .”
Colloidal silver has been tested at the UCLA Medical laboratories. The report states, “The silver solutions were antibacterial for concentrations of 10’ organisms per ml. of Streptococcus
pyogenes, Staphylococcus
aureus,
Neisseria
gonorrhea,
Gardnerella
Vaginalis, Salmonella
Typhi, and other enteric pathogens, and fungicidal for Candida albicans, Candida
globata, ondA4. furfir. ” (H: Please carefully note tbe

Currdids...!, In addition, the monilias, yeasts and
other badgering problems of the geneto-urinary tract
can be cleared with colloidal silver in a topical
douche/wash application.]
COLLOIDAL

SILVER

HAS ALSO BEEN

USED
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EFFECTIVELY
ON THEFOLLOWING:ACNE,
ALLERGIES,
APPENDICITIS,
RHEUMATOID
ARTHRITIS,
BLADDER
INFLAMMATION,
BLOOD
PARASITES
AND POISONING,
BROMIDROSIS
IN
THE AXILLAE AND FEET, BOILS, CANCER, CANDIDA, CEREBRO-SPINAL
MENINGITIS,
CHOLERA,
CHRONIC
COLITIS,
FA TIGUE,
CONJUNCTIVITIS,
DIABETES CAUSED BY INFECTION,
VINCENT’S
ANGINA,
GONORRHEA,
SPRING
CATARRH,
IMPETIGO,
TINEA
VERSICOLOR,
SOFT SORES, SUPPURA TIVE APPENDICITIS
FOLLOWING
AN OPERATION,
PUSTULAR
ECZEMA
OF SCALP AND PUBES,
CHRONIC
ECZEMA,
OFFENSIVE
DISCHARGE
FROM CHRONIC SUPPURA TION IN OTITIS MEDIA, BLIND BOILS OF THE NECK, SPRUE, DYSENTERYAND
INTESTINAL
TROUBLES, INFLAMMA TION, ENLARGED
PRUSTA TE, IRRITA TION
OF THE BLADDER,
PRURITIS,
HEMORRHOIDS,
WARTS, OTHER FORMS OF DERMATITIS,
EUSTACHIAN TUBES, SEPTIC CONDITIONS
IN THE
MOUTH (INCLUDING
PYORRHEA AL VEOLARISRIGGS DISEASE), THROA T (INCL UDING TONSILLITIS
AND
QUINSIES),
EAR (INCLUDING
MENIER’S
SYMPTOMS
AND CLOSURE DUE TO
VALSA L VA’S
INFLA TION),
SEPTICEMIA,
LEUCORRHOEA,
CYSTITIS, WHOOPING COUGH,
SHINGLES,
INFLUENZA,
SORE THROA T, PUERPERA L SEPTICEMIA,
YEAST INFECTION,
FUNGAL INFECTIONS,
VIRAL STOMACH
ULCER,
PLUS MANY, MANY, MANY OTHERS.
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* Colloidal silver can be taken orally in the
dosage of 1 teaspoon for 7 days, then l/2 teaspoon
daily. Twice as much can be used in case of
severe illness.
* It can also be applied topically by applying it
to cuts, scrapes, warts and open sores, skin cancers, eczema, acne, mosquito bites or any skin
problems.
This remarkable story was printed in Science

Di-

gest in 1978:

“A 65 year old diabetic cut himself on the leg. He
washed and bandaged it but as often happens with
diabetes, the pain persisted, and the cut grew into a
sore. Soon it became bigger than the bandage, and he
had to apply a dressing. Still, it grew bigger and ugly.
In desperation he went to a clinic.
His sore was
diagnosed as a “stasis ulcer”. For a year, one treatment
after another was tried. Nothing, including penicillin
and sulfonamide, could heal the ulcer. If his condition
had continued unchecked, his leg probably would have
been amputated. But finally he was referred to a clinic
that treated skin ulcers with a new silver compound.
This promptly stopped growth of all bacteria. In less
than two months, the ulcer was completely healed.”
A true silver colloid can be taken into the mouth
to help with gum and dental problems.

wait six minutes, shake again, wait six minutes
again, and drink. This process will also purify
your water, so it can be used anytime the water
is of questionable purity. [H: For this purpose I
suggest OxySol instead of simple colloidal silver.]
* For animals, colloidal silver can he used in a
dropper to put down the throat, or it can be put
in the animal’s water.
l For plants, a silver colloid can be watered in at
the base of the plant or sprayed diluted (1 Tbs/qt
of water) on the leaves for bacterial, fuagal and
viral attacks.
(H: I suggest, especially for new users of these
colloids, that you supplement your diet intake with a
good flora/fauna supplement of acidophilus and helpful, in addition, are other digestive bacteria. I have
now asked, again, for New Gaia to make a supplement available ASAP, along with a silica source.
Especially when taking a lot of colloid to attend
those terrible little stomach VARMINTS that create
misery and ulcers and are negligently soothed with
anti-acids, you need to replace the good guys. This
will balance out later as the “good guys” have the
same frequency as your body and will adjust accordingly if you help them out from time to time with
some boosters.]
A

FINAL

WORD

“One of my company’s distributors was suffering
from an abscess on her tooth. She was in a lot of pain.
Her jaw had swollen to the size of a golf ball. She
sprayed some colloidal silver into the abscess. Within
30 minutes the pain had gone and by the next day the
abscess had completely disappeared.” (Louis Clayton
Jones, Cincinnati, Ohio.)

The “bottom line” to all of this is that, in the near
future, we may find ourselves in desperate need for a
safe, truly effective anti-microbial. The product which
may very well prove to be a Godsend to us is colloidal
silver. [The only other hope we can see on the horizon
Medical journal reports and studies have indicated
are some forms of electronic therapy, which we plan to
no known side effects from use of colloidal silver. The
cover in future issues of the Bio/Tech News-Ed.]
Colloid Research Foundation reports that, according to
Does colloidal silver kill the MDR bacteria we
* Colloidal silver can be inhaled into the lungs
researcher N.R. Thompson, “The concentration of silandlor sprayed into the nose; and, it can be mentioned in this Special Report? Although we are
ver necessary to sterilize water contaminated with pathoconfident that it will do the job, we can’t say for sure.
dropped into the eyes.
genic bacteria is between 40-200 gamma, or .04 to .2
Almost all of the information we have on the effe&iveppm” [ lppm=lOOO gamma-Ed.].
The Foundation
Dr. Iris Ann Michael reported from Denver, Colo- ness of colloidal silver comes primarily from pre-1938
concludes that it is therefore “obvious that a concentrasources. And, the MDR bacteria are a relatively recent
silver for treating
tion of 3 to 5ppm will be a sufficient concentration to rado, “I’ve used colloidal
be effective as well as safe to consume on a regular conjunctivitis in the eyes of children. Not only did it phenomenon. [H: Well, readers, I can tell you that
basis. A 4 oz. container of colloidal silver at a concen- clear it uu__quicklv_ but it didn’t burn or sting their eyes.” some of the plain colloidal silver will NOT get some
of the more recently manufactured and DNA-structration of 3ppm will contain approximately .355 mg
* Silver colloids can also he added to douches and tured viruses and crosses. Therefore, I am remiss if
silver-well below any reported toxicity level of orally
colonic enemas. As an aid to digestion, one ounce I don’t tell you that for the more advanced and NEW
consumed silver even if several ounces were concan be added to a gallon of water. Shake well, strains you are going to have to have enhanced
sumed on a daily basis for several years. Higher
concentrations above Sppm, or about .591 mg of silver,
may cause silver build-up in the system and are not
necessarily going to be more effective.” In addition,
again quoting the Colloid Research Foundation: “The
particle size of a higher concentration would have to be
much larger or contain added stabilizers to hold the
silver in solution, both of which are not desirable.”
Dr. Henry Crooks has found that silver in the
PROGRAM
STARTING
PACKAGE
colloidal state is highly germicidal, quite harmless
to humans and non-toxic. It is not addictive and the
1 Bottle Gaiandriana ( 1 Quart)
body doesn’t build up a tolerance to it. It can be
mixed with other medications without incident. And
1 Bottle AquaGaia(
1 Quart)
it’s perfectly safe for children-even
pets! The
2 Bottles GaiaLyte (2 Liters each)
conclusion of extensive ongoing medical studies was
4 Packages Spelt Bread Mix
stated by Sir Malcom Morris: “Colloidal silver is
5 Audio-cassettes
free from the drawbacks of other preparations of
COST: $130
silver... instead of producing irritation it has a distinctly soothing effect.”
TRUE

COLLOIDAL
SILVER
IS
WITH
Iv0
SIDE
EFFECTS

SAFE

HOW COLLOIDAL
SILVER
IS USED
The uses for colloidal silver seem to be endless and
appear to be limited only to the imagination. It can be
taken internally or used topically. It works well for not
only humans, but also animals, fish and plants. The
following list will help “prime the pump” with respect
to some of the various kinds of applications for this
amazing product.. .

1 Bottle Gaiandriana ( 1 Quart!
2 Bottles GaiaLyte
(2 Liters r;dchl
4 Packages Spelt Brezr; 1r\l ix
COST: $80.00

PO. Box 27710
Las Vegas, NV 89126
For credit card orders, call:
1 (800) NEW-GAIA

(639-4242)

(Call for ordering information
and/or free Catalog)
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coiloids and by enhanced I simply mean “gold” in the
electrolysis processing.
New Gaia is the only resource I know which has this available. You have all
sorts of mutation-capable invaders hitting you and
you are going to be disappointed if you don’t get
desired results from the colloidal silver. This is what
the Government depends on happening-that
the
“stuff won’t work” and you will be disenchanted and
hang the messengers. You, of course, will do what
you will but this is worthy of careful consideration.]
We do know that, for example, silver has been used
effectively
for Pneumococci,
for Staphylococcus
pyogenea,
S. pyogens aureus, S. pyogens albus, and for
Streptococci,
including S. faecalis.
And, as we mentioned earlier, colloidal silver has more recently proven
to be an effective bacteria-killer in the lab for Staphylococcus aureus and Streptococcus
pyogenes.
But we
don’t yet have the documentation to show the effect of
colloidal silver on contemporary strains of MDR bacteria.
Therefore, given all the above we think that the
most prudent course of action to take would be to have
at least a few bottles of colloidal silver on hand, just in
case the need ever arises. We’ll try to keep you informed regarding any new information which comes
our way concerning the effectiveness of colloidal silver
against MDR bacteria.
In addition, because of silver’s great track record

for use in the treatment of so many different kinds of
problems and conditions, and because of its wide range
of applications, we think that every medicine cabinet in
America should have a least one bottle of colloidal
silver in it.
[END OF QUOTING]
I find that we are out of time if we wish to have this
addition to this week’s CONTACT which I feel is
already “behind”.
Therefore, without further comment, I take leave.
Please do not be careless in your research so that
you can be knowledgeable about what is happening in
your world today. As there are catastrophic happenings, earthquakes, storms, etc., you have the perfect
environment of uncovering dormant strains of bugs,
i.e., Valley Fever as found in Southern California,
along with strains of Bubonic Plague which converts to
Pneumonic disease as it mutates, and other things
which are mutations of HIV viruses, et al. You MUST
have effective means of prevention and acute treatments available. This is one place where an ounce of
prevention is worth your life, not just a pound of cure.
New Gaia, by request, offers Trace Gold/Colloidal
Silver and all other products at the very lowest price of
simple Colloidal Silver to be found-anywhere.
If you
find other colloids, cheaper, that is exactly what you
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have-cheap
and probably worthless product. We do
this because we are NOT in “business” as recognized in
your environment.
We want you to have what will
work-EVERY
TIME. I can’t implore you strongly
enough, however, that you take Gaiandriana along with
ANYTHING and everything.
Drias are crystalline
LIFE-CELLS-in
living form [see technical article on
next page].
These are THE transmutation workers
which allow the immune systems of other life forms to
perfect themselves-totally
naturally.
I further ask that you NEVER make claims as from
“us” which overstate FACTS. There are few facts that
CAN be overstated in these instances; however, we are
not in the practice of any KIND of medicine-natural
or otherwise. So, don’t go forth and tell otherwise.
Neither do we tout “faith healing”. ONLY YOU CAN
HEAL AND CURE SELF AT BEST, WE CAN ONLY
PROVIDE SOME HG’UL
TOOLS FOR YOUR USE.
You will note that all through the above article
EVERYTHING is understated with qualificationsthat is how it is and must remain. We are not in
competition with the priests of medicine, chemical
houses, drug businesses (of any kind) or the governments IN ANY MANNER WHATSOEVER.
Thank you for your attention, the life you save will
be your own and those of ones dear to you-please
be
responsible for accepting the gifts offered for it is, after
all, your choice. Salu.

An
en etter
To Hatonn From Zita
In your writing of 11/3/95 #I, you challenged me and others to use my cancer “as an opportunity that otherwise is
neglected-to
give a focus, love, appreciation and caring to another.” Dear Hatonn, there has been such an outpouring of
that love, prayers said on my behalf and an overwhelming feeling of light/love, that it is almost beyond putting into words.
You said in a private writing to me: “You are cherished and we stand guard and we shall also stand watch, with you.”
As Rick and I left last Friday at 4:30 a.m. (1 l/3), we drove towards Bakersfield and in the quietness of the morning, I felt
you with us. Hours later, as the T’s were driving there, Sandy spotted a ship parked over Bakersfield. She was on her way
to “wait with Rick”.
I want to share with you what your “promise” meant to me in the ensuing hours and days. Your presence was felt in
the operating room (I told the doctor that “he had help”) and later in my room. Everyone- doctors, nurses, orderlies were
touched by your presence. I have NEVER experienced the love and care that was given by each and every one of them to
me.
’
You told me that you would not leave me to move through this alone. “You can never, ever, be alone again.” And yes,
Hatonn, I HAVE released it to God and‘will flow in His infinite wisdom with HIS WILL AND TIMING.
Thank you for this blessed opportunity, for previous to this I feel I was robotically (no pun) moving through Iife-butnow I can see the beauty, love, concern of all and I’m so uplifted by it. If it took this lesson to see the beauty in all-loved
ones come together-opening
of self to experience it all-then
so be it.
Sunday after a not-so-pleasant night, Marjorie brought me my noon meal-which
always turned out to be the day’s
meals-salad
and beef stew. On Monday, it was Sandy’s turn for her gift of love. Joan brought a backless plastic chair
for the bathtub and a new, special shower massager which Jeff placed on the faucet immediately.
Sandy was there to help me initiate it with a bath-ahhh,
how good it felt! There were flowers from the “ground crew”beautiful red roses from Rick, another fall bouquet from his father, and of course the breathtaking holiday arrangement from
Doris and E.J.-along
with the huge white Teddy bear that captured all the hearts of the staff at the hospital. And the gifts
of love continued-darling
little angels, writing papers, favorite cologne, body lotion, a gift of “balancing my body” in prep
for the operation, the gift of Nora’s driving me to and from Bakersfield for appointments, when I knew there was research
to be done. Al lovingly is filling in for me at work.
And so, Hatonn, after that challenge to us, I just had to share. Did we meet the challenge7
In your letter you consoled me in answer to “why me’?” Yes, Hatonn, I KNOW WHY ME. I wouldn’t trade this lesson
for all of mv life’s lessons.
Thank you, Hatonn, for being there for me. 1 KNOW I’ll never be alone ever again.
Love,
Is/ Zita
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Incredible
Technical
Discus
OnGaiandriana
And
AquaG
The following
incredible
technical
writing was
transmitted
through Dharmafrom
Commander Hatonn
way back in January of 1993 for the en-Light-enment
of some of usof a more technical bent. For those ofyou
who know Dharma, the thought of her coming up with
this material is beyond even science fiction.
My own
technical
work in the past was far enough beyond
“normal” science to get me into a lot of trouble and
included “outrageous”phenomena
such as Commander
describes in this writing.
However, what Commander
Hatonn covers here is as comprehensively
beyond
what is even currently called “advanced” science as
Calculus is beyondAlgebra-that
is, as he says herein,
don ‘t expect much of conventional
science to mesh
with this discussion.
Indeed, we are aprimitiveplanet!
We share this writing with you now in conjunction
with the sale going on right now by New Gaia concerning the Gaiandriana
and AquaGaia products.
See the
announcement
on page 6.

-

Dr. Edwin

M. Young,

l/14/93 #3

Editor-In-Chief

HATONN

LIVING
FORM
OF
(GAIANDRIANA)

LIFE

membrane type of creature that becomes energized by
the male during the “courting” process.
The male gives protections to the female from any
virus, bacteria, malignant or mutant cells, and if
placed within the chondriana’s environment, the male
gives “birth” to chondrianettes, best described as “killers”. These are ancestors to your lymphocytes, the “T”
cells.
The killer cells sequence DNA production of specific protein-digesting enzymes that break up the cell
membranes of foreign invaders, etc. Note that the
lifeforms themselves are the primary energy source, but
foreign invaders stimulate a fast reproductive cycle
within the gaiandriana (or recognized by researchers as
chondriana)
by supplying extra food.
It is important to understand that conversion fuel
comes from ATP “ion” complexing with magnesium
ion. I have laid out a lot of this prior to this writing and
will not continue the boring outlay. However, to make
sense, ifyou just entered door one, you need at least this
brief statement. Scrolls represent the “energy packets”
which come from and are received from “cosmic radiation”. We won’t even burden you, at this point, by
“scalar” confusion.
HOW

As we sit to write on this subject I am, again, stuck
with using that which has been put into what I have to
consider, crude language. I am forced, by labels placed
before my expression, into utilizing incorrect perceptions to achieve any relative understanding. Obviously
terms such as nucleotides, human genes, DNA, RNA,
etc.,
are readily
recognized.
Then
comes
misperceptions, but remaining suitable for use, such as
scrolls, chondriana, etc., which have been already
utilized and therefore give some understanding without gross misperception. Then we have “scalar” which
represents “life” energy, known more widely as “prana”
energy, etc.
1 want YOU to realize that “chondriana” is a term
which I cannot now simply “toss aside” for it is what
has been “named” as an entity recognized by many
researchers. This is a “living crystalline” life formcell, if you will, with the duality of all things- male/
female, etc. It is not recognized on other planes as
such, but rather, “Gaia” means “living” and “driana”
means cellular or crystalline cellular “form”. These
“forms” take the very sex identity of male “chondrion”
which greatly resembles its precursor, “mitochondria”
of your cells. The mitochondria of your cell is a unique
organelle and its main task is converting glucose to
useable adenosine triphosphate (ATP) molecules. This
guy is aggressive and active. He is really looking for
that “lovely lady” who might be called his-twin flame”
by your metaphysical searchers. These creatures were
independent life forms many billions of years past and
now God has presented them in their “whole” form to
serve you.
The female is a lovely, passive, single-layered

DO THEY
THOUGH?

WORK,

The “males” (Gaiandrions [chondrions]) give imprint of their own biological defenses to destroy nonhuman invading lifeforms. It will become immediately
obvious that their application is magnificent in fighting off any and ALL diseases. These gaiandrions can
be separately “injected” (but we aren’t going to deal
with that yet) intravenously into the body. As we have
written before, at one hour after injection, the patient
will have a shaking “T-Cell reaction”.
We are not
going to get into this because this is not acceptable in
the continental U.S. and I do not intend to complicate
this natural substance with any kind of “treatment
programs”. The same result can be brought into experience by taking it “easy” and allowing the gaiandriana
to do its perfect work without provocation of the societa1 structure, medical community or governmental
God didn’t go around “injecting”
control boards.
anything intravenously to do His wondrous work. Will
you EVER have available these more rapid methods? I
hope so but that is up to you in reclamation of control
over your sovereign beings.
For Dr. Young I am going to re-present information, and earth-bound “laws” of quantum mechanics
are sufficient. The electron between two carbon atoms
fluctuates between positive and negative carbon ions,
To assure the stability between two carbons in, let us
use the diamond lattice, it can be proved that the carbon
in the diamond is indeed in the positive and negative
ionic state, and that this is also responsible for the
diamond’s “hardness”. Because polarity is resonating
back and forth, it seems non-polar. Researchers can

produce at least two types of diamonds at atmospheric
pressure by pairing homo-polar carbon ions. This, of
course, in turn proves that a diamond is homo-polar.
This is only important to the extent that it represents a third application for prana technology-“scalar” if you must. Earlier work has shown that, for
instance, to make a diamond, you must have an atomic
syntropic transducer. This allows transducing “scroll”
waves (free energy braiding into photons) to the higher
energy level in order to control chemical bonding.
Scroll resonant energy leaves its signature on everything throughout the whole universe including ALL
FORMS OF LIFE.
If you introduce single ionic nitrogen to form
carbon bonds by an exchange reaction in the lattice,
substituting nitrogen for a carbon isomorphously,
these carbon-nitrogen
bonds form paramagnetic centers, and convert orthohydrogen to parahydrogen
with paramagnetic properties.
Since this is very integrated with “cold fusion” and
“free energy” I shall not continue to outlay further, the
implications. For that, you come to me directly! I will
continue with the subject in point, however, and I
believe, to you who are awaiting answers-they
may
well become quite clear as you follow this through. All
things are related to all things and what is sauce for the
goose is equally sauce for the gander. You will find that
by adjusting humidity, i.e., say drop it to around 6%
and you drastically reduce the conductivity of the air as
well as the static charge of the air. If you are working
with plants in research-at this level they will tend to
move into dormancy. Phototransducers in the chlorophyll stall due to lack of conductivity (it is not relative
to moisture content per se as might be thought). At this
low humidity fruits will cease growth even if intensive
irrigation is provided. If you wish to continue growth
then surroundings must be altered by raising local
conductivity artificially.
I hope this is giving you
insight into growing “fields” or “greenhouse plant”
growing.
The syntropic phototransducer is very similar to
autotrophic and heterotrophic transducers which Nature built within the living cells. They are, therefore,
the prerequisites to life formation and continued existence. This is why tampering with your atmosphere is
going to kill you all if it isn’t stopped.
OK, you now see how the Carbon-Nitrogen (C-N)
bond, semi-absorbed, promotes paramagnetic
sites
where “ortho-to-para” conversion takes place. By upsetting the ortho/para ratio, the hydrogen will lift
ortho-delta-positive
link to the delta-positive, HWCdelta-positive, and so on.
This opens the way to
transport reactions-transporting
suboxides coupled to
para-hydrogen, vapor phase at low temperature.
Researchers have already utilized this technology
to build alternate rows of nitrogen-doped carbon atoms
where the layers of Ill-oriented
surfaces formed a
superlattice (all 11 l-100 and 110 faces were construucied
from the bent carbon rings of graphite). DO NOT ASK
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MY SCRIBE TO EVEN CONSIDER OFFERING INPUT ON THESE SUBJECTS-THEY
ARE HIGHLY
TECHNICAL, PRIVATE AND SHE DOESN’T KNOW
A DAMNED THING ABOUT IT. If you who would
work with this do not understand it-get with me or
Tesla or someone who DOES.
Pioneers in the field used the paraproton transport
reaction technology for new forms of metallic carbons,
diamond, etc., with different distribution spacings.
More important to the subject in point, there have been
synthesized hundreds of exotic new materials which
are years and years (centuries) ahead of the natural
evolution development.
Through capturing the free
energy (scrolls) you can harness the Sun’s clean energy
for a pollution-free world.
What you are doing with the gaiandriana is utilizing a syntropic transducer not only able to stimulate
solar fermentation, but also you can produce electric
current and free hydrogen by simply transducing the
lower level energy. Chlorophylls have different geometries of antenna. This produces different patterns of
isobars, as the resonant molecule absorbs or emits its
transduced photon energy. The three-dimensional field
so produced follows the scroll pattern sideways, which
is similar to the three-dimensional
field produced in
the very first cold fusion process back in your sixties.
Electrons excited by the scrolls are different from
electrons in the normal state as verified by their own
tiny fingerprints on an EPR spectrum. Through this,
energy couples with the nuclei and the orientation of
the nuclei differ with respect to an external field. The
larger the number of excited electrons, and if their
spectrum is proportional to their number, then, the
higher the number, the narrower the band will be.
Scrolls determine the size of the photon that is
absorbed by the spin-aligned electron or proton; this
alters :heir position correspondingly.
Thus, their energy revel is transduced to the absorption frequency to
match the absorption frequency of the host electron or
proton. Changing the direction of the spin on a proton
depends on the strength of the external field, and can
also change the absorption spectrum due to spin polarization.
A strong North pole of the proton can suck in
countless scrolls by their South poles and reverse the
spin. By forcing the position of the proton to the
opposite attracting position via scrolls and by reversing
the orientation of the proton, ortho proton can be
converted to para-proton.
In the atomic wrench, the
nitrogen and electrons result in hyperfine interaction.
The hyper-excited carbon-nitrogen transducer can lase
an immense photon flux and subsequently transduce
enough upshift of the frequency to reverse the proton
spin.

followed by a change in wavelength and frequency of bon atoms and the organisms make use of one of the
oscillation.
forms in synthesis with the exception of the double
helix. The simple sugars in the living tissue fall into a
WORKING
D-series while the amino acids (the building block of
FREE
ENERGY
proteins) fall into an L-series. Unpolarized light travels in all directions in disarray like magnetic moments.
The plasma membrane of the living cells is perme- Light passing through these living crystals, will emerge
able to ions that are driven by the self-induced field polarized!
While the array of macrocrystals is in
generated by free energy (scrolls). The net result is an lockstep, their tields restrain the photons, cleaving and
electrical potential between the inside of the cell (-) and reflecting them polarized, with the twisted polarization
the outside of the cell (+). Sodium and chlorine ions are plane setting the path for the very evolution of life!
responsible for the conductivity in the plasma medium.
This optical activity of the life crystals monitors
(This will require some reference material but I do not the twisting of the DNA and the strands-the
mirror
want you cluttered with it at this time. I have lots to say images of the macro crystals in lockstep which, with
and if you go off the deep end you will be boggled extended power, twists the plane CW and CCW. Once
‘intentionally’.
All of this will be unfolded in its the DNA is zipped, the molecules are bonded in close
proper sequence, so take it easy.)
position and the CW and the CCW twists (opposing
The cell membrane, along with its plasma, acts as tendencies) are neutralized.
Enzymes are utilizing
a condenser, and is negatively charged inside with these tendencies
to activate the right molecule
respect to the outside, which is positive. The condenser (macrocrystal) to rotate the energy in the proper dimembrane is charged by the scrolls (static charge of the rection to zip or unzip the DNA strands. The key to
air). The potential difference varies between 40 and 80 changing the rotation lies with the positive ions which
mv depending on the scroll energy density. Such free are present as bridges in the strands. The enzymes are
energy density will vary with the incoming cosmic rays, able to turn these keys to levo-rotary or dextro-rotary
and also with atmospheric conditions such as pressure, position.
Ah, and therefore if you can introduce the fremoisture content, static charge, etc. Keep in mind I
quency (which at some point you shall be able to do) of,
said “cosmic rays”, not ?jun”.
What you must hold in your hearts here is that, in say 16.9433 directed even from a very common shortgeneral, all biological activity STRICTLY FOLLOWS wave radio band (within the weather satellite range)
THE WEATHER PATTERNS, being dependent on the you will find invisibility taking place. That is the
unmolested atmospheric conditions.
frequency at which we transmit to Dharma and also it
OK, I want you not to be preoccupied with ANY- is the frequency of “visualization” of our own craft and
THING as I lay this out for you. I don’t want you to go, persons. I just thought you might find this an interestat this time, and research any other’s work. At this ing point. Furthermore, it WILL answer some questime I don’t even want you to blow your brains out tions regarding work in other transmitting projects left
herein unnamed. Indeed the procedure “works” and, at
because clarity seems elusive.
Now, to consider the substance with which we that transmission frequency, will travel very, very rapbegan this writing, living crystals, we must consider idly. Furthermore, it builds in intensity as it resonates
the prana technology which results in the very:
instead of dissipating. This actualiy transcends “speed
of light” or any “sound” and can be targeted precisely.
We are considering herein the speed of thought. This
ENERGIES
is far advanced of Earth-technology at this time, but
OF LIFE
hold your breath, students, and we’ll get there. If you
try to prove this by your regular technology-especially
This is a fun and most miraculous “twist”.
The asymmetric carbon atoms in living crystals without that which is known and denied you-you will
Know that it is
polarize and “twist” the light (photons) in opposite simply get lost in the confusion.
directions, according to the mirror image of the crys- possible, simple, and will be given, but please continue
tals. Likewise the bonding energies line up asymmetri- in your patience and allow flexibility in thoughtcally according to the force of attraction. These opti- almost to the reversal of all perceptions as have been
cally-active crystals are twisting the strands into a “taught” by the idiots calling themselves scientists.
But back to living crystals: Nucleotides are pudouble helix, thus leading into the life process. Further, the storage batteries (phosphates) are located on rines, or pyrimidines, with either ribose or deoxyribose
the strands, bonded to five carbon sugars of asymmetric and a phosphate group. In the nucleaic acids structure,
crystals, where the mirror image of the energy trans- the sugar portion of the nucleotide is bonded to the
ducers laterally bridge the strands with T (Thymine) sugar portion of the next by means of a phosphate group
and C (Cytosine) molecules. This places the amino attached to both. A sugar phosphate backbone runs the
groups in full mirror-image position. Once again the length of the molecule, and from it extends purines and
primidines one to each nucleotide.
Nucleo-proteins
energy pattern dominates the life cycle.
Optically-active crystals rotate the quantum of light consist of two parts of large macromolecules.
I think this is enough for this sitting-my
scribe’s
in both clockwise (CW) and counter-clockwise (CCW)
directions (CW crystals absorbing, CCW crystals trans- fingers are weary and the brain has turned to mush.
mitting) by twisting the plane of the polarized light. If Overload is not our intent and if we continue as we are,
joined, the two tendencies may cancel. In this very with that which is given in other expressions of endeavors-all shall work beautifully in its proper presenting
action you can see the value of LIGHT and frequencies
We must, however, begin to lay
of the various “tones” or spectrum rays. At some point and understanding.
you can actually devisualize if the right frequency is these fundamentals forth as we move along with other
attained. Likewise-you
can “ascend” (Oh, my good- things for the “all” project. That means that you ones
ness! What have I said?). Herein is thevery reason that who do not yet hear “us” clearly will have to be even
I do not want any of you rushing off to research another’s more patient. You are “hearing” just fine-you simply
work-because
obviously-they
do not have what is do not yet “trust it”. You will gain rapidly as we
needed and I must give it to you in most subtle manner. continue to “practice”.
You are blessed indeed and we are humble in
This is “why” this writing will not have meaning to
appreciation that the “few” of you have lingered and
almost everyone.
The introduction of protonic hydrogen reverses the continued your works as necessary to arrive at TODAY
tendencies! The enzymes utilize this characteristic to and TOMORROW. Be at peace, we.are getting there!
Hatonn to take leave. Thank you Dharma--I know
cut loose hydrogen ions from the chain, thereby reversing tendencies and separating the strand by the reverse this is as boring as a task can be but please understand
twist of light (Hot dog!-going
and coming!). Energy the “need” in this interim time of “learning” communicompounds in living organisms have asymmetric car- cation skills for the brothers. Salu.

THE

SEED
OF LIFE:
FREE
ENERGY

A three-dimensional
vortex, performing three-dimensional motion, inverting through its poles, back
and forth, and changing signs constantly. Gosh, this is
hard because this interchanging is explained best in
Germain’s presentation of “Light”, “God” etc. Oh
well, this is for only one or two of you at this time at any
rate.
The scrolls form strands with matching frequency
of oscillation and equal wavelength. These strands of
scrolls braid into photon vortexes. The vortex of an
electron is fed by 918 pairs of photons.
A 917-pair electron vortex will copy the genetic
trait to form the proton, and 918 electrons form the
neutron. Every time an atomic vortex inverts through
the North pole of the proton, the scrolls form a coherent
field followed by pole splitting which then reverts
through a white hole (assuming the North pole of the
proton to be considered a “Black hole”) followed by an
incoherent field.
Each absorbed scroll adds up to
increase the mass of the host. However, due to the
increased mass, the spin will change on the host,
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here.], not just some half-hearted wishful thinking
about druthers. These are serious times of large-scale
mind-control experimentation on the masses by those
who would control this planet and its inhabitants. Keep
that fact foremost in your minds.
I leave you now as one who is quite busy monitoring
what your Elite have planned just for the very near
future. We of the Hosts watch with great compassion as
you on the front lines of attack must adjust to these
assaults on your Higher sensibilities.
Whether it is the latest insulting commercial message or so-called “entertainment” program on your
sible physiological reactions. Other physiological and vidiot boxes, or the latest electromagnetic blast from a
psychological reactions include: skipping heartbeats, pulse-grid system-the
body, mind AND soul are afextra annoying ear ringings- especially at multiple fected and we can but be available to help as you requesl
pitches, sleep-cycle interruptions, bouts of forgetful- same in sincere petition.
Thank you for the jobs you perform to get the truth
ness, disorientation,
depression, lethargy, and the
out to the four corners at this time of final awakening.
nervous (including the ready-to-bite-someone’s-headoff) jitters, are all possible reactions, depending on the Know that WE are as near as a mental call-just make
mixture of grid frequencies being utilized at any given sure that YOU are ready for the answers!
Keep those Light shields up and keep your sense of
time.
Countering these is a matter of keeping one’s shield- Humor, for remember: both Light and Humor are of
ing up AND one’s frequency up, and DOES require God -and God wins in the final analysis!
Toniose Soltec to clear in the Radiant Light of Holy
conscious, determined effort [Again, see the reprinted
n

am&b

4

Soltec:SomeMfects0
Pulse-GridDisturbances
11/12/95

SOLTEC

Good afternoon, Toniose Soltec present in the
Light of Holy God, a God whose patience is tried
mightily these days as the adversarial forces step up
their attacks on both people and planet to a level that
becomes unacceptable for the greater working order of
the Cosmos, which you of EarthShan affect whether or
not you are aware of it.
Specifically at this time we speak of the pulse-grid
system of electromagnetic commotion which is presently being put into the final stages of readiness for
coordinated modulation on a global scale- not just one writing
state or country, mind you, but messing with the electromagnetic status of planetary existence on a wholeglobe scale.
Just from a geophysical perspective, you all are by
now well aware of how precarious is the condition of
the tectonic plates, those boundaries of which are
where most volcanic and fault-line seismic activities
occur. In recent weeks there has been a tremendous
increase in seismic activity world-wide, and especially
this has even been noted in the controlled media for
locations around the “Ring Of Fire” which encircles
the Pacific Plate.
Now, when the grid system is, to put it simply,
turned up & down in volume or amplitude on a coordinated, world-wide scale (like alternately inflating and
deflating a balloon), there are profound effects on the
Earth’s own natural magnetic field. Among other
effects, the interactions between the unnatural pulsegrid field and the natural Earth field will cause torque
just like what you experience when trying to change
the position of a spinning bicycle wheel you are holding in your hands at the axle. That force opposing your
trying to change the position of the spinning wheel is
torque, and the grid system-induced torque will not
only cause simultaneous stress on (and thus potential
motion along) *ALL* of the surface plates, but will
contribute even more destabilization to the already
precariously acute wobble of the Earth on its axis.
Meanwhile, there can be ignition of your atmosphere by electromagnetic ionization and this is a most
unfortunate situation, should such occur, for so few are
even in possession of dark-lensed welding goggles,
much the less do they keep them handy for instant use.
Just these few above-mentioned potential situations are serious considerations at this time of Elite
jockeying for position in the world hierarchy of control. And this makes all the more sense for you good
students who have an understanding of our previous
lessons on these subjects.
Now, Commander Hatonn may wish to address this
next, related subject in greater detail at the meeting
than I shall here [He did. See The Word tapes for the

by

Commander

Hatonn

from

l/12/95

near

God of Humor and Light.

Sa]u.

Beware Of Pulse
Beam Bombardments

Sunday, 11/12/95
short writingfrom

meeting and also see the reprinted
l/12/9.5 near here.], but I would be

remiss to not at least give passing mention to the
serious physiological and psychological effects of this
grid system on you of the ground crew.
Excess histamine production-something
like an
electronically-induced
allergy-is
just one of the pos-

l/11/95#2

HATONN

I am getting a lot of complaints from the ground crew about bombardment of pulse waves in
the low frequencies. I’m sorry, kids, but the Parasites have turned on everything they have to test
it in the weather control project. You are going to have to get control of selves because you are
going to find everyone around you ill and cross, depressed and basically angry. You know what
to do to counter this-SO DO IT. Don’t be concerned with headaches-take
ASPIRIN as a FIRST
choice because of its ability to reduce swelling in joints. This is “nothing” compared to a nuclear
war so let us be grateful for these small blessings. The Nuclear Strike described so well [over
pgs. 2-22 of the l/l 7/95 issue of CONTACT] was not the only one-nor
have the Elite ever
stopped planning.
l/12/95#l
LOCAL

FOCUS-OR

HATONN
ANYWHERE

Everyone here is feeling the effects of pulse bombardment. Yes indeed, “they” are hitting
hard now. They have had to double up on the frequency “changes” to manipulate the weather
patterns so you are stuck with it. If you are doing all the things I’ve suggested on an ongoing
basis-1 suggest you increase the Gaialyte by at least 2 servings a day and increase the vinegar
(Kargasok) by 2-3 tablespoons a day. It is very high frequency on it’s own but it also has drias,
so should have the high frequency which will meet the need AND will also counter (pick up the
same) frequencies as in the local atmosphere-pretty
much negating their effects. [See New Gaia
product

information

at end o/paper/or

ordering

and other information

about these substances.]

Also, if you are still “nervous*‘, especially inwardly, take increased supplements of magnesium/zinc/calcium in proper ratio for proper utilization, AND eat a couple of bananas a day for
the added natural potassium. This shot. .d help clear the “thinking”. If you have some Lecithintake at least a double to triple supplement. Give it a bit of time to work and if you have a
“Dharma” relaxation tape-go listen through it a couple or three times to get your own defenses
connected to LIGHT FREQUENCY. [Contact Z%e word
for information
concerning
the
obtaining

of this

tape; see p. 17

for

details.]

This is going to get worse and worse, nice friends-they
are AFTER YOU. Please note the
full-bore holocaust push these days-the Parasites are holding on for dear life. They had planned
another FIRST ATTACK on the Russias-but you can see that the “distracters” of encounters
here and there HAVE NOT WORKED AND THE MILITARY IS SIMPLY GETTING FURIOUS
WITH “THEIR LEADERS”.
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Latest New Release

TRACKING ”DOWN
THE KILLER
“AND OTHER
FORMS OF
MURDER”

.

: myriads of pieces of information and comment of addiPIRST
.‘.J tional input-and
is without beginning or ending.
Some of the very important topics discussed are:
What to do when you see them coming for your land. If
%,.,you think they are after you, consult a lawyer now.
: : Time to clean house-WHAT TO DO IF POLICE SHOW
~‘. UP WITHOUT A WARRANT.
Other topics are:
Wtie thr Limg or short-the
roadmatters
I
Know Your Rights,
Civilization Of The Universe
not lfttc;e first step is never taden!
~..
Essence Of Nature Of Human
LAWS OF CREATION
BY GYEORGOS CERES HATONN
God Has A Plan 2000
(5104 )
$6.00
234 Pages
I
.--i
BLUE BEAM
I
Revenge Is Out; Make Friends Of Enemies.
It is important, from time to time, to REMEMBER
Who Is HATONN?
that we have THOUSANDS of pages of information out
Soltec And Recent Earthquakes
to you and, yet, new readers find only an issue or two
Government’s Business Is To Control
and base all conclusions on same. It is not wise nor is
Electronic Shutdown Of Autos
it appropriate to do so. This is, further, WHY we write
More
Success With Pen And Paper Power.
dated “iournals” -so that the storv is inclusive of

STEPS

Only @

volume of the Pleiades Connection

series was released from the court in Fresno:

Pleiades Connection: Volume I
Return Of The Phoenix
By Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn
(522)
$6.00
210 Pages
You can learn the truth about the origins of humans upon this planet, our purposes here
and why the truth has been hidden from us.
We have help to overcome all of our major difllculties
Ewe will return to living under the
Laws of Creation and God.
Other topics covered: Types of dwellings
best for our use from now on (patterned
after
666
Pleiadian dwellings). What true love is- Spacecraft-Types of metal used in them-About
and its significance-The
truth about robotoids as our world leaders and much, much more.

(see Back Page for ordering information)

14, 1995

BY GYEOROOS CERES HA’TON-N

( J130 )

$6.00

“This message journal is going to be printed in its
most reasonable format for it must reach as many as will
hear and see.
You think that your diet-mongers,
your
‘shape-you’
directors and your ‘food expert’ teachers are
showing you the way.
NO, they are NOT.
You are
becoming a planet of insane and deficient humanity.
You
have even crippled the very animal and plant life upon your
place. IT IS ALL A PART OF THE NOW FULFILLMENT
OF THE ‘PLAN’.
YOU ARE DYING AND BECOMING
TOTALLY INFIRM BY MALNUTRITION.
IN THE ‘REAL
WORLD’ YOU CAN’T EVEN OBTAIN THAT WHICH
YOU NEED AS THE PLAN HAS WORKED ITS MISERY
so WELL.
“Since the most of this journal will be about beriberi
and the various deficiencies of food as tampered with, we
will give you a definition as presented to us. BERIBERI:
Caused by a deficiency
in vitamin Bl (thiamine
hydrochloride)
and other vitamins,
and is found in areas
where the diet consists primarily of polished rice, white
flour, and other nonvitamin-bearing
foods. Increased need
for vitamin Bl; fever, high carbohydrate
intake, or alco-HATONN
holism may lead to deficiency.”

Some of the important topics discussed are: INAND SPACE SHUTTLE’S ROLE AS
EFFECTIVE PARASITE-SPREADING
TOOLS-The
Talmud Unmasked-Tracking
Down The Killer-The &&
.
.
War PromActlog-0atandnana
And SDelta Are
CARCERATION

God’s Gifts To You.-Hyrogen
Peroxide
Usage For
Health-How
To Build UD Bodv Defenses a
PIstases-“Blue
Beam” Postponed
Temporarily-The
Messiah Of 1665-ROME
WAS DESTROYED BY m
(INDEX INCLUDED)
JEWS.

...
?ZcRyi.,‘OF’:-EH.E.
PHOENIX
::’
.:
.“.
:
DEATH
.Ri,T’fL&;,‘OF
FREEDOM
.
.
.
.. .:.
:.

In this deeply disturbing JOURNAL, Sananda
exposes the truth about the energy called “Satan”,
the adversary to God of Light. Satan’s fall from
status as “Lucifer” is outlined. We learn how he
gains his power through evil deception, what
his tools are and what his limitations are.
Additional topics: Satan’s Beginning-Satanic
Commandments-Witchcraft-Satanic
Symbols
-Evil Versus Sin-Satan’s
Clever Poison-Drug
Addiction-Satanic
Music-The Psychology Of
Evil-High Profile Satanic Groups And High Evil
Satanic Ritual Days.
(INDEX INCLUDED)

This JOURNAL is part II of SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER
( J4 ). The Government’s
thirst for information on its citizenry is unquenchable. Is privacy possible? This document
contains very pragmatic “how to” and tactical
suggestions to help you legally “fade into the
background”. Additional topics: S&Ls-The Real
Estate Market-Oil-Bonds-Precious
MetalsThe IRS- The New (traceable) Currency-The
War On Privacy-Electronic
Intrusion-Cashless
Society-If
Your Home Is Invaded-The
Estate
Plan That Never Dies-Special
Report (On Corporate Strategy).
(INDEX INCLUDED)

. . ....‘.....

.

. . . .

:.

..,

.T@i+AN.
2000
:.
.,.
. :. .: : .:‘.SY;. GYgO,RGOS CZRES HATONN
.: :.:.
.... ::
: . .:’ f...JiJ
..,.,,,.k,.
,, ,. .,$LOO;,:
; : :.. .. 246 Pages

This JOURNAL describes the unlawful activities
of the Legislative, Judicial & Executive branches
of the U.S. Government. Some topics covered:
Tunkashila Speaks-The Secret New Constitution-How American-Israel Public Affairs Committee (AIPAC) Buys Congress-Purpose Of Gun
Control-Consequences Of Defying God’s LawsThe Abuse Of Sister Charlotte-One Worlders Of
The Lucis Trust (Luciferian Trust) Are ExposedJonestown-Khazars-The
Protocols.
(INDEX

INCLUDED)
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Use For Water Purification
To purify water (of viruses as well as bacteria and
other critters) for drinking purposes, use 10 drops o
OxySol per gallon of water and agitate container enoug R
to mix well.

& AQUAGAIA

Available
From New Gaia Products

New Gaia Products

1995

New Caia Products,
P.O. Box 27710,
Las Veqas. NV 89126
(Please Print)’

1

I
L

Order Form

l(800) NEW-GAIA (639-4242)
1 (805) 822-90’70 FAX
I

Name

Date

Zip Code

State/Prov.

Daytime Phone No.
Credit Card No. (Visa, Master Card or Discover)

Item
160z.LlQUlD

GAIAHDRUUIA

32oz.LlQUlD

s20.00

1602. LIQUID

(Mitochondria)

320~. LIQUID

TEA BREEZE

KOMBUCKA

TEA VIHEGAR I 602.

CARBRAGAIA

I

I

1

!

$20.00

1 liter
2 liters

(FIBRINO-CARTILAGE) 8 oz.

~IMl”QRAPESEEDEXTRm’r

I
~OCAPSULES 1 S18.00

‘f4INl”WILDYAMEXYRACT

60 CAPSULES

JUICE

I

/WHOLE LEAF ALOE VERA
i 10X STRENGTH)

1 liter

SUPER o-(1
qt.) (CHERRY-BERRY)
(CRANBERRY-APPLE)
SUPER o-(1
gal.1 (CHERRW
(CRANBERRV)
A-C-E Anti-Oxidant Formula (180 TABLETS)~ $24.95 1
CHLORELLA

(300 TABLEfS/SOOmg.EA.)

1 $21.00

GOLD PLUS (90 TABLETS)

GNATRIM - 30 Day supply
GINKGO BILOBA
GAlAGw mlolf

1

I

I

I

I
I

$35.00

(24% Extract)(

180TABLETS)

402..

$24.95
$20.00

G~~~C~~withtraceminerds

202.

Colloidal Silver & Trace Oold suspended in a
distilled water fluid

160~

$56.00
1 $96.00

USE THE SHIPPING

I

$24.50

$10.00

PLEASE

I

1

I

ECHIBACEA

I

2 liters

KOMBUCKA

CONCENTRATE)

I

1 liter

GNALYTE

AU)E

I

$40.00

AQUAGAIA (Mitochondria)
AQUAGAIA

I

RATE CHART

WHEN

BREAD or PROGRAM
STARTING
PACKAGES and
PLEASE ALLOW 3 TO 6 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY.

CALCULATING
MAINTENANCE

SHIPPING

'
money orders payable to:

FOR &&NON-

PACKAGES.

- New G& ProdueislW9S

81HAWAII

FOR THE REST OF
CONTINENTAL USA
S
s
S
s
s
S

O-100
101-200
201-300
301-400
401-500
Sol-600

58.00
59.00
s10.00
111.00
$12.00
513.00

PLEASECALL FOR SHlPPfNG RATES

w For UPS 2nd day to Rural Alaska, please call for rates.
* For Priority Mall to any locations, please call for rates.
H All Foreign orders, please contact our office In writing
for specific rates as rates vary greatly.
* When ordering cases of product call for shlpplng rates.
FOR ALL BREAD MACHINES, BREAD MIXES, FLOUR
ORDERS, PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGESAND MAINTcL’AL’cc DArYACCC I-AI I EnD CUlDDlNr.
CflCTC

Expiration Date

Signature For Credit Card Orders

GAIARJDRIABIA

* SHIPPING & HANDLING RATES:

FOR: CA, WA, OR, AZ,
MT, UT, ID, CO, NM,
WY, NV
$6.00
f IOKZ
57.00
S 201-300
18.00
s 301-400
19.00
s 401-500
s10.00
S Sol-600
S1l.OO
ALASKA

Street Address
City/Town

l

New Guia Products
P.O. Box 27710
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THESE
WORKS
ARE
A SERIES
CALLED THE Phoenix
Journals ANDHAVE
BEEN WRITTEN TO ASSIST MAN TO BECOME AWARE OF LONG-STANDING
DECEPTIONS AND OTHER MATTERS
CRITICAL TO HIS SURVIVAL AS A SPECIES AT
THIS TIME. SINGLE Journals
ARE 56.00;
ANY 4 Journals ARE $5.50 EACH;
10 OR
MORE Journals
ARE
$5.00 EACH (Shipping extra - see right.)
l l These
marked Journals are out of stock until
further
notice.
1. SIPAPU ODYSSEY
2. AND THEY CALLED HIS NAME
IMMANUEL,
I AM SANANDA
3. SPACE-GATE,
THE VEIL REMOVED
4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER
5. FROM HERE TO ARMAGEDDON
“6
SURVIVAL IS ONLY TEN FEET FROM
HELL
7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS
9. SATAN’S DRUMMERS
10. PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL
11. CRY OF THE PHOENIX
l l 12. CRUCIFIXION
OF THE PHOENIX
l + 13. SKELETONS
IN THE CLOSET
l*14. RRPP-RAPE,
RAVAGE, PILLAGE AND
PLUNDER OF THE PHOENIX
l l 15. RAPE
OF THE CONSTITUTION
l l 16. YOU
CAN SLAY THE DRAGON
l*17. THE NAKED PHOENIX
l * 18. BLOOD
AND ASHES
19. FIRESTORM IN BABYLON
l*20. THE MOSSAD CONNECTION
2 1. CREATION, THE SACRED UNIVERSE
22. PLEIADES CONNECTION VOL I
l*23. BURNT OFFERINGS
l*24. SHROUDS OF THE SEVENTH SEAL
l*25. THE BITTER COMMUNION
l*26. COUNTERFEIT
BLESSINGS THE
ANTI-CHRIST
BY ANY NAME:
KHAZARS
27, pHoEm
OpE~TOR-0-R
-AL
l*28. OPERATION

SHANSTORM

.’ ‘..

+*2g. END OF THE Ii&SQmmE
38. THE DARK CHARADE
39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR

75.
LIE

THE HOLOCAUST
VOL. I
40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE
THE HOLOCAUST
VOL. II
41. THE DESTRUCTION
OF A
PLANET-ZIONISM
IS RACISM
42. IJNHoLY ALLIANCE
43. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I
44. TANGLED WEBS VOL. II
45. TANGLED WEBS VOL. III
46. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV
48. TANGLED WEBS VOL. V
49. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI
50. THE DIVINE PLAN VOL. I
51. TANGLED WEBS VOL.VII
52. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII
53. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IX
54. THE FUNNEL’S NECK
55. MARCHING TO ZION
56. SEX AND THE LOTTERY
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This is a service for our
dedicated readers. Today’s
Watch telephone
hotline
carries the latest news and
comments from Commander
Hatonn’s most recent writings.
This is our way of

keeping m informed about
fast-breaking news and events.
The message machine will
answer after 2 rings if there
are any new messages for that
day, and after 4 rings if not.
Thus daily callers can hang up
after 2 rings and save toll
charges if no new message has
been recorded. The message
update(s), if any, occur by 6
PM Pacific Time.

